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ABSTRACT
Analysis of Cyclic Shallow-W ater Carbonates:
Cam brian Highland Peak Formation,
Eastern Nevada
by
Robyn A. Howley
Dr. Margaret N. (Peg) Rees
Professor o f Geology
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

Several methods o f analysis were used to test the robustness o f sea level signals
recorded in M iddle to lower Upper Cambrian shallow-water carbonate rocks in the
southwestern United States and to refine stratigraphie correlation o f this interval.
Embedded M arkov chain and cycle architectural analysis define the high-frequency
accommodation signal, whereas cycle grouping pattern and facies proportions analysis
reveals low-frequency sequence stratigraphie accommodation changes. Gamma analysis
and Fischer plots were unsuccessful in deciphering the signature o f high or low frequency
signals.
Six low-frequency accommodation events are present in the M iddle to lower Upper
Cambrian Highland Peak Formation. Each sequence is bounded by m inimum
accommodation zones that are correlative across the shallow-water carbonate platform
and thus, record platform -wide relative sea level change. Two o f these m inimum
accommodation zones record eustasy.
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C H AP TER 1

IN T R O D U C T IO N
The prim ary purpose o f this study was to test the robustness o f proposed sea level
oscillation signals that are recorded in M iddle to early Late Cambrian shallow-water
cyclic carbonate rocks in the western United States. The secondary purpose was to
establish a more refined stratigraphie correlation between the 1000-m-thick, poorly
fossiliterous. Middle to lower Upper Cambrian Highland Peak Formation near Panaca,
Nevada w ith successions o f the same age elsewhere in the Basin and Range Province for
future structural and paleogeographic studies.
Recognition o f eustatic changes recorded in ancient carbonate stratigraphie
successions is enigmatic because o f com plex process-response relationships. It is w ellestablished that shallow-marine subtidal and peritidal carbonates do record fluctuations in
relative water depth extremely well because production o f calcium carbonate in marine
environments is sensitive to the amount o f light received and sea water temperature, both
o f which vary as a function o f water depth as w ell as climate and latitude (Kendall and
Schlager, 1981; Tucker and W right, 1990; Montanez and Osleger, 1993). Using different
methods o f analysis, it has been argued that orders o f magnitude o f eustatic fluctuations
can be deciphered from roughly meter-scale shallowing-upward carbonate cycles
(Goldhammer et al., 1990; Osleger and Read, 1991; Goldhammer et al., 1992, 1993;
Montanez and Osleger, 1993; Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999). Others have argued
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that even periodicity o f sea level fluctuations can be resolved using statistical methods
and spectral analysis o f ancient cyclic carbonate successions (G oodw in and Anderson,
1985; Goldhammer et al., 1987; Koerschner and Read, 1989; Kom inz and Bond, 1990;
Bond et al., 1991; Crevello, 1991; H innov and Goldhammer, 1991; Kom inz et al., 1991;
Ripepe and Fischer, 1991; Bond et al., 1993; Strasser, 1994; Olsen and Kent, 1996; Yang
et al., 1995; Balog et al., 1997; Yang and Kom inz, 1999).
It is problematic that typically o n ly one method o f analysis has been used to interpret
eustatic fluctuations recorded w ith in a succession or between successions because these
interpretations have not been independently tested, corroborated or refuted. Furthermore,
how changes in sea level, climate, and sediment supply are recorded in carbonate rocks;
what causes these various changes; and what method or methods should be used to
recognize these sea level changes all have been questioned (Pitman, 1978; W ilkinson,
1982; Burton et al. 1987; Algeo and W ilkinson, 1988; Drummond and W ilkinson, 1993a,
1993b; Schlager, 1993; Boss and Rasmussen, 1995a, 1995b; Satterley, 1996; Co wen and
James, 1996; W ilkinson et al., 1997; Burgess, 2001).
In this study, a multi-method stratigraphie analysis o f the shallow-water carbonate
succession o f the Highland Peak Formation was employed to avoid force-fitting the data
into generalized model-driven interpretations without regard to the dynamic interplay o f
complex processes. The results o f each method are compared and contrasted to results o f
previous studies o f cyclic M iddle to low er Upper Cambrian carbonate successions. These
methods include embedded M arkov chain analysis, cycle architecture, gamma analysis,
cycle grouping patterns, facies proportions, Fischer plots, and sequence stratigraphy.
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Analysis o f carbonate strata in the Middle to low er Upper Cambrian H ighland Peak
Formation revealed a hierarchy o f depositional events superimposed on one another and
interrelated with local cyclic and random depositional processes. The effects o f relative
sea level change were deciphered from the effects o f eustasy by analysis o f highfrequency meter-scale cycles. Analysis o f the internal cycle architecture o f an individual
cycle provided evidence for changes in rates o f sedimentation (Soreghan and Dickinson,
1994) and for high-frequency low-amplitude sea level falls. Using cycle architectural
analysis together w ith correlation o f cycle grouping patterns and analysis o f facies
proportions, a low-frequency sea level history was deciphered w ith confidence. Fischer
plots did not appear to accurately represent sea level fluctuations. A sequence
stratigraphie analysis in combination w ith the other methods used in this study revealed a
low-trequency sea level history superimposed on the record o f high-frequency relative
sea level events. The multi-method analysis employed in this study including correlation
o f cycle grouping patterns, facies proportions, and cycle architectures provided strong
evidence o f eustasy being recorded in cyclic carbonates. The periodicity o f the
fluctuations, however, could not be resolved.

Geologic Setting
Follow ing the breakup o f Rodinia 700 to 800 M a (Bond et al., 1985; Prave, 1999)
and/or 550 to 600 Ma, the rifted northwestern margin o f Laurentia rapidly subsided
(Bond and Kominz, 1984; Bond el al., 1985; Levy and Christie-Blick, 1991; Prave,
1999). Regardless o f the actual tim ing o f rifting, the western margin o f North America
continued to rapidly subside throughout the M iddle and Late Cambrian (Bond and
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4
Kom inz. 1984; Bond et al., 1988; Levy and C hristie-Blick, 1991), which spans from
approximately 509 to 491 M a (Davidek et al., 1998). Conditions were excellent for
carbonate production along the continental shelf because o f the low-latitude position o f
Laurentia and the global greenhouse climate, with only slight evidence for glacial activity
in the interior o f Gondwana (Fig. 1) (Erdtmann and M ille r, 1981; Scotese and M cKerrow,
1990; Osleger and Read, 1991; Read, 1998; Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999; Smith,
2001). Northeast trade w ind trajectories were similar, i f not the same, in the Cambrian as
at present (Drewry et al., 1974).
The Middle Cambrian was proposed to be a transitional period from global icehouse
to greenhouse conditions based on textural and compositional data from ancient ooids
and cements as well as Sr and C isotopic data (Fischer, 1981; Sandberg, 1983; Read,
1998; Montanez and Banner, 2000; Eerola, 2001 ). This transition in climate resulted in a
change from high-amplitude, low frequency sea-level oscillation events during icehouse
conditions to low-amplitude, high frequency sea-level oscillation events during
greenhouse conditions. Thus, cyclic carbonate successions that represent deposition on
the shallow-water platform o f western North America during greenhouse climate
conditions record low-amplitude, high-frequency changes in sea level w ithin higher
amplitude, lower frequency changes (Osleger and Read, 1991; Montanez and Osleger,
1993; Montanez et al., 1996; Read, 1998). The M iddle to lower Upper Cambrian
Highland Peak Formation carbonate succession records these greenhouse climate
conditions within its meter-scale shallowing-upward cycles. Cambrian movement on the
proposed southern boundary fault o f the House Range Embayment, that extended across
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Highland Peak
Formation

c/

7
0
1000
Kilometers

Figure 1. Proposed paleogeographic reconstruction for Laurentia during
the M iddle Cambrian at a time o f maximum marine transgression
(modified from W itzke, 1990 and Scotese and M cKerrow , 1990). Land
is shown in grey; continental margin in light blue boardered by a dark
solid and dashed line representing the continental margin edge.
,A.tmospheric circulation patterns are shown as solid lines w ith arrows
pointing in wind flo w direction [inferred based on evidence from
Drewry et al. ( 1974) and Scotese and Barrett ( 1990)).
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central Utah and southern Nevada, may have influenced carbonate deposition and may be
recorded in the succession (Kepper, 1976, 1981; Rees, 1986).

Stratigraphy
An approximately 1000-m-thick continuous section o f the Highland Peak Formation is
exposed 1 mile north o f the town o f Panaca in Lincoln County, Nevada (Figs. 2 and 3).
The formation contains a diverse assemblage o f cyclic and non-cyclic limestone,
dolostone, and siliciclastic facies, w ith highly variable lithologie compositions and
sedimentary structures. A t Panaca Spring, also known as "w arm spring,” this formation
was divided into 13 lithologie units by Merriam (1964) who m odified the inform al 17
lettered units o f Wheeler and Lemmon (1939) (Fig. 4). The H ighland Peak Formation
was re-mapped by Axen (unpublished, 1987) (Fig. 5). Member 11 was abandoned by
Gary Axen (personal communication 2000) because it comprises a dolom ite zone fomied
w ith in the upper part o f M ember 10 and the lower part o f M em ber 12. O riginal color
separations are still present; Member 10 is dark and mottled and M ember 12 is white
(Gary Axen, personal communication 2000). Although an inform al subdivision, the
stratigraphie nomenclature proposed by Axen is followed in this study. The map in figure
5 illustrates the distribution o f the 13 members near Panaca. M ember 13 is faulted locally
and typically is unconformably overlain by Tertiary volcanic rocks.
Stratigraphie correlation o f the Highland Peak Formation across the Basin and Range
Province is illustrated in figure 4. The biostratigraphic correlations are based on
polymeroid and agnostid trilobite zonations (Palmer, 1965, 1971; Hintze and Robison,
1975; Palmer, 1999) and biomeres from Sundberg (unpublished, 1990). Fauna! data is
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112° W
Oregon

Nevada

California
114°20'

Panaca
Figure 2. Location map of the Highland Peak Formation stratigraphie
succession one mile north of Panaca (in rectangle) in Lincoln County,
Nevada. Rectangle outlines map in figure 5 and light blue dot represents the
panaca spring.

Figure 3. Photograph of the upper members o f the Highland Peak
Formation near Panaca, Nevada taken looking north.
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very limited in the Highland Peak and Bonanza K ing formations. The Highland Peak
Formation, however, spans the M arjum iid and the lower Pterocephaliid biomeres
(Sundberg, 1990) including, from oldest to youngest, upper Glossopleura. Ehniciniella.
and Bolaspiddlci trilobite zones, and ends either in the Ceclaria or Crepicepluilus zones
(Hintze and Robison, 1975).

Methods
Field
Field work consisted o f detailed measurement, description and sampling o f the Step
Ridge Member through Member 13 o f the Highland Peak Formation one m ile north o f
Panaca, Nevada near Panaca Spring (Figs. 2-5). Measurements were made every 1.5
meters using a Jacobs’ staff. Beds and sedimentary structures were measured using a
centimeter scale. Particular attention was paid to cycle contacts to identify conformable,
hiatal, and unconformable surfaces. Four sections were measured based on the need to
avoid faults w ith in the outcrop. Panaca Spring section 1 (P. S. 1) includes only the Step
Ridge Member. P. S. 2 includes the overlying Condor and Meadow Valley members and
Member 7. P. S. 3 includes members 8 and 9, and P. S. 4 includes members 10 through
13. The lithologie logs o f these sections are in Appendix 1. Over 200 samples were
collected and are labeled in one o f three ways: SR-# means collected in the Step Ridge
Member, sample #; HSROO-# means Howley collected in the Step Ridge Member in
2000, sample #; and R H 01-M V-# means Robyn Howley, collected in 2001 from the
Meadow Valley, sample #. Trilobite identifications were made by A. R. Palmer (noted in
chapter 3 w ithin text).
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Laboratory
Laboratory work consisted o f cutting over 200 samples, polishing o f approximately
200 slabbed surfaces w ith Titanium oxide, and preparation o f 149 thin-sections. Hand
samples, polished slabs, and thin-sections were labeled in the same manner as described
above according to the particular sample number used in the field. Pétrographie analyses
were made with a trinocular pétrographie Olympus microscope using standard methods
outlined in Flugel ( 19S2) and Boggs (1992). Staining for calcite and dolomite was
performed using the methods o f Dickson (1965, 1966).
Analysis
Analytical techniques used and developed for this study are described in later sections
o f this thesis. These techniques include embedded M arkov chain analysis, cycle
architecture, gamma analysis, cycle grouping patterns, facies proportions, Fischer plots,
and sequence stratigraphy.
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CHAPTER 2

C Y C L IC C A R B O N A T E S E D IM E N T A T IO N
Carbonate Sedimentation
Production o f calcium carbonate (CaCO] with m inor amounts o f M g, Sr and other
trace elements) sediment in m arine environments results from both prim ary and
secondary inorganic and organic processes. Modem areas o f abundant carbonate
sediment production have surface water temperatures that reach 30° C. In these
environments, primary inorganic precipitation o f carbonate is triggered by an increase in
sea water temperature, decrease in partial pressure o f CO: in water, or increase in ionic
concentration o f calcium. A n increase in temperature o f sea water results in a decrease in
so lu b ility o f CO: and CaCO;, causing CO : to move into the atmosphere and CaCO, to
precipitate. Elevated temperatures may also drive evaporation and increasing ionic
concentration o f calcium resulting in precipitation. A decrease in partial pressure o f CO:
w ithin sea water results from a decrease in hydrostatic pressure. Hydrostatic pressure is
decreased by (1 ) upwelling o f cold, dense, deep ocean water; (2) a decrease in
atmospheric pressure; or (3) an increase in agitation caused by breaking waves and water
turbulence. These inorganic processes are responsible, at least in part, for fomiation o f
lim e mud, ooids, and some carbonate cements (Bathurst, 1971; W ilson, 1975; Tucker and
W right, 1990; Bougs, 2001).
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Primary organic processes responsible for production o f carbonate include formation
o f skeletons, photosynthesis, bacterial precipitation, and sulfate reduction. Some
organisms can extract calcium from seawater to produce CaCO; skeletal frameworks;
others induce precipitation o f calcium carbonate by biologically m o d ifyin g m icro
environments. Nearly all o f these complex organic processes are most effective and
efficient in wami, shallow-marine environments. Many o f these processes are tied to
organisms removing CO: from sea water during photosynthesis, w h ich requires light to
penetrate the water column. Terrigenous material decreases the c la rity o f water and thus
impedes production o f carbonate sediment. In modem terrigenous-free settings, carbonate
productivity is greatest w ithin the first 20 meters o f the photic zone and decreases rapidly
with depth (Wilson, 1975; Tucker and W right, 1990; Boggs, 2001).
Bacteria can indirectly promote precipitation o f CaCO? by altering their immediate
microenvironment such that it is conducive to the precipitation o f CaCO? (Chafetz, 1986;
Buczynski and Chafetz, 1993; Boggs, 2001 ). Bacterial precipitation o f carbonate
seemingly was a common process in the geologic past and resulted in calcification o f
microbial mats and fomiation o f many peloids and lime mud (Pratt, 2001). Bacteria also
can promote precipitation o f CaCO, through sulfate reduction o f organic matter that
results in increased pH making conditions favorable for CaCO: precipitation (Boggs,
2001). Bacteria may have played a significant role during the M id d le Cambrian when
microbes were the prim ary producers o f mats and reefs.
Secondary' inorganic and organic carbonate sediment producing processes include
mechanical breakdown o f pre-existing carbonate material, production o f carbonate fecal
pellets, and m icritization. Organisms also contribute to production o f CaCO: sediment
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form ation by ingesting organic-rich lim e mud and excreting fecal pellets (peloids) o f lime
mud digested and shaped w ithin the gut. M icrobial organisms also change pre-existing
carbonate sediment through a process called m icritization. During m icritization, boring
organisms create irregular micro-cavities w ithin shells or other hardened sediment that is
later fille d in by lim e mud, which is produced either organically or inorganically.
.Although these secondary processes do not produce new precipitates, they are significant
producers o f carbonate grains in modem environments and throughout the geologic
record (Tucker and Wright, 1990; Boggs, 2001).
Because o f the environmental requirements for inorganic and organic production o f
carbonate sediment, modem carbonates are produced and accumulated at their highest
rates in shallow marine waters w ithin the tropics (between 30° N and S latitude) where
surface waters are warm (~ 30° C) and free o f terrigenous sediment (W ilson, 1975;
Tucker and W right, 1990; Boggs, 2001). This prim ary site for carbonate production was
termed the “ carbonate factory” by James (1984). A ny changes in conditions or factors
affecting the production o f CaCO: are recorded w ith in sediment in and around the
"carbonate factory.” Therefore, distinct types o f carbonate sediment form at different
depths and under various hydrologie and environmental conditions (Tucker and Wright,
1990; Boggs, 2001).
Carbonate sediments are faithful recorders o f depositional environment and climate.
Thus, their ancient limestone counterparts can be studied and compared to modem
environments to infer an original environment o f deposition and hence paleogeography
and paleoclimate. Environments characterized by specific physical, chemical and
biologic features produce sediment with unique textures, compositions, and sedimentary
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structures. Using these features, sediment or sedimentary rock can be grouped into
specific environmental facies. A significant amount o f depositional inform ation can be
obtained from study o f individual facies, but studying vertical and lateral changes in
lithology, facies, or facies associations, promotes an even greater understanding o f
evolving depositional environments (Tucker and W right, 1990; Boggs, 2001).
Ancient carbonate stratigraphie successions com m only display vertical changes in
rock type or facies that re-occur in a repetitive or cyclic pattern. The most common cycles
w ithin carbonate successions are shallowing-upvvard cycles. Shallowing-upward cycles
record vertical gradational facies changing from deepest water at the base to shallowest
water at the top. Successive cycles are com monly separated by an abrupt erosionai or
non-depositional (hiatal) contact (Wilson, 1975; Tucker and W right, 1990). Each cycle is
a permanent record o f changes in depositional environment and accommodation space
over time. Accommodation space in a marine environment is the amount o f space
available between the sediment-water interface and the water-air interface at highest-high
tide or highest storm surge (Tucker and W right, 1990). Thus, shallowing-upward
carbonate cycles are e.xcellent recorders o f environmental change over time, specifically
cyclic sedimentation.

Causes o f Cyclic Sedimentation
Shallowing-upward carbonate cycles record the type o f depositional environment and
hydraulic conditions in which they accumulated. Thus, they may reflect the rates and
magnitudes o f events that cause a change in accommodation space. These events may be
autocyclic (internal to the basin), or allocyclic (external to the basin).
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Many internal and external processes affect the development and spatial distribution
o f facies. When vertical facies or lithologie changes are conformable, identified by
gradational (non-erosional contacts), then the original environments o f deposition are
inferred to have been laterally adjacent to one another during deposition, as stated by
W alther’s Law. Sedimentary processes that fo llow W alther’s Law. without a necessary
change in sea level, include tidal flat progradation, reef progradation, vertical accretion o f
carbonate sediment, migration o f carbonate islands, and offshore transport and
deposition. When these processes produce carbonate cycles, the process is considered to
be autocyclic. On the other hand, when vertical changes in facies or lithology are not
contbrmable, which is identified by an abrupt contact resulting from erosion or non
deposition, then deposition did not follow W alther’s Law . A llo cyclic processes that
produce these changes include eustasy (global change in ocean volume and sea level) and
tectono-eustasy (changes in sea level caused by global tectonics), although other
processes such as climate may contribute to the record (W ilson, 1975; Tucker and
W right, 1990; Schlager, 1993; Soreghan, 1997; D rzew iecki and Simo, 2000; Boggs,
2001). Currently, debate continues as to whether autocyclic or allocyclic processes are
the dominant cause o f shallowing-upward cycles (G oodw in and Anderson, 1985;
Koerschner and Read, 1989; Waters et al., 1989; Osleger, 1991; Schlager, 1993; Cowan
and James, 1996; Satterley, 1996), but it is likely that both processes contribute
significantly.
Autocyclic Processes
Two popular autocyclic mechanisms that may provide viable explanations for the
production o f shallow-water platfom i carbonate cycles on plattbrms during stable sea
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level, sea level rise, and/or subsidence. The first mechanism, or the Ginsburg model,
involves the progradation o f tidal fiats across a shallow water platform. Because most
carbonate sediments are produced in shallow subtidal areas (ie., the “ carbonate factory” ),
sediments are usually only brought onto tidal fiats by storms, waves, and tidal flow . As
the tidal fiat grows and progrades laterally over the platform , the size o f the carbonate
factory decreases resulting in a decrease in carbonate production. When the carbonate
factory disappears, carbonate production ceases. When carbonate production ceases, the
platform w ill subside due to both compaction o f sediment, and/or platform subsidence.
As the platform subsides, a relative sea level rise provides accommodation space for
future production and accumulation o f carbonates. When enough carbonate sediments are
produced, then the tidal fiat progradation can begin again. The key to this mechanism is
that tidal fiats usually do not prograde over large distances and are confined to small
areas. Shallowing-upward carbonate cycles produced by this mechanism can not be
traced laterally for large distances (Ginsburg, 1971; W ilson, 1975; Kendall and Schlager,
1981; W ilkinson, 1982; Pratt and James, 1986; Tucker and W right, 1990).
The second autocyclic mechanism, which was proposed by Pratt and James (1986), is
the tidal island model. In this model, the shallow-water platform is never entirely exposed
nor submerged but is covered w ith small tidal fiat islands that build vertically and
laterally w ith time and may coalesce to form larger islands. M igration and accretion both
keep pace w ith changing sea level and subsidence. Changes in hydrographic forces cause
the site o f sediment accumulation to shift, creating a new tidal island and leaving the old
island to subside.
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An additional mechanism for form ation o f shallowing-upward cycles is tidal channel
migration. ,A.s tidal channels and levees migrate, they can produce a vertical sequence
sim ilar to shallowing-upward cycles. The key to this mechanism is that units must be
traced laterally to determine a channel shape and changing sedimentary structures (Cloyd
et al., 1990; Satterley, 1996). I f no lateral variations can be identified, then this
mechanism is not plausible.
A llo cyclic Processes
The most w idely accepted explanation for the formation o f shallowing-upward
carbonate cycles is eustasy, which involves changes in global ocean volume or sea level
(Fischer, 1964; Wilson, 1975; G oodw in and Anderson, 1985; Grotzinger, 1986;
Koerschner and Read, 1989; Tucker and Wright, 1990; Osleger and Read, 1991).
Although large tectonic processes can significantly increase or decrease the level o f
water in the oceans over time spans o f 10 to 500 m.y. (tectono-eustasy), they are unlikely
to produce the rapid and/or cyclic sea level changes needed to produce meter-scale
shallowing-upward cycles. Small-scale or local tectonic movements affect rates and style
o f sedimentation but at a different scale than tectono-eustasy. This mechanism, which is
not likely to produce cyclic sedimentation in carbonates, produces episodic changes in
accommodation space (Goodwin and Anderson, 1985; Tucker and W right, 1990; M iall,
1997). For example, faulting along a platform w ill affect sedimentation patterns but w ill
probably not produce sedimentary cycles (Tucker and W right, 1990).
Glacio-eustasy, on the other hand, is a viable mechanism for producing cyclic
shallowing-upward cycles (G oodwin and Anderson, 1985; Tucker and Wright, 1990).
The argument for glacio-eustasy is that variations in the amount o f solar insolation are the
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result o f M ilankovitch astronomical variations (Fig. 6). Astronom ical variations are
controlled by changes in the Earth’ s orbit and tilt that occur in predictable cycles. These
variations include precession o f the equinoxes with 23 and 19 ka periodicities, obliquity
in the plane o f the ecliptic w ith a 41 ka periodicity, and eccentricity o f the Earth’s orbit
w ith a periodicity o f 100 and 410 ka (Hays et al., 1976; Berger, 1977; Im brie and Imbrie,
1980). Studies o f Pleistocene deep-sea cores show evidence for sea level changes in the
M ilankovitch frequency range (Im b rie and Imbrie, 1980; Chapell and Shackleton, 1986).
Goldhammer et al. (1987, 1990, 1993) proposed that cycle thicknesses, stacking patterns,
and periodicities in cyclic Latemar platform carbonates (Triassic) in northern Italy are
consistent w ith M ilankovitch rhythm s. Evidence o f a M ila n ko vitch -o rig in for cycles in
Paleozoic and Cenozoic strata also have been presented (Koerschner and Read, 1989;
Osleger and Read, 1991; K om inz and Bond, 1990; Bond et al., 1991; Kom inz et al.,
1991; Kom inz and Bond, 1992; B ond et al., 1993; Yang et al., 1995; Yang and Kominz,
1999) (see gamma analysis, chapter 4). Although ample evidence demonstrates that
certain environments record these astronomical variations extremely w ell, how much
control astronomical variations have on the cyclic deposition o f sediments and changes in
the volume o f water in oceans is s till debated (Algeo and W ilkinson, 1988; Cowan and
James, 1996; Howley et al., 2001 ). W hen astronomical signals are syncronous w ith other
processes such as sediment supply, subsidence, etc. (see chapter 4), the signal w ill be
stronger than when the signal is out o f phase w ith other depositional processes (Smith,
1994; Schwarzacher, 1999).
Glacio-eustasy requires polar ice caps, glacial ice, or at least significant snow fields.
Under these icehouse conditions (re la tive ly low global temperatures), sea level lowers
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Figure 6. Astronomical orbital variations o f the Milankovitch theory o f
climate change (from Einsele and Ricken, 1991).
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because a significant amount o f water is held in ice sheets, and high-amplitude eustasy
results from waxing and waning o f ice sheets (Kerr, 1996; Read, 1998). Glacio-eustasy
becomes a less viable mechanism for cyclic changes in ocean volume during periods w ith
little or no evidence for glacial activity. During times o f greenhouse conditions (relatively
high global temperatures), sea level typically rises because water is not held in ice sheets,
and shorter-term sea level fluctuations are o f low am plitude (Jacobs and Sahagian, 1993;
Read, 1998). The cause o f cyclicity during greenhouse times is controversial w ith no
clear evidence for causal mechanisms (Kerr, 1996). It appears that autocyclic processes
are more pronounced in strata deposited during greenhouse conditions (Cowan and
James, 1996; Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999).
An additional mechanism affecting sea level is changes in the geoid o f the Earth as
proposed by M om er (1994). The geoid is the equipotential surface o f the Earth’s gravity
field, and because it varies over the surface o f the Earth, it can displace a large volume o f
water and w ill influence how global sea level fluctuations appear on different parts o f the
globe. Oceanic tides actually represent daily changes in the Earth’ s geoid with 0.78 m
amplitude sea level fluctuations. On a m illion year time-scale, magnitudes o f sea level
fluctuations caused by geoidal changes can be on the order o f 50 to 250 m (Momer,
1994). The superposition o f eustatic changes caused by geoidal changes with eustatic
changes caused by other events may disrupt our a b ility to recognize the other
synchronous global sea level events.
Many different magnitudes and frequencies o f eustatic change are recorded by
sedimentary successions. V a il et al. (1977b) proposed five orders o f eustatic events, and
many subsequent workers followed this convention. First-order cycles have a duration o f
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~200 to 500 m.y. and are commonly associated w ith the form ation and breakup o f
supercontinents, also termed the “ W ilson cycle.” First-order cycles result in long-term,
large-magnitude sea level events that affect the stable craton (tectono-eustasy). Secondorder cycles have a duration o f -1 0 to 100 m.y. and are driven by tectonics and/or
changes in rates o f sea-floor spreading. Third-order cycles have a duration o f -0.5 to 5
m.y. and are caused by glacio-eustastic fluctuations w ith amplitudes o f 50 m or less and
are the largest sea level events recorded on a carbonate platform . Fourth-order cycles
have a higher frequency w ith a duration o f -0.1 to 5 m .y. and dominate during times o f
maximum glaciation. These cycles are thought to be related to the short- and long-term
eccentricity cycles o f the Earth. Fifth-order cycles have a duration o f -0.01 to 0.1 m.y.
and are related to the obliq uity and precessional cycles o f the Earth (V a il et al., 1977b;
Read, 1995; M ia ll, 1997). Fourth- and fifth-order high-frequency cycles are o f lower
amplitude than third-order low frequency cycles, and high-frequency cycles are thought
to be caused by variations in water held in alpine glaciers, groundwater, and lake storage
(Tucker and W right, 1990; Jacobs and Sahagian, 1993; Read, 1995; Lehrmann and
Goldhammer, 1999).
M ia ll (1997) cautioned against using VaiTs rank-order classification o f eustatic events
based on the arbitrary nature o f classifying cycles according to duration, especially where
age constraints are limited, and the overlapping frequencies w ith w hich many cyclegenerating mechanisms occur. The difficulties with identifing specific cycle hierarchies
and even the in a b ility to identify them was discussed by Goldhammer et al. (1990) and
Lehrmann and Goldhammer ( 1999).
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In this study, cycle hierarchies are grouped and attributed o n ly to low frequency and
high frequency processes. The low frequency cyclic groups are probably equivalent to
third-order cycles proposed by V a il et al. (1977b). Although the o rigin o f third-order
cycles during greenhouse clim ate conditions is problematic (G oldham m er et al., 1992;
Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999), stratigraphie correlations indicate that these are
eustatic events, but the causal mechanism remains unknown. The high frequency cyclic
groups may include both fourth- and fifth-order cycles o f V a il et al. (1977b). These
cycles may be the result o f autocyclic processes such as tidal fla t island m igration and
Ginsburg style progradation, or allocyclic processes such as M ila n k o v itc h orbital
variations influencing clim ate and water stored in alpine glaciers and lakes. The
periodicity o f sea level changes, however, could not be deciphered. Therefore, their
o rig in could not be related confidently to astronomical orbital mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 3

LITH O LO G IC A N A L Y S IS A N D FACIES D E L IN E A T IO N
The Highland Peak Formation contains a diverse assemblage o f limestone, dolostone
and siltstone representing deposition in a variety o f marine subtidal to supratidal
environments on a broad flat-topped platform (Fig. 7). Seven lithotopes are delineated
based on their physical characteristics identified in outcrop; in 227 rough, cut, and
polished hand samples; and in 149 thin sections. Characteristics include lithology,
physical constituents, ichnofabric, and sedimentary structures. Visual estimates o f
constituents are made follow ing Scholle (1978) and Fliigel (1982). Bedding is described
fo llo w in g Boggs (1987). The complete diagenetic history is o f lim ited importance to this
study but is described in Appendix 2. Depositional environments o f individual lithologies
are interpreted using all observed macro- and microscopic features. Lithologies are then
grouped into four generalized facies that are characteristic o f their specific depositional
setting.

B urrow M ottled Lithotope
Description
The burrow-mottled lithotope is delineated based on the presence o f prominent
ichnofabric w ithin mud-supported lithologies and is present in all members o f the
Highland Peak Formation except the Condor Member and members 12 and 13. Burrow
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Skeletal wackestone
Burrow-mottled wackestone and peloidal wackestone
Burrow-mottled intraclastic wackestone/packstone
Cross-stratified oolite
Thrombolite biostrome
Peloidal packstone/grainstone
Cryptic-microbial boundstone
Cryptic-microbial laminite and associated tidal flat facies
Stromatolites
Halite pseudomorphs
Fenestrae
Cryptic-microbial boundstone intraclasts
-y O

Desiccation crack
Polygonal desiccation structure

Figure 7. Schematic diagram o f deposition within the Highland Peak Formation. Note
that all lithologies are not present at once and this diagram does not show the actual
configuration o f lithologies at one instant in time. Siliciclastic lithologies are not
represented on this diagram [see figure 60 (Condor Mbr.)]. Not to scale.
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mottled lithologies include wackestone, peloidal wackestone, intraclastic wackestone,
skeletal wackestone, and mudstone. Characteristics and descriptions o f the burrowmottled lithotope and description o f these lithologies are given in figure 8. Refer to Plates
1, 2 and 3 for photographs and photomicrographs.
W ithin the Highland Peak Formation, degree o f burrow m ottling was described using
the semiquantitative ichnofabric index o f Droser and B o ttje r (1986, 1988). Ichnofabric is
produced by organisms reworking (bioturbating) o riginal sediment (Ekdale et al., 1984;
Droser and Bottjer, 1986, 1988). Six indices were used to describe the percentage o f
original sediment disturbed by bioturbating organisms (Fig. 9). Ichnofabric index I
records no bioturbation whereas index 6 records m axim um bioturbation. A ll six
ichnofabric indices are recorded in the burrow-m ottled lithotope. This index was used to
decipher subtle differences w ithin wackestone and mudstone units when no other
distinguishing features were available.
Depositional Environment
Burrow-m ottled wackestone, mudstone, skeletal wackestone, intraclastic wackestone,
and peloidal wackestone were deposited under quiet subtidal conditions in various
environments including, but not limited to, shallow-subtidal restricted or semi-restricted
lagoons and the deep- to shallow-subtidal open-marine platform . M ajor characteristics o f
burrow-mottled lithologies that are used for interpretation o f depositional environment
include the amount o f lim e mud (now m icrocrystalline calcite), dominant sm all grain
size, amount o f bioturbation, amount o f cement, and lim ite d grain types present.
Microcrystalline calcite is the dominant constituent in the burrow-m ottled lithotope and
interpreting its origin is key to understanding the original depositional environment o f the
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Burrow-mottled lithotope
Visual characteristics
Medium to thick-bedded; resistant step and c liff forming; medium to dark gray matrix with
mottles that range in color from dark or light gray to brown or red and have both distinct and
indistinct boundaries; rarely petroliferous; generally abrupt basal contacts and gradational upper
contacts; nodular and bedded black, as well as white, chert are common.
Sedimentary Structures
Ichnofabric indices 1-6; isolated spherical to prismoidal calcite- and sediment-filled burrows,
rarely silicified (< I mm to a few cm’s in diameter); common irregularly abraded and bored
surfaces interpretated as seafloor hardgrounds; hummocky cross-stratification is rare.

Fossil Content
Skeletal material is rare within most o f the HPF with a low diversity o f phyla but o f the skeletal
material present, trilobite fiagments are most common. Only trace amounts o f echinoderm and
mollusk fiagments are present. A partial trilobite mold to Kootenia sp. was found in the
Meadow Valley Member and identified by A. R. Palmer (personal comm., 2001).
Associated Lithologies
Wackestone, peloidal wackestone, intraclastic wackestone, and rare skeletal wackestone and
mudstone. Lenses and patches o f peloidal packstone/grainstone are common within burrows
and sheltered pores. Thrombolite and stromatolite bioherms are laterally associated with
burrow-mottled rock. Silt to very-fine sand-size detrital quartz is a common constituent within
at least 50% o f samples, whereas muscovite and zircon are rare. Quartz grains are spherical, and
subangular to well rounded; zircon grains are spherical to prismatic with subangular to
subrounded edges; muscovite grains are prismatic and angular.
Lithology
Composition
Wackestone Mud-supported; -4 0 % microcrystalline calcite, 520% sparry calcite, 5-10% skeletal Segments, 10100% dolomite, 0-15% authigenic silica, I -20%
quartz, zircon, and muscovite.

Interpretation
Quiet-water, open marine
platform to lagoonal 6cies.
Normal marine salinity.

Peloidal
Mud-supported; 10-40% microcrystalline calcite,
Restricted to semi-restricted
wackestone 20-30% peloids (spherical to prismoidal,
quiet water, lagoonal facies.
subangular to well rounded, range in diameter fi-om Normal to high marine salinity.
0.02 to I mm), 10-20% intraclasts (elongate, rarely
spherical, subangular to well-rounded, range in
diameter from 0.25mm to 1.5cm), 15-35% sparry
calcite, 5-15% skeletal fragments, 10-30%
dolomite, 0-10% authigenic silica, 1-15% detrital
quartz, zircon and muscovite, ooids are rare.
Intraclastic Partially mud-supported; -2 5 % microcrystalline
Wackestone calcite, 20% sparry calcite, 30% intraclasts
(irregular-spherical, rounded to well rounded, 0.252mm in diameter), 20% skeletal fi-agments, 0-20%
dolomite, 0-10% quartz.

Quiet open marine platform
facies to tidal flat facies (tidal
creeks). Normal marine
salinity.

Skeletal
Mud-supported; 20-40% microcrystalline calcite,
wackestone -20% sparry calcite, 25% skeletal fiagments, 20%
quartz silt.

Quiet to moderate energy,
open marine platform facies.
Normal marine salinity.

Mudstone

Quiet-water lagoonal facies.
Slighly elevated to high marine
salinity.

Mud-supported; 90% microcrystalline calcite,
-10% sparry calcite, rare quartz silt.

Refer to plates 1,2, & 3
igure 8. Lithologie description for the burrow-mottled lithotope.
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Plate 2. Burrow-mottled lithotope. (A ) Hardground surface (arrows) within burrowmottled wackestone. Sample HMVOO-81. (B) Photomicrograph o f hardground
surface in A. Note change in grain size above the hardground surface. (C) Peloidal
wackestone with calcite- (c) and sediment-filled burrows (s). Sample HMVOO-75.
(D ) Intraclastic grainstone layer within peloidal wackestone. Note truncation o f
intraclasts indicating early cementation and hardground formation (arrows). Sample
H900-135. (E) Escape burrow within skeletal wackestone. Sample HMVOO-78. (F)
Cement-filled burrow within wackestone. Note clotted micrite interpreted as fecal
peloids deposited by the organism that created the burrow (arrow).
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Plate 3. Burrow-mottled lithotope. (A ) Calcite-occluded burrow formed after
surrounding skeletal wackestone sediment was semi-lithified. Note peloids and
skeletal grains at the base o f the burrow. Sample HMVOO-76. (B ) Echinoderm
fragment within skeletal wackestone (arrow). Sample HMVOO-76. (C ) Calciteoccluded mold of the Mollusk Pelagiella (arrow) within intraclastic wackestone.
Sample HSR00-4A. (D ) Mold o f Kootenia trilobite species identified by A. R.
Palmer (personal communication, 2001). Sample HMVOO-80. (E ) Wackestone
bedding plane with numerous trilobite fragments. Note the abundance o f trilobite
cephalons with the underside exposed and free cheeks missing (arrows) indicating
that these fragments are re-worked. Sample RHO1-8-2.
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Figure 9. Ichnofabric indices. Index 1 records no bioturbation
whereas index 6 (not shown) records total homogenization resulting
from maximum bioturbation. From Droser and Bottjer ( 1986, 1988).
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Plate 1. Burrow-mottled lithotope. (A ) Outcrop photograph o f burrow-mottled
wackestone. Light areas are mottles and dark areas are matrix. Member. 9. (B )
Hummocky cross-stratified grainstone (g) in wackestone (w). Notice sharp erosionai
contact (arrow) and overlying stromatolites (s). Member. 9. (C) Thick to very thick
bedding in Mbr. 9. (D ) Lateral association o f club-shaped stromatolite (s) with
wackestone (w). Underlying white unit contains cryptic-microbial laminites.
Meadow Valley Mbr. (E) Skeletal wackestone. Sample HMVOO-78. (F ) Wackestone
with index 1 ichnofabric. Sample H900-125. (G) Photomicrograph o f skeletal
wackestone with abimdant quartz silt (small white specs) and skeletal fragments
(note trilobite spine (arrow)). (H ) Photomicrograph o f wackestone. Note quartz silt
(s), trilobite fragments (t), and dolomitized burrow (db). Sample HMVOO-72.
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lithotope. A lime mud o rig in for microcrystalline calcite is d iffic u lt to distinguish in any
ancient rock because post-depositional diagenetic alteration can also produce
microcrystalline calcite. A reasonable depositional interpretation, however, can be made
using pétrographie evidence such as the size o f m icrocrystalline calcite crystals, location
and orientation o f crystals, and amount o f diagenetic alteration o f other constituents. The
association o f equal-sized m icrocrystalline calcite crystals (4- to 20-microns in size) w ith
skeletal fragments, silt, and micron-size equant cement indicate that microcrystalline
carbonate in the burrow -m ottled facies has a lime mud o rigin and is not present as the
result o f diagenetic precipitation. However, grain size may have increased as a result o f
burial diagenesis.
Lim e mud is formed by inorganic precipitation, biologic precipitation, mechanical and
biologic disintegration o f pre-existing carbonate rock or sediment, or disaggregation o f
calcareous algae (Purdy, 1963; Bathurst. 1971; Neumann and Land. 1975; Chafetz. 1986;
Pratt. 2001). Accumulation o f abundant lime mud requires a low-energy setting or
environment with restricted circulation. The slower the rate o f mud accumulation in these
settings then the more abundant is burrowing and reworking o f sediment by marine
organisms.
A quiet, open marine, shallow subtidal environment w ith normal salinity is suggested
for thin- to thick-bedded wackestone, skeletal wackestone. and intraclastic
wackestone/packstone w ith abundant burrow mottling, common to abundant skeletal
material and rounded intraclasts, and high siliciclastic silt content (Wilson. 1975). The
high mud content in these lithologies indicates deposition in a low-energy environment
where mud was produced, deposited, and possibly stabilized by algae or microbes.
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although no m icrobial evidence was observed. The presence o f abundant skeletal material
indicates deposition in waters w ith normal salinity. Low rates o f sedimentation allowed
for abundant burrowing and reworking o f sediment by open-marine fauna, although the
presence o f escape burrows indicates occassional periods w ith high rates o f
sedimentation where organisms had to burrow-out o f rapid ly deposited sediment. Well
rounded mudstone intraclasts were probably derived from higher energy areas o f the
platform and may be re-m obilized hardground material deposited in a quieter energy
environment (W ilson, 1975). Burrow mottled wackestone w ith m inim al skeletal material
but high burrow m ottling indicates waters w ith slightly higher than normal salinities or
low oxygen content that may have lim ited faunal abundance and diversity. In the
Highland Peak Formation, open marine platform lithologies are less common than
restricted marine lagoonal lithologies.
Quiet-water. restricted to semi-restricted platform lagoons, or platfom i interiors, w ith
normal to high salinity are suggested for deposition o f burrow -m ottled wackestone,
peloidal wackestone. and m inim a lly burrow mottled wackestone and mudstone
(Bathurst. 1971; W ilson, 1975; Vlulter, 1977). Mud-supported lithologies including
wackestone and peloidal wackestone were deposited under shallow subtidal conditions,
where current or wave generated turbulence were too weak to w innow away mud-size
carbonate. These lithologies are sim ilar to the mud and pellet-m ud facies o f the platform
interior o f the Great Bahama Bank (Purdy, 1963; Bathurst, 1971; M ulter, 1977). Less
abundantly burrow-m ottled mudstone and wackestone indicate deposition in either ( 1)
restricted lagoons w ith high salinity and/or low oxygen content that inhibited faunal
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activity, or (2) a lagoonal environment w ith such a high sedimentation rate that
burrowing occurred only at the sediment surface.

Siliciclastic Lithotope
Description
The siliciclastic lithotope is a distinctive unit composed o f sand- and coarse-silt-rich
dolostone, calcareous and non-calcareous siltstone, very fine-grained sandstone, and
clayey dolom itic siltstone, w ith rare intraclastic grainstone lenses. Characteristics o f this
lithotope and siliciclastic lithologies are given in figure 10 and illustrations in Plates 4
and 5. The siliciclastic lithotope constitutes all 15 m o f the Condor Member and two beds
totaling 1.2 m w ithin Member 9.
Siliciclastic-rich rocks w ith in the Condor Member contain various types o f
stratification and lamination. The term stratification is reserved for bedding greater than 1
cm thick, whereas lamination is reserved for lamina less than 1 cm thick (Boggs, 2001).
Parallel lamination is used to describe lamination that is parallel to bedding. Cross
stratification and cross-lamination are used to describe beds o r lamina that are inclined to
bedding. Ripple cross-lamination is used where ripple bed form s are viewed in crosssection (Collinson and Thompson, 1982).
Depositional Environment
The lithology, ichnofossils and sedimentary structures o f the siliciclastic lithotope
indicate deposition under moderate- to low-energy tidal flat conditions ranging from
shallow-subtidal through upper-intertidal. The low- to moderate-energy subtidal to
intertidal conditions arc interred from the presence o f Cruziana ichnofacies and
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Siliciclastic lithotope
Visual characteristics
Very thin to thick-bedded; both resistant c liff forming and recessive slope forming; distinctive
orange to red weathering; commonly petroliferous.
Sedimentary Structures
Parallel lamination is common as well as lenticular and (laser bedding with alternating lamina o f
microcrystalline dolomite and siliciclastic silt; cross-stratification is present in all lithologies
(sets are a few cm's thick with dips averaging 15° - 20°); ripple cross-lamination is common ( I 12 cm wavelengths, crest height o f a few mm to 2 cm, and dips of 15° - 20°); asymmetric and
symmetric ripple marks are rare on bedding planes (asymmetric = 1.8 mm crest height and 5.2
mm wavelength; symmetric = rounded, discontinuous 4 mm-high crests and 2.9 cm
wavelengths); adhesion ripple marks (wrinkle marks) have heights o f ~ l mm and widths o f -1 -2
mm; mudcracks average I mm deep; cone-in-cone structures are present within clayey
dolomitic siltstone.
Fossil Content
No skeletal material was observed but trace fossils o f the Cruziana ichnofacies (Frey and
Pemberton, 1984; Stem and Carroll, 1989; Prothero, 1998) are abundant on bedding planes and
in cross-section. Resting traces are solitary, shallow depressions in the underlying substrate or
sediment where organism stopped moving. Feeding traces appear as networked patterns both on
the bedding plane surfaces and in cross-section and represent feeding in one area. Dwelling
traces are excavated burrows located within beds where an organism permanently resided, or
trapped, or tunneled for food (Prothero, 1998). Association and superposition o f many different
ichnofossils made precise identification difficult.
Lithology
Dolomitic
siltstone
and veryfine grained
sandstone

Composition
Both mud- and grain-supported lithologies; 3050% angular to subrounded, spherical, mono- and
poly-crystalline quartz silt and fine sand with
undulose extinction are most abundant followed
by prismatic, rounded to subangular detrital
zircon, muscovite mica and plagioclase feldspar
and microcline. Intraclasts are rare. Pyrite is
common in muddy lamina within siltstone.
Hydrochloric acid etching and staining
techniques were used to identify abundant brown,
planar-subhedral to non-planar-anhedral
dolomite, and trace amounts o f calcite cement.
Diagenetic hematite is abundant in most
lithologies. Extensive silicification within
Member 9 has distorted the original texture but
through staining the presence o f clotted micrite,
rare detrital quartz silt, rare equant calcite
cement, iron oxides, and planar-euhedral to
planar-porphyrotopic, zoned dedolomite was
confirmed.

Interpretation
Various tidal flat locations
ranging from shallow subtidal
to upper intertidal.

Refer to plates 4 & 5
Figure 10. Lithologie description for the siliciclastic lithotope.
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Plate 4. Siliciclastic lithotope. (A ) Outcrop photograph o f dolomitic siltstone
and sandstone in the Condor Mbr. Arrow points to stratigraphie up. (B ) and
(C) Silicified dolostone units in Mbr. 9. (D ) Cross-sectional view o f burrows
within dolomitic sandstone in the Condor Mbr. (E) Laminated dolomitic
siltstone in the Condor Mbr. Arrow points to rippled quartz sand. (F) Platy
calcareous siltstone in the Condor Mbr. (G) Adhesion ripples, or "wrinkle
marks" on the bedding plane o f siltstone to very fine grained sandstone. Scale
is in cm's. Sample HCOO-57. (H ) Trace fossils on the bedding plane o f
dolomitic sandstone. Scale is in cm's. Sample HC00-51A.
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Plate 5. Siliciclastic lithotope. (A ) Alternating lamina o f siliciclastic silt (s)
and dolomitized peloidal mud (d). Sample HCOO-53. (B ) Well-sorted quartz
siltstone. Red patches are diagenetic hematite. Sample HCOO-57. (C) Detrital
zircons (arrows) in dolomitic intraclastic siltstone. Sample HC00-60B. (D )
Calcite cernent in very fine grained dolomitic sandstone. Calcite is stained
pink. Note dolomite rhombs surrounding the calcite cement (arrows). (E)
Hematite stained peloidal mudstone laminae in laminated mudstone/siltstone.
Silt consists o f muscovite mica (arrows), quartz, and detrital zircon. Black
specs are pyrite. Note that the red hematite pigment is confined to the
mudstone lamina. Sample HCOO-62. (F) Zoned dedolomite (d) and clotted
micrite (m) within silicified dolostone. Calcite is stained pink. Sample H900124.
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symmetrical oscillation ripple marks (W alker, 1984; Prothero, 1998). M odem siliciclastic
tidal flats are separated into 3 zones: upper intertidal mud flats, lower intertidal m ixed
flats, and shallow subtidal sand flats (Reineck, 1975). These 3 intertidal zones are
recorded w ithin the siliciclastic lithotope w ithin the Highland Peak Formation.
Rare siliciclastic units composed o f thin-bedded dolom itic siltstone interlaminated
w ith clay layers indicate deposition in the upper intertidal zone o f the tidal flat. This
environment is analagous to the upper intertidal zone “ mud flats” o f Reineck (1975) and
W eimer et al. (1982). The presence o f thin ripple cross-lamination alternating w ith
abundant mud and clay also is evidence for a mud flat origin (Reineck, 1975; W eim er et
al., 1982).
Laminated calcareous sandstone and dolom itic siltstone, w ith abundant trace fossils,
planar-lamination, ripple-cross lamination, and (laser and lenticular bedding indicate
deposition under intertidal conditions on extensive tidal-flats that were affected by both
terrigenous and carbonate processes (M ount, 1984; Osleger and Montanez, 1996).
Deposition on these tidal flats is analogous to the siliciclastic “ mixed flats” o f Reineck
(1975) and Weimer et al. (1982), and to the facies m ixing process o f Mount (1984).
Evidence for a “ mixed flat” intertidal origin includes (laser bedding (alternation o f silt
and mud), lenticular bedding (muddy beds w ith discontinuous sand or silt lenses), rippedup mud chips, mudcracks, symmetrical and asymmetrical ripple marks, adhesion ripples,
and abundant burrows and trace fossils (Reineck, 1975; Evans, 1975; Larsonneur, 1975;
Weimer et al., 1982). Alternating quartz silt and lime mud (now dolomite) deposition
produced the less than 5-m m -thick (laser bedding (Collinson and Thompson, 1982;
Demicco and Hardie, 1994; Boggs, 2001). During flood tides, tidal flats were flooded and
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thin layers o f terrigenous, rippled silts were deposited. D uring slack tides, waters were
calm enough for deposition o f s lig h tly less dense peloids, o f possible fecal origin, over
previously deposited silt layers. In other cases, carbonate mud and terrigenous or w ind
blown sand and silt may have been trapped by microbial mats (Dem icco and Hardie,
1994). Osleger and Montanez (1996) inferred a eolian origin for silt w ith in these
alternating laminae, but w ithin the Highland Peak Formation, quartz silt grains are
subangular indicating deposition by water not wind (M azzullo et al., 1992) although an
eolian origin may be possible for some beds and for marine re-worked sand (Dalrymple
et al., 1985). Carbonate-rich layers formed a sufficiently cohesive surface that remained
intact during ebb flow. The presence o f adhesion ripples also attests to tidal-influenced
sand and mud deposition during w axing and waning tides. Adhesion ripples form when
dry sand is blown across a wet surface and capillary action attracts more windblown
grains creating an irregular surface o f sand blisters (Collinson and Thompson, 1982;
Kopaska-Merkel, 1988). I f mud were deposited during waning tides followed by
exposure, only then would adhesion ripples form. The presence o f abundant shallow
mudcracks indicates frequent short periods o f exposure o f the tidal flat. M ixed flats
represent the transition zone between upper intertidal mud flats and shallow subtidal sand
flats. Finally, because the zone o f m ixed flats contains the most bioturbated sediment in
the tidal flat region (Reineck, 1975; Evans, 1975; Larsonneur, 1975; W eim er et al.,
1982;), highly bioturbated Ethologies w ith in the siliciclastic lithotope indicate mixed flat
deposition. Carbonate-mud-rich siliciclastic rock w ithin the Highland Peak Formation
indicates active tidal flat deposition.
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The depositional environment for the two silicified dolostone beds in Member 9 is
d iffie u lt to decipher because o f the severe diagenetic alteration that overprinted much o f
the original fabric. However, a few conclusions can be inferred. M in o r amounts o f
detrital quartz silt and other unidentifiable grains, nearly complete silicifica tio n o f only
the two separate beds, and absent to m inor amounts o f quartz w ith in surrounding beds
indicates that the two silicified beds may have been formed during times o f significant
detrital quartz influx. Detrital quartz may have provided the main ingredient for later
silicification that only affected these individual beds. Clotted m icrite and pervasive finely
crystalline dolomite indicate carbonate influx, possibly in a tidal flat environment such as
previously described for the Condor Member.

Peloidal Packstone Lithotope
Description
The peloidal packstone lithotope is characterized by peloidal and intraclastic
Ethologies that are strongly to w eakly laminated and contain abundant fenestrae.
Characteristics o f this lithotope and its Ethologies are described in figure 11 and
illustrated in Plate 6. Rock o f this lithotope crops out in every member o f the Highland
Peak Formation except for members 10, Condor, and Meadow Valley.
Peloids are sand-size grains composed o f structureless m icrocrystalline calcite that are
com m only spherical to ellipsoidal o r irregular in shape, w ith rounded or subrounded
edges (Plate 6 B-E). Peloids are formed by at least five different processes, but their
origin may be d ifficult to distinguish in ancient limestones because peloids fomied by
different processes can look identical (Bathurst, 1971; Tucker and W right, 1990). The
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Peloidal packstone lithotope
Visual characteristics
Thin- to very thick-bedded; resistant cliff forming; dominantly light grey to white on both
weathered and fresh surfaces with abundant white, mm-scale spar-filled blebs, beds are rarely
medium to dark grey; petroliferous where associated with cryptic-microbial boundstone in the
Step Ridge Member.
Sedimentary Structures
Fenestrae are abundant (see text for description); herringbone cross-stratification is rare (5 to 10
cm thick); burrowing mottling is rare (ichnofabric index 3); smooth irregular surfaces
interpretated as seafloor hardgrounds are rare.

Fossil Content
Skeletal material is rare with only trace amounts oftrilobite and echinoderm fiagments observed
in thin-section.

Associated Lithologies
Within the Step Ridge Member of the Highland Peak Formation, peloidal packstone and
grainstone interfinger laterally with cryptic-microbial boundstone. Common vertical
associations include cryptic-microbial laminites and peloidal and non-peloidal wackestone.

Lithology

Composition

Interpretation

Peloidal
packstone
and
grainstone

Grain-supported to partially mud-supported; 4050% peloids (opaque, either dark or medium
grey in color, composed o f structureless
microcrystalline calcite, range in diameter from
0.05 to 2 mm, spherical to sub-prismoidal, sub
rounded to well-rounded), 5-20% peloidal
intraclasts; 40% sparry calcite, 10-15%
microcrystalline calcite, 0-5% skeletal
fragments, 0-100% dolomite, grapestones are
rare, quartz sand is present in only a few beds
predominantly within Members 12 and 13.

Low- to moderate-energy
lagoonal and tidal flat facies,
lower intertidal to supratidal.

Intraclasticpeloidal
packstone

Grain-supported to partially mud-supported;
35% peloidal intraclasts unknown origin
(irregular/spherical, subrounded to rounded, sand
size), 50-60% sparry calcite, 0-20%
microcrystalline calcite, 0-10% skeletal
fragments, 0-50% dolomite.

Moderate- to low-energy
lagoonal to tidal flat facies.

Intraclasticpeloidal
grainstone
(poorlysorted)

Grain-supported; 30% peloidal intraclasts of
possible microbial origin (irregular/spherical,
angular to rounded, range in diameter from 1.5
to 3 mm), 50-60% sparry calcite, 0-3%
authigenic chalcedony.

High- to moderate-energy,
lagoonal facies.

Intraclastic
peloidal
grainstone
(well-sorted)

Grain-supported; 25% peloids (spherical, wellrounded, 0 .1 - to 0.3-mm-in-diameter), 25%
intraclasts (irregular-spherical to prismoidal,
rounded to well rounded, 0.5 mm to 1 cm in
diameter, composed o f peloidal
packstone/wackestone), 45% sparry calcite, 0 -

Moderate-energy open marine
platform facies.

^efer to plate 6
Figure 11. Lithologie description for the peloidal packstone lithotope.
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Plate 6. Peloidal packstone lithotope. (A ) Photograph o f light grey to white
peloidal packstone (arrows) interbedded with dark grey cryptic-microbial
boundstone. Step Ridge Mbr. (B) Photomicrograph o f well-sorted peloidal
packstone. Sample SR-2. (C ) Photomicrograph o f cross-stratified peloidal
intraclastic packstone. Sample H I 200-182. (D ) Photomicrograph of
intraclastic peloidal grainstone. Clasts are composed o f cryptic-microbial
boundstone. Sample HSR 00-I7. (E) Photomicrograph o f typical peloid
composed o f microcrystalline calcite. Sample HSROO-32. (F)
Photomicrograph o f trilobite fragments (arrows) within dolomitized peloidal
packstone. Sample H I 200-179. (G) Photomicrograph o f a grapestone within
peloidal packstone. Grapestone is composed o f peloids.
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most common origin for peloids is as fecal material (M illim a n . 1974). As some marine
organisms consume fine organic-rich carbonate mud, the ingested material is shaped in
the organisms’ digestive tract into well-rounded, opaque grains with diameters 1.5 to 3
times longer than thick (fecal pellets). Different organisms w ill produce different shaped
peloids, although this would be impossible to investigate in ancient limestone (Bathurst,
1971; M illim an, 1974; Pusey, 1975; Brand and Veizer, 1983; Wanless et al., 1981;
Tucker and W right, 1990). Peloids can also be formed by (1) rounding o f intraclasts
derived from microcrystalline substrate, (2) m icritizatio n o f sand-size grains such as shell
fragments or ooids, (3) direct chemical precipitation from sea water (M acintyre, 1985),
and (4) precipitation by active lumps o f bacteria (C oniglio and James, 1985; Chatetz,
1986; Reid, 1987: Reid et al., 1990; Tucker and W right, 1990). When an entire grain is
m icritized it becomes a peloid (Tucker and W right, 1990). Because o f these many
different processes, peloids are the most most common grains in carbonate sediment and
certainly dominant in the Highland Peak Formation.
Small, mm-scale fenestra are common w ith in peloidal packstone/grainstone and
intraclastic peloidal packstone o f the Highland Peak Fom iation (Fig. 12). Fenestra are
pores that are larger than grain-supported interstices w ith in the sediment framework, and
should not be confused w ith primary pore spaces between irregularly shaped grains
cemented early in the subtidal environment (Fischer. 1964; Tebbutt et al., 1965; Shinn,
1983a). The lack o f physical support for fenestrae is one o f their distinguishing features
(Tebbutt et al., 1965; Shinn, 1983a). Fenestrae also have been termed shrinkage pores or
"birdseyes” when spar-filled (Fischer, 1964; Tebbutt et al.. 1965; Shinn, 1968; Shinn,
1983a; Demicco and Hardie, 1994). Various mechanisms can produce fenestrae: decay o f
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Figure 12. Outcrop, hand sample, and thin section photographs of fenestral
peloidal packstone within the peloidal packstone lithotype. Sample SR-6.
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algal material, escape o f gas from decaying organic matter, bioturbation, desiccation or
shrinkage o f unlithified sediment, or trapped air bubbles in muds during temporary
subarial exposure. Modem fenestrae on Andros Island in the Bahamas form w ithin
sediment that is exposed 60 to 100% o f the time in the upper intertidal to supratidal zone
(Fischer. 1964; Tebbutt et al., 1965; Shinn, 1968; Ginsburg et al., 1977; Shinn, 1983a;
Tucker and Wright, 1990; Boggs, 1992; Demicco and Hardie, 1994).
Depositional Environment
Sediment o f the peloidal packstone lithotope were deposited in depositional
environments ranging from low-energy semi-restricted lagoons to restricted tidal flats and
rarely to high-energy subtidal open-marine platform. Some peloidal lithologies may
represent transition zones between facies where environmental conditions gradually
changed. Grain size, shape, sorting, and sedimentary staicturcs are major characteristics
used tor interpretation o f depositional environment.
Peloidal packstone, w ith common fenestra, graded bedding, and mm-scale lamination
was deposited under low- to moderate-energy conditions in we 11-circulated lagoonal to
tidal flat environments ranging from lower intertidal to supratidal. Based on sedimentary
structures, grain type and size, and associated lithologies, these lithologies are analogous
to modem tidal flat deposits observed in the Bahamas (Shinn et al., 1969), and shallow
subtidal pellet-mud facies on the Great Bahama Bank (Purdy, 1963; Multer, 1977).
These lithologies also are sim ila r to ancient limestone interpreted to represent (1) tidal
flat facies in the Ordovician New Market Limestone in V irg in ia (Grover and Read,
1978), (2) shallow subtidal lagoonal facies in Cambrian o f the Great Basin (Evans, 1997)
and lower Ordovician in Texas (Goldhammeret al., 1992), (3) tidal flats and natural
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levees o f M iddle Pennsylvanian age in Utah (Wilson, 1975), and (4) lo w intertidal to
shallow subtidal in the Lancara Formation in northwest Spain (Zamarreno, 1975). A lowenergy environment is inferred for peloidal packstone that contain at least 10% lim e mud.
The presence o f lime mud indicates that currents were not strong enough to w innow away any significant amount o f fine material. Bioturbation is evidence for organisms
livin g in this protected lagoonal environment. These organisms may have produced many
o f the peloids, although other origins cannot be ruled-out (see above). The presence o f
fenestrae indicates intertidal to supratidal conditions. Fenestrae most lik e ly formed by
decaying organic matter releasing gasses, or by repeated wetting and drying o f the
sediment during exposure based on the presence o f abundant peloids w ith m inor amounts
o f mud and the stratigraphie association o f desiccated cryptic-m icrobial laminites.
Meteoric cements are lacking in fenestrae w ith in the Highland Peak Formation, which i f
present would have confirmed subarial exposure (Grover and Read, 1978): therefore, an
intertidal rather than supratidal o rig in is most likely.
O nly one unit w ithin the Highland Peak Formation is composed o f well-sorted
peloidal intraclastic grainstone containing well-rounded peloids and peloidal intraclasts
(Fig. 13). This 3-m-thick unit is very thinly bedded in outcrop. The presence o f peloidrich intraclasts and hardgrounds, indicate cementation o f stabilized sands at the sedimentwater interface, in an environment where rates o f sedimentation and erosion were low
(Tucker and Wright, 1990; Boggs, 1992; Demicco and Hardie, 1994). Based on the thinbedding, lack o f cross-stratification, common hardgrounds, and lack o f lim e mud,
deposition is inferred to have occurred in a moderate-energy open-marine subtidal
platform environment where waters were constantly moving but currents were only
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Figure 13. Submarine hardgrounds within peloidal-intraclastic
grainstone of the peloidal packstone lithotope. Arrows point to
hardground surfaces in both the hand sample and
photomicrograph.
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strong enough to remove mud and silt. The thin-bedding may have formed after finer
sediment was washed away leaving a condensed sediment package. Subsequent
deposition buried this bed and the cycle continued to produce the unit observed today.
Beds o f poorly sorted intraclastic grainstone/packstone composed o f peloids and
intraclasts o f cryptic-m icrobial origin are interbedded w ith cryptic-m icrobial boundstone
from which they were derived. Intraclasts originated as detritus from nearby cemented
cryptic-m icrobial boundstone patch reefs during episodic high-energy storm or current
events. Peloids were derived from early intragranular cementation w ith in the nearby
lagoon, creating high-energy hardened peloidal and intraclastic boundstone sands
(Wanless et al., 1981; Tucker and W right, 1990; Boggs, 1992; 2001; Demicco and
Hardie, 1994). The irregular shape and rounding o f grains w ithin this lithology are
evidence for moderate-energy conditions w ith only a modest distance o f transport prior to
deposition. A ll characteristics indicate episodic high-energy events creating turbulence
within the shallow subtidal platfonn lagoon.

Oolite Lithotope
Description
The oolite lithotope is characterized by grainstone that is dominated by sand-size
ooids. This lithotope crops out in the Step Ridge and Meadow Valley members, and
Member 9. Outcrop observations and results o f thin-section analysis are presented in
figure 14 and illustrations in Plates 7 and 8.
Ooids are concentrically laminated calceous spheroids that are well rounded, polished
and contain nuclei o f varying texture and mineralogy (Tucker and W right, 1990) (Plate 8
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O olite lithotope
Visual characteristics
Medium to very thick-bedded; recessive slope and step forming; light to dark grey commonly
with a "tiger-striped" appearance; Meadow Valley Member oolite beds are pink and contain
abundant white, bedded chert.

Sedimentary Structures
Low-angle (<10°), multi-directional cross-stratification dominates oolite beds and is accentuated
by the "tiger-striped" alteration; more steeply-dipping cross-stratification is rare with 10- to 25cm-thick sets and apparent dips o f 20° to 30° and 35° to 45° respectively; hummocky crossstratifiication is present is Member 9; paucity o f three-dimensional exposures o f cross-strata
within the Highland Peak Formation inhibits determination o f true paleocurrent direction;
irregularly abraded surfaces representing submarine hardgrounds are only present in Member 9.

Fossil Content
Skeletal material is common in thin section with trilobite and echinoderm fragments
dominating.

Associated Lithologies
Oolite is dominantly associated vertically with burrow-mottled wackestone, peloidal
wackestone, and intraclastic wackestone, but rarely associated with cryptic-microbial laminites;
medium grey and pink mudstone lenses are common.

Lithology

Composition

Interpretation

Oolitic
grainstone/'
packstone

Grain-supported; 30 to 40% ooids (diameters
range from 0.3 to 0.7 mm, rare ooids are 0 .15
mm; although recrystallized, ooids commonly
display laminae that range from 0.01 to 0.1 mm
thick but average 0.04-mm-thick; tangential and
radial structures are common; nuclei consist o f
either patches o f microcrystalline calcite or
spherical peloids that have an average diameter
o f 0.125 mm but range from 0 .1 to 0.5 mm;
compound and leached ooids are rare), 10 to
20% skeletal fragments, 0 to 15% peloids (0.13
to 0.25 mm in diameter, rounded to well rounded
and spherical to prismoidal), 0 to 10% intraclasts
(0.65 mm long and 0.5 mm thick), 40 to 50%
sparry calcite.

High-energy, open marine
shoals migrating into
stabilized sand flats lagoonward. Normal salinity.

Ooliticskeletal
packstone

Grain-supported; 30% micritized ooids, 15%
skeletal fragments (some are actually intraclasts
with microcrystalline calcite cemented to the
grain), 10% peloids, 20% sparry calcite, 20%
dolomite, 5% detrital dolomite (very fine to
medium sand-size, spherical/irregular and well
rounded), 1% detrital zircon (silt to very fine
sand-size, spherical to prismatic, moderately
rounded), <1% authigenic silica.

Low- to moderate-energy
stabilized sand flats lagoonward o f the main shoal.

Refer to plates 7 & 8
Figure 14. Lithologie description for the oolite lithotope within the Highland Peak
Formation.
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Plate 7. Oolite lithotope. (A ) "Tiger-striped" oolite in the Step Ridge Mbr. Arrow
points to stratigraphie up direction. Note light grey mierite lenses below hammer and
above arrow. (B) Cross-stratification within oolitic grainstone. Chisel is 16 cm long.
(C) Hummocky cross-stratified ooid packstone/grainstone in Mbr. 9. (D ) Polished
hand sample showing "tiger-striped" diagenetic alteration o f ooid grainstone. Sample
HSROO-22. (E) Polished hand sample o f partially silicified ooid grainstone. Ooids
within this sample have undergone dissolution and recrystallization. Light area in
center is chert. Pink lenses are micrite. Sample HMVOO-55. (F) Polished hand
sample of poorly sorted ooid grainstone with abundant skeletal fragments and
intraclasts. Arrow points to mud-supported layer. Sample HSR00-2A.
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Plate 8. Photomicrographs o f oolite lithotope. (A) Well-sorted ooid grainstone.
HSROO-3 A. (B) Tangential ooid in recrystallized grainstone. Sample HSROO22. (C) Radial ooids in recrystallized grainstone. Sample HSR00-2A. (D )
Poorly-sorted packstone layer in ooid grainstone. Sample HSR00-2A. (E)
Echinoderm fragment (e) with syntaxial overgrowth cement. Sample HSROO22. (F) Detrital dolomite (d) and re-worked trilobite fragments (t) in ooid
skeletal packstone. Sample H900-155. (G ) Leached ooids with fallen nuclei
(oo-mouldic porosity). Sample R H O l-M V -1. (H) Leached ooids in ooid
grainstone. Note compound ooid (arrow). Pink lens is micrite (m). Sample
RHOl-MV-1
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A-C). An oolite is defined as a rock composed o f carbonate particles o f which at least
50% o f grains are ooids (Robinson. 1967). W ithin the cortex, or outer laminae, o f a
modem ooid, calcite crystals can be orientated either radially or tangentially to the grain
surface or they can be random (Plate 8B and C). Tangential structures have tangentially
orientated crystals w ith darker colored cryptocrystalline lamellae. Radial structures have
radially oriented crystals w ith darker colored cryptocrystalline layers (Davies et al., 1978;
Fliigel, 1982; Brand and Veizer, 1983; Tucker and W right, 1990). Controversy exists as
to whether radial and tangential crystal orientations w ith in ancient oolite are prim ary or
the result o f post-depositional diagenesis (Sandberg, 1975; Heller et al., 1980; Chow and
James, 1987a; Tucker and W right, 1990). Addressing this controversy is beyond the
scope o f this thesis, so the ooid m icro fabrics are not interpreted.
Depositional Environment
A variety o f depositional environments are proposed for deposition o f various oolite
beds in the Highland Peak Formation, but individual ooids are interpreted to have formed
under the same general conditions as modem marine ooids. Requirements for formation
o f modem marine ooids include ( 1) supersaturation o f CaCOj in solution, (2) available
nuclei, (3) agitation o f grains, and (4) topographic and hydraulic controls to keep ooids
w ith in the zone o f agitation (filin g , 1954; Newell et al., 1960; Donahue, 1965; Donahue.
1969; Bathurst, 1971). Agitation is necessary because it allows for even coating o f the
nucleus and may also allow tor increased precipitation o fC a C O i, which is caused by loss
o f CO: (Bathurst, 1971; Wilson, 1975; Davies et al., 1978; Fliigel, 1982; Tucker and
W right, 1990; Boggs, 1992; Wan less and Tedesco, 1993). .All o f these conditions are met
w ith in high-energy, shallow marine environments such as wave and tide dominated
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regions o f the Bahamas (Illin g , 1954; Newell et al., 1960; Purdy, 1962; Donahue, 1969;
Bathurst. 1971; Multer, 1977; Kendall et al., 1990; Wan less and Tedesco, 1993).
The macro- and micro fabrics, sedimentary structures, grain type, and vertical facies
associations w ithin oolite units indicate m ultiple depositional environments: (1) a waveswept ooid shoal w ith landward facing washover fans/spillover lobes (tiger-striped ooid
grainstone). (2) the stabilized sand flats behind the active portion o f the shoal (m icritized
ooids in grainstone and ooid-skeletal packstone), and (3) a storm deposit (hummocky
cross-stratified ooid packstone/grainstone.
Tiger-striped ooid grainstone, identified only in the Step Ridge Member, was
deposited as an open-marine migrating ooid shoal w ith many beds representing washover
fan deposition into a lower energy lagoon. The abundant m ulti-directional crossstratification that is emphasized by the “ tiger-stripe” diagenetic alteration represents the
actual ooid shoal, w hile higher angle cross-stratification represents the terminal portion o f
a washover fan or spillover lobe analogous to the Cat Cay ooid shoal on the Great
Bahama Bank (Ball, 1967) and siliciclastic barrier-island washover deposits on the G u lf
o f M exico and .Atlantic coastal margins (Schwartz, 1975). W ithin the Highand Peak
Formation, rare high-angle cross-stratification probably represents sand waves o f the ooid
shoal edge adjacent to the low-energy landward lagoon, although lateral variation in grain
type and size could not be obseiwed because Cenozoic faults lim it continuous exposure.
M odem washover fan deposition occurs during rare high-energy events such as
hurricanes (Ball, 1967; High. 1969; Schwartz, 1975; M ajor et al., 1996; Rossetti, 1997).
Episodic high-energy events during deposition o f the Highland Peak Fomiation
resulted in various sedimentary features. Mudstone lenses w ithin portions o f ooid
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grainstone represent post-storm deposition in topographic depressions on the ooid shoal.
A n analogous situation is m odem post-storm deposits on an evolving ooid shoal in the
Joulters Cays area o f the Bahama Platform that were deposited after Hurricane Andrew
(M a jo r et al., 1996). Post-Hurricane Andrew tides carried a significant amount o f
suspended mud that was deposited as a cm-thick lens o f carbonate mud in depressions on
the ooid shoal. Only mud deposited in depressions are preserved creating mudstone
lenses. Ooids interbedded w ith intertidal cryptic-m icrobial laminites may also represent
storm deposition. Ooids w ould be deposited on m icrobial tidal flats during rare highenergy events, and subsequent burrow ing re-worked ooids into the sediment. Rare ooid
hum m ocky cross-stratified ooid packstone also represents storm deposition, possibly
w ith in the lagoon because they are vertically associated w ith flat-pebble conglomerate
and fenestral peloidal packstone. These successions are analogous to the stormdominated shelf-lagoon facies w ith in the Lower Ordovician Beekmantown Group in the
central Appalachians (Dem icco and Hardie, 1994).
Rare oo-mouldic porosity w ith in oolite beds o f the Meadow V alley Member is sim ilar
to that w ithin oolite in the Pleistocene M iam i Limestone in Florida. These oolite reflect a
sim ila r history in which subarial exposure and meteoric in flu x dissolved the ooid cortex
w h ile the ooid shoal was exposed (Robinson, 1967; Bathurst, 1971 ).
O oid skeletal packstone and poorly sorted oolitic packstone w ith abundant micritized
ooids and hardgrounds represent deposition on stabilized sand flats lagoon-ward o f the
active ooid shoal. This situation is analogous to sand flats lagoon-ward o f the Joulters
ooid shoal in the Bahamas (M ulte r, 1977; Harris, 1983). This setting is protected from
waves and tides because it lies behind the shoal in the lower energy shallow subtidal
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lagoon. Subtidal m icrobial mats com m only stabilize the surfaces o f these sand flats, but
no evidence for a m icrobial origin was observed in the Highland Peak Formation.

Lam inite Lithotope
Description
The lam inite lithotope is characterized by mm-scale planar and w avy laminae that
were observ ed both at the macro- and micro-scale. Characteristics observed in outcrop
and thin-section are described in figure 15 and illustrated in Plates 9 through 11. This
lithotope crops out in all members o f the Highland Peak Fomiation except M ember 10
and the Condor Member, in which a laminated lithology is present but it is characterized
more by its siliciclastic content.
C ryptic-m icrobial laminite is used here to refer to laminae that are interpreted to have
a m icrobial o rigin but lack identifiable calcified microbes such as cyanobacteria. The
term m icrobial laminite refers to laminae that have a demonstrable m icrobial ongin.
Trapped coarse grains, calcified cyanobacteria filaments and molds, subordinate
encmsting eucaryotes and laminae geometry provide evidence for a m icrobial origin
(Riding, 2000). The terms crypt-algal and algal laminites also are used in literature for
sim ilar rocks but do not accurately reflect the complex microbial com m unity that formed
the substrate (.Aitken, 1967; Kennard and James, 1986; Demicco and Hardie, 1994). The
distinction between cryptic-microbial lam inite and laminated mudstone-grainstone
couplets is made because not all laminated carbonates are produced by m icrobial
organisms (Demicco and Hardie, 1994).
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Laminite lithotope
Visual characteristics
Very thin- to thin-bedded; step forming; white, light grey to pink cryptic-microbial laminites;
dark blue to pink mudstone; dark grey with orange weathering dolomite within
mudstone/grainstone couplets; nodular and bedded black as well as white chert are rare except in
Sedimentary Structures
Planar and wavy laminae are characteristic o f this lithotype.
-within cryptic-microbial laminites: tubular structures interpreted as burrows (1.5- to 15-cmlong); laminoid fenestra (1- to 8-mm-wide); desiccation cracks (I-m m to 10-cm-deep);
polygonal desiccation cracks on bedding plane surfaces (6- to lO-cm-wide); sand-size
pseudomorphs after halite are present only in the Meadow Valley Member.
-within grainstone/mudstone couplets: desiccation cracks are rare (2-cm-deep); ripple cross
lamination is common (apparent dips of 15 to 30°); laminae are commonly graded.

Fossil Content
No skeletal material was observed.
Associated Lithologies
Lithologies o f the laminite lithotype are commonly associated vertically with wackestone,
peloidal wackestone, and peloidal packstone, and are laterally gradational with low relief
laterally linked stromatolites.
Lithology
Crypticmicrobial
boundstone

Interpretation

Composition
Laminae are composed o f clotted
microcrystalline calcite (structure grumulose
texture), or dolomite with agglutinated peloids
and rarely preserved calcified microbes
{Girvanella)\ peloid content varies from 0 to 50%
(spherical to prismoidal, subangular to rounded
and range in size from 0.04 to 0.525 mm);
intraclasts are common (mudstone and crypticmicrobial) and range in size from 0.12 to 5.5
mm; ooids are rare (spherical, average 0.4 mm in
diameter and have 0.25 to 0.5 mm thick outer
cortex); -30 % sparry calcite.

Low-energy tidal flats
including intertidal to
supratidal.

Peloidal
laminite

Mud-supported; clotted microcrystalline calcite
(structure grummulose texture); common silt-size
peloids (spherical, rounded); -35 % sparry calcite.

Low-energy subaqueous tidal
flat pond.

Mudstone/
grainstone
couplets

Laminae are separately grain- and mud-supported;
50 to 60% microcrystalline peloids (spherical to
prismoidal), 20 to 30% sparry calcite, 5 to 20%
quartz silt; rare intraclastic lens (discoidal
microcrystalline calcite), rarely dolomitized.

Tidal flat facies, storm or rare
high tidal deposits.

Refer to plates 9, 10 & 11
Figure 15. Lithologie description for the laminite lithotope.
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Plate 9. Laminite lithotope. (A ) Outcrop photograph o f cryptic-microbial
laminite beds in Mbr. 9. (B ) Peloidal laminite beds in the Meadow Valley
Mbr. Note domical stromatolite (s). (C) Dolomitized planar and wavy
laminites. Black specs are pyrite. Sample H900-127. (D ) Dolomitized
laminite. Note truncation surface (arrow). Sample H I 300-189. (E)
Dolomitized lime mudstone. Sample H I 300-187. (F) Crinkled to wavy
laminites. Sample HSR00-36A. (G) Cryptic-microbial laminite with 2.5-cmdeep cut-and-fill structure (arrow). Sample H900-162. (H ) Approximately 7cm-deep cut-and-fill structure (arrow) in Mbr. 8. Note wavy crypticmicrobial laminites (cl) and stromatolitic layers (s).
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Plate 10. Laminite lithotope. (A ) Polygonal desiccation crack on the bedding
plane o f a cryptic-microbial laminite (arrows). Mbr. 9. (B ) Intraclastic
grainstone overlying laminated lime mudstone (m). Sample H900-158. (C)
Cryptic-microbial laminites with grainstone-fil led desiccation cracks
(arrows). Sample H900-145. (D ) Dolomitized lime mudstone (m) underlying
oolitic intraclastic grainstone (o) in the Meadow Valley Mbr. Sample
HMVOO-65. (E) Alternating mudstone and grainstone layers. Dark grey areas
are lime mudstone and light brown areas are dolomitized grainstone (g). (F)
Ripple cross-stratified grainstone (g) in lime mudstone (m). Scale is in cm's.
(G ) Intraclastic (i) and peloidal lenses (p) within laminated lime mudstone
(m). Sample HSROO-42.
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Plate 11. Photomicrographs o f the laminite lithotope. (A ) Calcified microbe
Girvanella within thin wavy and crinkled laminae (arrows). Sample H900127. (B) Wavy cryptic-microbial laminae. Sample H800-117. (C) Laminoid
fenestra (arrow) within cryptic-microbial laminite. Sample H700-104A. (D )
Displacive halite pseudomorphs (arrows) in peloidal laminite characterized
by clotted microcrystalline calcite o f unidentifiable microbial origin. Sample
HMVOO-67. (E) Displacive halite pseudomorphs (arrows) in a
microcrystalline calcite intraclast within a cryptic-microbial laminite bed.
Sample HSROO-41. (F) Laminated mudstone/grainstone in the Step Ridge
Mbr. Sample HsrOO-44.
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Depositional Environment
Tidal-flat deposition is inferred for all lithologies w ith in the laminite lithotope based
on the presence o f fine lamination and associated sedimentary structures. Paucity o f
evaporites. common polygonal desiccation cracks and increase in dolomite w ith in
laminites strongly indicate deposition under varying semi-arid to sub-humid tropical
conditions (M illim a n , 1974; Pratt and James, 1986; Montanez and Read, 1992; Glumac
and Walker. 1997).
M icro b ia lly influenced deposition is inferred for planar, wavy, and crinkled laminae o f
cryptic-m icrobial laminite w ith in the Highland Peak Formation based on characteristics
defined by A itke n (1967) and summarized by Demicco and Hardie (1994). These
characteristics include laminites where ( 1) lamina exceed the angle o f repose, (2)
agglutinated peloids are concentrated, (3) calcified cyanobacterium ( e.g., Girvanella
occurs in loose contorted laminated masses). (4) unidentifiable clotted microbes are
concentrated, (5) desiccation features such as cracks and fenestrae are present, (6)
laminae do not pinch and swell but maintain constant thickness laterally, and (7)
intraclasts and peloids are not supported by each other but by a dense clotted matrix.
Deposition under intertidal to supratidal conditions is inferred based on comparision w ith
modem tidal flat deposits (Aitken, 1967; Kendall and Skipw ith, 1969; Wilson, 1975;
Tucker and W right, 1990; Pratt et al., 1992) and ancient counterparts (Kepper, 1972;
Kepper, 1976; Pratt and James, 1986; Koerschner and Read, 1989; Osleger and Read,
1991; Osleger and Montanez, 1996; Demicco and Hardie, 1994).
.Although m icrobial mats (cryptic-m icrobial laminites) can Ibm i in any shallow water
carbonate environment (Neumann et al., 1970; Demicco and Hardie, 1994), the
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association o f cryptic-m icrobial lam inites with subarial exposure features such as
desiccation cracks and fenestrae strongly elucidates a tidal flat origin (Hardie, 1977a,
1977b; Shinn, 1983b; Demicco and Hardie, 1994). Deposits w ith shallow mudcracks and
rare evaporites, indicate that exposure was frequent, but the duration o f exposure was
usually short. Displacive halite form ed in soft, water-saturated sediment just below the
sediment water interface (Carozzi, 1993).
The presence o f sand-size ooids in successive laminae o f wavy, desiccated crypticm icrobial laminites indicates periodic high-energy deposition on the tidal flats (Fig. 16).
Ooids forming in a nearby shallow subtidal environment may have been transported
onshore during rare high-energy storm events such as hurricanes. This association also
indicates a close proxim ity o f shoal and tidal flat environments.
Intraclastic grainstone laminae w ith in cryptic-m icrobial laminites are interpreted as
mudchips formed during subarial desiccation o f the m icrobial mat surface analogous to
modem supratidal deposits (Hardie and Ginsburg, 1977; Shinn, 1983b; Demicco and
Hardie, 1994). Layers o f rounded, elongate early cemented cryptic-m icrobial laminite
intraclasts (mudchips) may have been re-worked on the tidal flat during stomi activity or
may ju st have been buried and bound by new microbial mats (Shinn, 1983b). The
fra g ility o f m icrobial mats means that these mudchips could not have traveled far and
were re-worked only locally (Dem icco and Hardie, 1994). T idal creeks also contained
rounded poorly sorted intraclastic grainstone w ith abundant mudstone clasts (Plate 10 B).
Planar mudstone and laminated mudstone/grainstone couplets are formed by very
different processes than cryptic-m icrobial laminites, although intim ately associated with
them (Figs. 17 and 18). Planar laminated mudstone beds were deposited on the tidal flat
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Figure 16. Cryptic-microbial laminites with abundant ooid-laminae and
ooid-filled burrows. Sample H900-149A. Member 9.
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Figure 17. Laminated carbonate mudstone/grainstone beds with the
Step Ridge Mbr.

Figure 18. Laminated, normally graded, mudstone/grainstone with
ripple cross-lamination. Note cut-and-fill structure and burrow.
Sample H700-94B.
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from suspended load during waning storm currents or high spring tides based on
comparison w ith modem tide and storm deposits (Shinn et al., 1969; M illim a n , 1974;
W ilson. 1975; Hardie and Ginsburg, 1977; M u Iter, 1977; Shinn, 1983b; Demicco and
Hardie, 1994; Archer, 1995). Tidal flat ponds trapped waning storm waters that allowed
deposition o f the fine-grained suspended sediment. Planar-graded grainstone beds formed
when very fine silt-sized carbonate grains were carried across m icrobial tidal flats as
suspended load during high-energy storm surges (Hardie and Ginsburg, 1977; Demicco,
1983; Pratt and James, 1986; Archer, 1995). S im ilarly, traction transport in very shallow
water produced cross-stratified starved ripples. During waning flow , suspended mud
settled across silt, draping and protecting it from re-w orking (Demicco, 1983; Archer,
1995).

Boundstone Litholope
Description
The boundstone facies in the Highland Peak Formation consists o f solitary
stromatolites, stromatolite bioherms and biostromes, thrombolite bioherms, and non
laminated, vuggy, cryptic-m icrobial boundstone. Stromatolites and thrombolites are
white and medium to dark grey on both weathered and fresh surfaces while crypticm icrobial boundstone is variable light to dark grey on weathered surfaces and dom inantly
dark grey to black on fresh surfaces. C ryptic-m icrobial boundstone is characterized by
abundant white blebs (“ bluebird” structures o f M erriam (1964) and Kepper (1974)) and
white sheet spars (“ zebra-stripes” o f Fischer (1964) and Ross et al. (1975)) (Plate 12A
and B).
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Plate 12. (A ) Spar-filled blebs within cryptic-microbial boundstone in the Step
Ridge Member. Arrows point to blebs with two or three generations o f
cement.(B) Sheet spar within cryptic-microbial boundstone in the Step Ridge
Member. Arrow points towards stratigraphie up. (C ) Part o f a thrombolite
boundstone in wackestone within the Step Ridge Member. Chisel is 16 cm's
long. (D ) Thrombolite bioherm in Member 9. (E) Club-shaped stromatolite (s)
in Member 7. Note compaction cracks at the base (arrow). (F) Ellipsoidal
stromatolite (es) within Member 7. Stromatolite overlies small domical
stromatolites (ds) and interfingers with wackestone (w). (G) Domical
stromatolite within Member 9. (H ) Branched stromatolite within Member 9.
Note grainstone lenses indicates periods o f higher-energy deposition (arrows).
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A ll microbial boundstone form resistant ledges except tor a throm bolitic wackestone
in the Step Ridge Member that forms a recessive slope. Strom alolitic rocks crop out in
the Meadow Valley Member and members 7 and 9. U nit thicknesses range from a few
cms to 2 m. The Step Ridge Member contains a throm bolitic wackestone buildup 14 m
thick that has light brown and red mottles in a dark grey m atrix (Plate 12C). Throm bolitic
bioherms also crop out in Member 9 and range in scale from tens o f centimeters to meters
thick (Plate 12D). Non-laminated cryptic-m icrobial boundstone crops out only in the Step
Ridge Member in units that range from 1 to 21 m thick. Bedding in the boundstone facies
is highly variable from very thin to very thick.
The terminology used in describing microbialites (stromatolites, thrombolites and
cryptic-m icrobial boundstone) is discussed here because o f current confusion around
precise definitions. M icrobialite is a general term used for “ organosedimentary deposits
that have accreted as a result o f a bcnthic, microbial com m unity trapping and binding
detrital sediment and/or form ing the locus o f mineral precipitation” (Bum e and Moore,
1987). The temi stromatolite has been most recently defined as “ a laminated benthic
microbial deposit” (Riding, 1991a; 2000) but is applied here only to non-flat lying
deposits, not including flat-lying cryptic-m icrobial laminites (A itken, 1967; Demicco and
Hardie, 1994). Thrombolite is defined as a microbial “ stnicture related to stromatolites,
but lacking lamination and characterized by a macroscopic clotted fabric” (Aitken, 1967).
This macroscopic fabric differs from microscopic clots identified in thin section (Aitken,
1967; Kennard and James, 1986; Riding, 2000; Shapiro, 2000; Turner et al., 2000).
Cryptic-m icrobial boundstone "la ck distinctive macro fabrics, but typically possess
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m icritic, clotted or peloidal m icrofabrics” and may contain traces o f calcified microbial
filaments that are inferred to have a m icrobial origin (Riding, 1991a).
In addition to defining characteristics, descriptive terms from Bum e and Moore
(1987), Grey (1989), Shapiro (2000), and Shapiro and A w ram ik (2000) are used for
identification o f stromatolites and thrombolites. Mega-, macro-, meso-, and
microstructure describe different scale portions o f a buildup. Mcgastructure describes the
overall geometry o f the bed containing the boundstone. Macrostructure describes the
geometry' o f the boundstone itself. Mesostructure is used to describe textures visible to
the naked eye at a scale between macro- and microstructure. M icrostructure is used to
describe the microscopic portion o f the boundstone (Grey, 1989; Shapiro, 2000). The
term laminae is used to describe the smallest unit o f layering and is included in the
description o f mesostructure (Grey, 1989; Demicco and Hardie, 1994). Bioherm,
biostrome, and buildup are used to further describe the mega- and macrostructural
geometry. Bioherm is used to describe a mound- or lens-like boundstone that is
embedded in rocks o f different lithology (Ahr, 1971 ). Biostrome refers to tabular
boundstone o f significantly greater w idth than height that is interbedded w ith varying
lithologies (Grey, 1989; Tucker and W right, 1990). Buildup is used here as a general
term to describe the megastructure o f any organic structure w ith in which geometry
cannot be determined.
In the Highland Peak Formation, individual stromatolite bioherms predominantly are
associated with cryptic-m icrobial laminites, peloidal wacke/packstone and/or alternating
mudstone and intraclastic grainstone. Stromatolite biostromes are rare w ith in the
Highland Peak Fomiation, but where present, they sharply overlie cryptic-m icrobial
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laminites, interfinger w ith peloidal wackestone, and are gradationally o verla in by crypticm icrobial laminites. The m ajority o f stromatolites have vertical growth patterns whereas
others have rare lateral growth forms.
Bioherm shape varies only slightly. Using the terminology o f Grey (1989), bioherm
forms vary from club-shaped (height to length ratio o f 3:2), ellipsoidal (height to width
ratio o f 1:3 w ith both rounded top and bottom ) to domical (height to width ratio o f 1:3
w ith rounded top and flattened base) (Plate 12 E-G). Rare irregular-branched forms that
do not conform to any previous classification are present (Plate 12H). They have a wide
base and top and a thinner m iddle that show pseudocolumnar stromatolite laminae w ithin
branches. Biostrome shape is undulatory and composed o f laterally linked dom ical and
club-shaped stromatolites. Desiccation structures such as downward narrow ing cracks are
rare in stromatolite biohenns o f Member 9 but common in the Meadow V a lle y Member.
The internal structure o f stromatolite bioherms and biostromes is characterized by less
than 1-mm-thick laminae that are arranged in a variety o f shapes including gently to
steeply convex, rectangular, and fiat. Laminae have a generally wavy or w rin k le d
(‘ crinkled’ o f Demicco and Hardie, 1994) waviness (second-order flexure o f a lamina)
w ith low to moderate height (amplitude o f the laminae profile) (Plate 13A).
Microstructure o f stromatolites consist o f a dom inantly clotted m icritic fabric w ith
identifiable mm-scale laminae. Rare /îe/m /c/x-like saccate calcified microbes, peloidal
silt, subangular quartz silt, together with rare Girx'unella, echinodemi and trilo b ite
fragments are present in some stromatolites. Sm all equant calcite is the dom inant cement
w ith rare baroque dolomite.
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Plate 13. (A ) Wavy laminae in domical stromatolite. Note the high angle o f
repose o f the lamina (arrows). Sample 15A from Member 9 (B) Thrombolite
bioherms (t) within burrow mottled wackestone (w). Member 9. (C)
Thrombolite mass (t) grading vertically into domical laterally linked
stromatolites (s), then wavy cryptic-microbial laminites (cl). Member 9. (D )
Macro-clotted fabric o f thrombolite. Sample 9-15A from Member 9. (E)
Macro-clotted fabric o f thrombolite from the Step Ridge Member. Dark grey
patches are microbial (m) and red patches are dolomitized sediment (s).
Sample SR-21 (F) Photomicrograph o f clotted micrite o f possible microbial
origin (m) hanging into a calcite-occluded (c) cavity. Sample SR-21 from the
Step Ridge Member.
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Throm bolite bioherms are ellipsoidal to egg-shaped (Plate 12D and I3 B ), range in size
from a few lO ’ s o f centimeters in height and width to 1 m high and 2 m wide, and are
associated w ith peloidal and non-peloidal wackestone and/or intraclastic grainstone.
These bioherms com m only grade vertically into small domal stromatolites and wavy
cryptic-m icrobial laminites (Plate 13C). The clotted fabric o f a thrombolite is best viewed
in polished hand sample where microbial mesoclots form discrete irregular to rounded
patches that are darker in color than the surrounding lithology (Plate 13 D and E).
Intervening lithologies consist o f micrite, dolomitized m icrite and/or clotted or peloidal
wackestone. Finely crystalline dolomite is per\ asive throughout throm bolitic rocks.
Skeletal material is uncommon.
C ryptic-m icrobial boundstone constitutes a m ajor portion o f the Step Ridge Member.
In outcrop, cryptic-m icrobial boundstone contain white calcite-filled blebs o f variable
size and shape that have been called “ bluebird structures” or fenestrae (M erriam , 1964;
Tebutt et al., 1965; Fischer, 1975; Kepper, 1974; Shinn, 1983a). Blebs generally appear
elongate and parallel to bedding (Plate I4 A ). Blebs w ith two or three generations o f
cement are common (Plate I4B). Primary cements that line blebs include isopachous
bladed, and rarely tlbrous, brown calcite and white twinned calcite. Brown calcite
commonly contains subtle lines o f inclusions. Isopachous cement is commonly followed
by one or two generations o f medium to large, com m only twinned, white equant calcite.
Baroque dolom ite is rare but where present it occludes the center o f a bleb. Rare blebs are
filled w ith a disorganized pattern o f bladed and equant calcite.
White or light grey sheet spars are organized parallel to bedding and are abundant in
the cryptic-m icrobial boundstone (Plate 12B, 14 C-E). Sheet spars are cement-filled
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Plate 14. (A) Spar-filled blebs within cryptic-microbial boundstone. Pink
cements are dolomite. Sample SR-23 from the Step Ridge Member. (B)
Peloidal packstone within cryptic-microbial boundstone. Pores are occluded
by two generations o f calcite: inclusion-rich bladed calcite (b) and equant
calcite (e). Sample S R -I3. (C ) Spar-filled blebs and sheet-spar in crypticmicrobial boundstone. Sample HSROO-24 from the Step Ridge Member. (D)
Sheet spar from the Step Ridge. (E) Inclusion-rich sheet spar overlying
peloidal packstone (p). There may be many generations o f calcite present
(c). (F) Clotted microbial fabric in cryptic-microbial boundstone. Note
geopetal fill of burrow (b) and overlying microcrystalline calcite (c) and
sheet spar (s). Sample SR-9.
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cavities that show no obvious ro o f support and extend laterally for meters (Lees and
M iller, 1995). These sheet spars are w avy to irregular along strike and generally have a
constant thickness between 4 mm and 1 cm. Sheet spars can be solitary or occur in
groupings over 1 m thick. Much like blebs, these sheet spars contain one or two
generations o f cement fillin g . Dusky isopachous bladed to fibrous calcite projects into the
sheet center (Plate 14E). Inclusions are present in the brown fibrous calcite. Radiaxial
fibrous calcite also is present in some sheet spars. Bladed or fibrous calcite either ends
abruptly or is gradational w ith v o id -fillin g , twinned equant calcite or baroque dolomite.
These sheet spars may be related to the “ zebra limestone” described by Fischer (1964)
and Ross et al. (1975), but in the Step Ridge Member they are less extensive.
Cryptic-m icrobial boundstone is composed o f approxim ately 40 to 50% clotted
micrite. M icrite is inferred to have a m icrobial origin based on the structured form o f
micrite clots and on the presence o f prim ary interstitial pores, now filled with spar,
around the irregularly shaped m icrite (Plate 14F). Skeletal fragments are rare, but trilobite
fragments and Gin'cinella calcified microbes are present in spar-filled blebs and sheet
spars. Peloids o f indeterminate o rig in ( ‘ pseudopeloids’ o f F liigel, 1982) are present in
approximately 5% o f the boundstone and range from 0 .1 to 0.5 mm in diameter. Peloids
are spherical to subprismoidal and w e ll rounded. Lenses o f m icrobial intraclastic peloidal
packstone are present in much o f the buildup (Plate 15 A). Pseudopeloids within
packstone lenses average 0.75 mm in diameter, are prism oidal to subprismoidal and well
rounded. Spherical intraclasts that average 2-mm-in-diameter, are spherical to
subprismoidal and angular to subrounded may be remnants o f calcified microbes as
suggested by Coniglio and James (1985) for peloids and intraclasts w ith in the early
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Plate 15. (A ) Intraclastic grainstone within cryptic-microbial boundstone.
Note intraclasts composed o f cryptic-microbial boundstone (arrows).
Sample HSROO-17. (B) Bedding plane surface o f a stromatolite bioherm
consisting o f laterally linked domical stromatolites. Relief o f stromatolite
heads in this photograph represents actual synoptic relief. Scale is in
centimeters. Sample RHOI-9-3. (C ) Cross-sectional view o f low-laterally
linked domical stromatolites. Actual synoptic relief can be observed by
following individual lamina between heads. The very top o f the stromatolite
head on the right shows minor karst (k). Sample RHO1-9-2. Member 9.
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Paleozoic Cow Head Group o f western Newfoundland or may be chemical precipitates as
suggested by Mac in tyre (1985), Reid ( 1987), and Reid et al. (1990).
Depositional Environment
Each m icrobialite w ithin the Highland Peak Formation must be interpreted on an
individual basis. Thrombolites, stromatolites and cryptic-m icrobial boundstone, w ith their
vertieal and lateral facies associations, offe r superb evidence about the original
depositional environment within which they formed. Although a significant amount o f
information is known regarding m icrobialite formation, little is know n or understood
about w hy one type o f microbialite is favored over another type in identical environments
(i.e.. throm bolite vs. stromatolite vs. cryptic m icrobial boundstone).
Throm bolite bioberms grew and thrived as patch-reefs under shallow subtidal,
moderate to high energy conditions as indicated by their lateral association w ith peloidal
and non-peloidal wackestone and comparison w ith Upper Cambrian carbonates in the
southern .Appalachians (Glumac and Walker, 1997). Reiuilcis-\ike microbes and clotted
micrite fomied discrete microbial ecosystems that were cemented by in situ calcification.
The resulting structure was effective at trapping both fine- and coarse-grained sediment
(Kennard and James, 1986). Both thrombolites and their lateral sediments lack any
significant amount o f skeletal debris indicating deposition under elevated salinities that
inhibited grazing benthic organisms.
Stromatolites w ithin the Highland Peak Fom iation fomied generally under moderateto low-energy lower intertidal conditions. Because the Highland Peak Fom iation consists
o f a wide variety o f stromatolites, each stromatolite was interpreted based on its
individual shape, growth pattem, and most im portantly its lateral and vertical facies
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associations on both a micro and macro scale. Environmental interpretations were made
using sediment analysis and the work o f Dem icco and Hardie (1994) and Glumac and
Walker (1997).
L o w -relief domical stromatolites are the most common type o f strom atolite
morphology present in the Highland Peak Form ation. Most lo w -re lie f dom ical
stromatolites are associated w ith tidal flat sediments such as cryptic-m icrobial laminites
and intertidal sediments such as peloidal-intraclastic packstone indicating deposition
under moderate energy, restricted intertidal conditions. These stromatolites have low
synoptic re lie f because their heights were restricted by water depth (Plates 15 B and C).
Depressions on the tidal flat or shallow tidal fla t ponds may have been the sites o f
stromatolite biohem i fom iation as indicated b y the association w ith tidal flat laminites
but without any desiccation structures. E llipsoidal stromatolites grew both ve rtica lly and
laterally under intertidal conditions. The elongated nature o f the stromatolite reflects the
periodically changing current direction that allow ed sediment to become equally trapped
on either side o f the stromatolite. Rare low r e lie f dom ical, egg-shaped, club-shaped, and
finger-like stromatolites were deposited under moderate energy, shallow subtidal to lower
intertidal conditions as indicated by their associations w ith wackestone and peloidal
wackestone. Lack o f desiccation stmctures indicates that these stromatolites were
subaqueous and had lim ited subarial exposure.
Medium- to thick-bedded eryptic-m icrobial boundstone in the Step Ridge Member o f
the Highland Peak Fom iation spans approxim ately 50 vertical meters and at least 70
lateral meters but is bounded by perpendicular-to-bedding faults. These cryptic-m icrobial
boundstone units were tabular "m ucky” to cemented microbial patch reefs w ith in a low-
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to moderate-encrgy, subtidal to lower intertidal peloidal packstone lagoon. They may be
analogous to modem patch reefs near Bemiuda (Jordan, 1973). These Cambrian
m icrobial patch reefs had no more than millimeters to centimeters o f surface re lie f based
on the upward growth pattems o f clotted m icrite and the irregularity o f sheet spars draped
over the microbial boundstone. Low to moderate energy is indicated by the fine grain size
o f the clotted micrite and associated peloidal packstone. The spar-filled blebs probably
were produced by both physical and biogenic processes such as growth o f microbes and
trapping o f gasses emanating from decaying microbes.
Sheet spars may be related to alteration o f m icrobial mats that formed on top o f
tabular microbial boundstone masses and associated peloidal packstone under subtidal to
intertidal conditions. A m icrobial origin is indicated by the lamination present in outcrop
and thin-section, the general even thickness o f sheet spar, and the bladed cement
increasing in size into the m iddle o f the sheet spar. Kepper (1974, 1975) also suggested a
cryptic-m icrobial origin for sheet spars. A subtidal origin is consistent w ith modem
analogs where microbial mats withstand water velocities three to nine times greater than
maximum tidal currents (Neumann et al., 1970). Seemingly as the mat developed over the
boundstone, sediment fille d depressions on the mat surface and new microbial
communities built up on top o f the stabilized and partially cemented substrate. Wave- or
tidal-driven water pum ping through the hardened stmcture was sufficient for precipitation
o f cements intergranularly in blebs and sheet-like voids left open by decaying mats.
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S ilty Intraclastic Lithotope
Description
The silty intraclastic lithotope is distinguished from intraclastic grainstone o f the
burrow-m ottled and peloidal grainstone lithotopes by ( 1) the dominance o f flat-chip
lithoclasts greater than 2-mm-in-size, (2) a greater amount o f siliciclastic silt, (3) the
greater abundance and size o f skeletal material and (4) consistent interbedding w ith
cryptic-m icrobial laminites. Field and laboratory observations o f lithologies w ith in this
lithotope are presented in figure 19 and illustrated in Plate 16. This lithotope is restricted
to rare intervals w ith in Member 9 o f the Highland Peak Formation. An "intraclast” is a
weakly consolidated lithoclast reworked within the depositional area (Tucker and W right,
1990; Demicco and Hardie, 1994).
Depositional Environment
The original depositional environment for the individual lithoclasts w ithin this
lithotope was probably an open-marine shallow-subtidal area w ith abundant silt and
open-marine tauna. The slow sedimentation rate o f the open-platfom i would allow
hardgrounds formation, which could then be broken-apart during rare high-energy events
creating intraclasts. The association o f these intraclasts w ith cryptic-m icrobial laminites
indicates that rare high-energy events flooded the tidal flat region. This flooding allowed
re-working and deposition o f these intraclasts (Sepkoski, 1982). Flooding events
com m only result from stomis or hurricanes, particularly during spring high tides. The
abundance o f trilobite and echinodemi fragments w ith in the matrix o f silty intraclastic
grainstone and packstone indicates that fauna not indigenous to tidal flat regions were
washed in from the open marine environment.
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Silty Intraclastic Lithotope
Visual characteristics
Thin-bedded; recessive step forming; dark grey commonly with a tan color matrix; only present
in Member 9.
Sedimentary Structures
Minor imbrication o f clasts.

Fossil Content
Trilobite fragments are abundant and were observed both on a macro- and micro-scale;
echinoderm fragments are common but only observed on a micro-scale.
Associated Lithologies
Interbedded with cryptic-microbial laminites.
Lithology
Intraclasticskeletal
grainstone

Composition
Grain-supported; 30% lithoclasts (spherical to
prismatic clasts that range in size from 0.4 mm to
15 cm long and I mm to 4.5 cm thick;
composition is silty peloidal packstone; rounded
to well rounded); 20% quartz, zircon, and
muscovite silt (both in lithoclasts and matrix;
spherical to prismatic, angular to subrounded);
20% skeletal fragments; 10% peloids
(microcrystalline calcite; spherical; rounded to
well-rounded; silt size); 5% microcrystalline
calcite; 10% sparry calcite; 5% dolomite.

Intraclastic- Grain-supported; 25% lithoclasts ((silty peloidal
peloidal
packstone/grainstone; well-rounded flat chips that
packstone
range in size from 1 mm to 2.5 cm long and 3 mm
to 0.28 to 3 cm thick) and (mudstone; spherical,
rounded; range in size from 0.28 to 1.5 mm)];
15% peloids (silt-size; well rounded; composed o f
microcrystalline calcite); -15% quartz, zircon, and
muscovite silt (spherical to prismatic, angular to
subrounded); 3% echinoderm fragments; 20%
microcrystalline calcite; 20% sparry calcite; 5%
dolomite.

Interpretation
Shallow subtidal facies; re
worked supratidal storm
deposit during marine
transgression.

Shallow subtidal facies; re
worked supratidal storm
deposit or tidal flat chaimel lag
deposit.

Refer to plate 16
Figure 19. Lithologie description for the silty intraclastic lithotope.
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Plate 16. Silty intraclastic lithotope. (A ) Polished hand sample o f intraclastic
skeletal grainstone. Sample H900-157. (B) Silty peloidal packstone intraclast.
Sample H900-157. (C ) Microborings (arrows) in a silty-peloidal packstone
intraclast (p). Mudstone intraclasts (m) are also present. Sample H 900-I37.
(D ) Skeletal fragments (mostly trilobites and echinoderms), quartz silt,
peloids, and lithoclasts. Sample H900-157.
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Facies Interpretations
Four depositional facies are delineated w ithin the Highland Peak Formation based on
lithologies and sedimentary structures o f the various lithotopes and their interpretations
together w ith their vertical and lateral associations, and comparisons w ith modem
environments. The four facies are tidal flat, lagoonal, shoal, and open-marine platform
(Fig. 7).
Tidal Flat Facies
The tidal flat facies includes lithologies w ithin the lam inite and peloidal packstone
lithotopes: cryptic-m icrobial laminites, laminated and graded mudstone/grainstone
couplets, intraclastic breccia, and laminated peloidal packstone and peloidal intraclastic
grainstone. Rarely, intraclastic grainstone and packstone o f the silty intraclastic lithotope
are present. C ryptic-m icrobial laminites dominate this facies and are com m only
interbedded vertically and laterally w ith these laminites. Distinctive, vertical lithologie
associations as w ell as lithology delineate the tidal flat facies. The tidal flat facies is
always sharply overlain by subtidal wackestone and peloidal wackestone o f the lagoonal
facies, or by intertidal peloidal packstone and grainstone also o f the lagoonal facies. This
facies change is easily identified by a dramatic color change from light grey or white
w ith in the tidal flat facies to dark grey in the overlying subtidal facies. The tidal flat
facies is underlain gradationally by intertidal peloidal packstone o f the lagoonal facies, or
subtidal wackestone and peloidal wackestone o f the lagoonal or open marine platfom i
facies.
The tidal flat facies represents deposition in various environments including
subaqueous tidal flat ponds, rare channel creeks and levees, and high intertidal m icrobial
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flats. The rarity o f tidal channel or creek deposits indicates that the M iddle to Upper
Cambrian tidal flats o f the Highland Peak Formation may be analogous to modem tidal
flats southwest o f Andros Island in the Bahamas. These modem tidal flats are up to 35
km wide and are dominated by large subaqueous ponds separated by former beach ridges
(same sediment type as levees) and have m inim al tidal channels. These tidal flats are
protected from the fu ll force o f storm wind and waves resulting in lower energy
conditions on the tidal flat (Hardie and Garrett. 1977; Tucker and Wright, 1990). Most o f
the tidal flat facies in the Highland Peak Formation represents deposition o f extensive
sheets o f cryptic-m icrobial laminites under intertidal and supratidal conditions. Rare
stomi events that reached across the flats and deposited laminated peloidal silts and muds
resulting in graded and cross-stratified laminae and beds, and rare silty intraclastic
grainstone. Subaqueous ponds were the sites o f storm deposition and m icrobial growth
including both peloidal laminite and lo w -re lie f dom ical stromatolites. Rare subtidal
creeks (w idth unknown, but depths probably less than a few meters) were the site o f
intraclast, and burrowed peloidal wackestone and packstone deposition.
The siliciclastic lithotope also represents tidal flat deposition, but it is different from
the laminite lithotope in that deposition occured during a period o f siliciclastic in flu x into
a dominantly carbonate environment. Lithologies w ith in this siliciclastic tidal flat facies
include laminated and cross-stratified dolom itic siltstone and very fine-grained sandstone.
Burrows and trace fossils are common w ithin all lithologies. Modem siliciclastic tidal
flats are separated into three zones: upper intertidal mud flats, lower intertidal mixed
flats, and shallow subtidal sand flats (Reineck, 1975). A ll three zones are represented
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w ith in the Condor Member o f the Highland Peak Formation (see section on siliciclastic
lithotope depositional environment).
Lagoonal Facies
The lagoonal facies w ith in the Highland Peak Formation is characterized by the
burrow-mottled, peloidal packstone, and boundstone lithotopes that contain the fo llo w in g
lithologies: burrow-mottled wackestone, peloidal wackestone, lime mudstone, non
laminated peloidal packstone and intraclastic peloidal packstone, and m icrobialite
boundstone. Typically, the lagoonal facies is gradational w ith overlying cryptic-m icrobial
laminites o f the tidal flat facies and in sharp contact w ith underlying cryptic-m icrobial
laminites. Less commonly, the lagoonal facies gradationally overlies the open marine
platform facies.
Deposition o f mud- and grain-supported lithologies o f this facies is analogous to mud
and pellet-mud deposition w ith in the low-energy platform interior o f the Great Bahama
Bank. Peloidal packstone and intraclastic peloidal packstone represent deposition in
lagoonal areas w ith slightly greater circulation and energy than mud-dominated areas. In
lagoonal facies sediment w ith common peloids and fenestrae, the fenestrae are inferred to
have formed by gasses escaping from decaying organic material. This fenestral
association represents deposition in the shallowest part o f the lagoon. Organisms were
abundant in the lagoon as evidenced by the significant amount o f burrow m ottling, but a
lack o f significant skeletal m aterial indicates that water temperature or salinity may have
been slightly elevated. .A decrease in burrow m ottling may indicate an even less
hospitable environment resulting from more restricted circulation or fluctuating salinities.
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Microbialites are a common constituent o f the lagoonal facies. Cryptic-m icrobial
boundstone fomied patch reefs in areas o f the lagoon where energy levels were slightly
elevated. Isolated thrombolite bioherms formed in subtidal areas ranging from muddy to
clean peloidal sand. Stromatolites are also a common constituent w ith club-, egg-,
domical-, and ellipsoidal-shaped forms dominating in muddy areas where burrowing in
surrounding sediment was lim ited.
Shoal Facies
The shoal facies w ithin the Highland Peak Formation is characterized by oolitic
grainstone and packstone o f the oolite lithotope. These lithologies commonly are
interbedded with wackestone and peloidal wackestone o f the open marine and lagoonal
facies. Rarely these lithologies overlie cryptic-m icrobial laminites and mudstone o f the
tidal flat facies and underlie subtidal wackestone and peloidal wackestone o f the lagoonal
facies. Ooid deposition w ith in the Highland Peak Formation is analogous to modem ooid
shoal deposition in the Cat Cay to B row n’ s Cay area o f the Bahamas (Ball, 1967;
Schwartz, 1975). The active portion o f the shoal is represented by low-angle m ulti
directional cross-stratitlcation w ith in well-sorted oolitic grainstone. Rare beds w ith highangle cross-stratification represent the lagoon-ward portion o f a washover fan produced
during a rare high-energy event such as a hurricane. Sim ilar storm deposits were
documented on modem washover fans in the Bahamas (M a jo r et al., 1996). Poorly sorted
oolitic-skeletal packstone represents deposition o f stabilized sand flats lagoon-ward o f the
active portion o f the shoal. Significant shoal deposition is represented in the Step Ridge
Member and but only rarely w ith in the remainder o f the Highland Peak Fonnation.
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Open Marine Platform Facies
The open marine platform facies is characterized by very thin- to thin-bedded and
burrow-mottled wackestone, skeletal wackestone, peloidal wackestone, and intraclastic
wackestone o f the burrow m ottled lithotope. These lithologies are com m only interbedded
w ith wackestone and peloidal wackestone o f the lagoonal facies and o o litic grainstone
and packstone o f the shoal facics. Vertical contacts can be both gradational and sharp.
These lithologies contain a significant amount o f siliciclastic silt including quartz, zircon,
and muscovite. Skeletal material also is abundant with common trilobites and echinoderm
fragments and rare molds o f mollusks. The abundance o f skeletal material differs
markedly from the paucity in all other facies within the Highland Peak Formation.
Amount o f siliciclastic silt, skeletal material, thin-bedding, and presence o f re-worked
intraclasts are key to interpreting deposition in this open-marine non-restricted platform
environment (Wilson, 1975). This environment may be the source for intraclasts within
the silty intraclastic lithotope.

Summary
Limestone and dolostone w ith in the M iddle to lower Upper Cambrian Highland Peak
Formation represent extensive deposition in a variety o f shallow marine environments on
a flat-topped carbonate platform including, but not limited to, extensive intertidal to
supratidal flats, shallow subtidal lagoons, ooid shoals, and open-marine subtidal
environments. Limited evaporites, extensive dolomitization o f cryptic-m icrobial
laminites, rare sediment w ith m ouldic porosity, rare micro-karst and a lack o f soil
indicates that tidal flat deposition occurred under semi-arid to sem i-hum id climate
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conditions. Paucity o f skeletal fauna w ith in dominantly low-energy deposits in the
subtidal lagoonal facies indicate broad lagoons or inner shelf environments w ith
restricted circulation and normal to slig h tly elevated water temperature and salinity.
Overall, the Highland Peak Form ation records carbonate deposition at o r near mean sea
level for approximately 9 m illio n years, w ith only brief intervals o f siliciclastic influx.
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CHAPTER 4

HIGH FREQ UENCY S IG N A L
Deposition o f in dividual mcter-scale carbonate shallowing-upward cycles is controlled
by high-frequency cyclic and non-cyclic events on the shallow water platform . M ultiple
methods o f analysis are necessary to better understand the processes that resulted in
deposition o f shallowing-upward carbonate cycles. The first step in analysis o f highfrequency cycles must be one that tests for and potentially demonstrates c y c lic ity w ithin
carbonate successions. In this study, embedded M arkov chain analysis is employed to
identify cyclicity. The second step is to examine and define the internal cycle architecture
to decipher relative rates o f sediment production and accommodation space change both
related to and independent from fluctuating sea level. The third step is to decipher
varying effective accumulation rates o f specific facies by analyzing the various
proportions o f facies w ith in a cycle and successive cycles using the gamma method.
Gamma analysis is an attempt to reveal the origin o f sea-level change, but it may only
provide evidence for increased autocyclic and random processes overprinting the sealevel signal. Interpretation o f high-frequency events should be accomplished before
analysis o f low-frequency signals is undertaken.

86
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Embedded Markov Chain Analysis
Markov chain analysis was used to test for non-random facies transitions w ith in the
Highland Peak Formation by determining the tendency o f one m utually exclusive state
( facies) to succeed another m utually exclusive state. To eliminate d iffic u lty in selecting
an appropriate sampling interval, embedded M arkov chain analysis was used. Embedded
.Markov chain analysis records only transitions from one facies to a different facies. For
example, facies A can never be followed by, or come after, facies A. Transitions between
units o f the same facies are not recorded because they are not easy to identify and do not
represent major changes in depositional environment. Vertical facies transitions are
recorded on a transition frequency matrix (Fig. 20). The probability that one facies w ill
follow another is calculated by converting the transition frequency to decimal fractions.
Each element in a row is divided by the total o f that row and tabulated on a transition
probability m atrix (Schwarzacher, 1975; Powers and Easterling. 1982; Carr, 1982; Davis,
1986).
The Markov property w ith in a succession is determined by comparison w ith an
expected facies transition m atrix fo ra truly random succession where facies are
independent o f each other (null hypothesis). The expected facies transition frequency
matrix for a random succession o f facies must be calculated from the observed transition
frequency matrix. Expected transitions from one facies to its e lf must be calculated to
detennine the expected transition frequency matrix. A n X" test [(observed facies
transition - expected facies transition)' ' expected facies transition] is used to calculate
the null hypothesis for the expected transition frequency m atrix. Cumulative X ' values
are compared to a critical X ' value with a 95“ o confidence interx al at 1 degree o f freedom
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From:

Figure 20. Typical construction o f a transition frequency matrix,
transition probability matrix, expected facies transition matrix, and
matrix for embedded Markov chain analysis.
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[(num ber o f facies - 1)' - number o f facies] obtained from Davis (1986). I f the
cum ulative X" value exceeds the critica l X" value, then the null hypothesis is rejected and
the succession is statistically non-random (Davis, 1986). Once non-random behavior o f
facies is demonstrated, a succession can be analyzed w ith other cyclostratigraphic
techniques.
Facies described in chapter 3 were not used for embedded Markov chain analysis
because o f the variety o f depositional environments and water depths that a single facies
may encompass. Instead, lithologies w ith in the Highland Peak Formation were grouped
into one o f three basic facies based on interpretation o f water depth; facies A (subtidal),
facies B (low er to upper intertidal) and facies C (upper intertidal/supratidal) (Fig. 21).
Facies A consists o f subtidal and shallow subtidal mudstone, wackestone, peloidal
wackestone, skeletal wackestone, ooid grainstone, intraclastic grainstone/packstone,
cryptic-m icrobial boundstone, and is essentially represents a portion o f the lagoonal
facies and all o f the open marine platform facies. Facies B consists o f lower to upper
intertidal, fenestral and non-fenestral peloidal packstone, cross-stratified peloidal
packstone and grainstone, sandy dolostone and siltstone, and is essentially a portion o f
the lagoonal facies. Facies C consists o f upper intertidal to supratidal cryptic-m icrobial
laminites, laminated mudstone and grainstone couplets, and rare exposure breccia, and
represents the tidal flat facies.
Results
The Highland Peak Formation was analyzed four different ways by embedded M arkov
chain analysis: ( 1) Step Ridge M em ber only, (2) Step Ridge Member to the end o f
Member 9, (3) Condor Member to the end o f Member 9, and (4) within Member 9 from
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1

B

9

Ek
Figure 21. Three generalized facies and corresponding positions within a typical
meter-scale cycle: (A) Facies A is composed o f burrow-mottled wackestone, (B)
Facies B contains grainstone and packstone, and (C) Facies C is composed of cry pticmicrobial laminites.
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96 m to 245.5 m (Figure 22). Analysis o f the Condor Member to M ember 9 section was
based on the need for comparison w ith Fischer Plots (see chapter 5). A portion o f
Member 9 was analyzed separately based on the need to perform gamma analysis on a
succession correlative with the Trippe Limestone in Utah where M ila nkovitch
periodicities were identified (see gamma analysis part o f chapter 4) (Bond and Kominz,
1991; Bond et al.. 1991, 1993). Members 10 through 13 were not analyzed because
collectively they comprise less than 10 cycles; Kom inz and Bond (1992) state that
accurate gamma values are only produced by sections with at least 20 to 30 cycles.
Results o f embedded Markov chain analysis are shown in figures 23 - 26. The Step
Ridge Member is the only succession to contain statistically random facies transitions
(Fig. 23). When the Step Ridge is analyzed w ith the rest o f the Highland Peak Formation,
the result is statistically non-random facies transitions (Fig. 24). This result is not because
the Step Ridge succession is non-random, but because the number o f facies transitions
w ithin the remaining portion o f the Highland Peak Formation is so large that Condor
through M ember 9 transitions outweigh the number o f Step Ridge random transitions.
Analysis o f the Condor through Member 9 succession, and the solitary M ember 9
succession resulted in rejection o f the null hypothesis indicating a statistically nonrandom transition o f facies (Figs. 25 & 26). Thus, the Highland Peak Formation
succession from the Condor Member to M ember 9 has a re-occurring pattern o f facies
transitions that are the result o f cyclic sediment deposition over time.
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Figure 22. Data table for embedded Markov chain analysis from
the beginning of the Step Ridge Member to the end of Member 9.
Fine box contains Step Ridge Member data. Thick box contains
the Member 9 succession used for gamma analysis.
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Observed Facies Transition Matrix
B
A
C
9
1
A
10
4
B
5
C
Expected Facies Transition Matrix
A
A
B
C

B
9

9

C
0.83
3.74

3.74

Transition Probability M atrix
A
B
C
0.9
0.1
A
B 0.71
0.29
1.0
C
0
X^ Matrix =
(Observed - Expected)” / Expected
A
A
B
C

B
0

0

C
0.035
0.018

0.425

Cumulative X ” - 0.478
Degrees o f Freedom = (# facies - 1)“ - # facies = 1
Critical Value o f X ” at 95% Confidence Interval = 3.84
Figure 23. Results o f embedded Markov chain analysis on the Step Ridge Member
o f the Highland Peak Formation. The cumulative
value does not exceed the
critical X^ value. Therefore the Step Ridge succession has a statistically random
transition of facies and thus is interpreted as non-cyclic.

Observed Facies Transition Matrix
B
A
C
33
47
A
24
B
22
13
55
C

Expected Facies Transition Matrix
A
B
C
29.03 50.72
A
B 29.03
17.55
C 50.72 17.55

Transition Probability M atrix
A
B
C
0.413 0.588
A
B 0.522
0.478
C 0 809 0.191
X^ Matrix =
(Observed - Expected) / Expected
A
A
B 0.872
r 0.361

B
0.543

C
0.273
1.13

1.179

Cumulative X ” = 4.358
Degrees o f Freedom - (# facies - 1 ) “ - # facies = 1
Critical Value o f X ” at 95% Confidence Interval = 3.84
Figure 24. Results o f embedded Markov chain analysis on the succession from the
Step Ridge Member to the end o f Member 9. The cumulative X “ value exceeds
the critical X" value. Therefore this succession has a statistically non-random
transition of facies and thus is interpreted as cyclic.
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Observed Facies Transition Matrix
C
A
B
24
46
A
14
18
B
8
C
55

Expected Facies Transition Matrix
A
B
C
19.25 50.22
A
12.83
B 19.25
C 50.22 12.83

Transition Probability Matrix
A

B
0.343

C
0.657
A
B 0.438
0.563
C 0.873 0.127
X^ Matrix =
(Observed - Expected)” / Expected
A
A
B 1.43
C 0.455

B
1.17

C
0.355
2.08

1.82

Cumulative X ” = 7.31
Degrees of Freedom - (# facies - 1)“ - # facies - 1
Critical Value o f X ” at 95% Confidence Interval = 3.84
Figure 25. Results o f embedded Markov chain analysis on the Condor to Member
9 succesion within the Highland Peak Formation. The cumulative X~ value
exceeds the critial X~ value. Therefore this succession has statistically nonrandom facies transitions and thus is interpreted as cyclic.
Observed Facies Transition Matrix
A
B
C
8
18
A
B
2
8
2
23
C

Expected Facies Transition Matrix
A
A
B
C

5.15
20.5

B
5.15

C
20.5
4.74

4.74

Transition Probability Matrix
A
B
C
A
0.308 0.69
B 0.20
0.80
C 0.92
0.08
x \ latrix =
(Observed - Ex 3ected)” / Expected
A
A
B 1.93
C 0.305

B
C
1.577 0.305
2.24
1.58

Cumulative X ” = 7.94
Degrees o f Freedom = (# facies - 1 ) “ - # facies = 1
Critical Value o f X " at 95% Confidence Interval = 3.84
Figure 26. Results o f embedded Markov chain analysis on the succession in
Member 9 from 96 to 245.5 m. The cumulative X~ value exceeds the critial X^
value. Therefore this succession has a statistically non-random transition o f facies
and thus is interpreted as cyclic.
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Cycle Architecture
Meter-scale carbonate cycles are defined by the internal organization o f facies w ith in
a cycle. This internal organization reflects a history o f change in accommodation space.
Accommodation space is formed by the cumulative effects o f differing rates o f
subsidence, sediment compaction, water loading, sea-level change and sedimentation, or
growth potential o f a carbonate platform (Kendall and Schlager, 1981; Bond and Kom inz,
1991; Soreghan and Dickinson, 1994). The internal arrangement and proportions o f
facies within a typical cycle is here termed “'cycle architecture.” Cycle architecture can be
used to decipher accommodation history, sedimentation rate, relative sea-level change,
and evolution o f the carbonate platform.
A conceptual scheme o f seven generic end-member eustatic cycle types are defined by
their internal cycle architecture and are related to rates in change o f both accommodation
space and sedimentation (Kendall and Schlager, 1981; Soreghan and Dickinson, 1994)
(Fig. 27). Five o f these generic cycle types were proposed by Soreghan and Dickinson
(1994) and include catch-down foreshortened and truncated, give-up, keep-up, catch-up,
and base cutout. The rem aining two cycle types are proposed here and include catchdown truncated 2 and erosionally truncated.
Keep-up cycles record sedimentation that kept pace w ith increasing accommodation
space. The resulting "thickness complete” cycles record m axim um accommodation space
but are “ facies incomplete” because they are formed by aggradation and not progradation.
Evidence o f subarial exposure is usually inferred to be where two adjacent cycles meet,
although identification o f a subarial exposure surface, and hence individual cycles, may
be impossible w ithin a single facies unit (Soreghan and Dickinson, 1994) and sediment
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Catch-down
1_____
Truncated 1

Foreshortened

Truncated 2
a

Deeper

Deeper

Deeper
Give-up

Erosionally Truncated
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
I-

Deeper
Keep-up

Deeper

Deeper
Catch-up
I-

Deeper

Figure 27. Generic eustatic cycle types formed by the interplay of the rates
o f accommodation change and sedimentation. Erosionally truncated and
catch-down truncated 2 cycles are new to this study. Base cutout cycles are
not shown but represent deposition where subtidal accommodation space
is lacking resulting in facies and thickness incomplete cycles. Shaded
triangular diagrams shows full accommodation potential, block diagrams
show amount o f filled accommodation space and relative water depth
(narrow = deep; wide = shallow), and colored graphs show facies
determinate paleo-bathymetry (modified from Soreghan and Dickinson,
1994).
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may have never been exposed. Keep-up cycles form anywhere on the platform w ith in the
photic zone, and their development is highly dependent on sedimentation rate and
sediment supply.
Catch-up cycles record situations where sedimentation in itia lly lagged behind the
development o f accommodation space but progressively exceeds the rate at which
accommodation space is generated at sea level highstand. Resulting cycles are "thickness
complete” and "facies complete” because these cycles are fu lly progradational after an
in itia l sediment-starved phase ("norm al regression” o f Posamentier et al., 1992)
(Soreghan and Dickinson. 1994). Catch-up cycles can be either capped by tidal flat facies
or shoal water facies. Catch-up cycles are deposited in any area o f the platform w ith in the
photic zone where sufficient sediment supply is available.
Catch-down cycles record situations where sedimentation lags behind initial
generation o f accommodation space but eventually fills space at falling sea level.
Resulting cycles are "thickness incomplete” because sedimentation did not fill the
maximum amount o f accommodation space. Catch-down cycles can be either “ facies
complete” (foreshortened) or "facies incomplete” (truncated 1 and 2). Foreshortened
catch-down cycles are produced when sea level falls rapidly enough to cause
progradation o f sediments, but these progradational facies are condensed. Truncated
catch-down cycles are produced when sea level tails rapidly enough to stop complete
progradation, or aggradation, resulting in a cycle that records only one or two facies. The
cycle temiinates with a subarial exposure surface (“ forced regression” o f Posamentier et
al., 1992) (Soreghan and Dickinson, 1994) or a flooding surface when no exposure is
evident. Truncated catch-down cycles w ith thin caps (truncated 1) represent deposition in
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which sedimentation in itially lags behind the creation o f accommodation space but then
overtakes sea level during a rapid fall that forces progradation so much that potential
intervening facies are not deposited (Soreghan and Dickinson, 1994). Truncated catchdown cycles w ith thick caps (truncated 2) represent deposition in which sedimentation
in itia lly lags behind the creation o f accommodation space but then overtakes sea level
during an in itia l rapid fall that forces progradation so much that potential intervening
facies are not deposited. Thick caps are formed either during a slow rate o f sea level fall
resulting in equal rates o f sedimentation and creation o f accommodation space, or during
extremely low amplitude sea level changes that did not produce water depths deep
enough to result in a facies change (“ missed beats o f submergence” o f Goldhammer et
al., 1990, 1993). Catch-down cycles are deposited anywhere on the platform w ith in the
photic zone and are only limited by the interaction o f sediment supply and sedimentation
rate w ith varying rates o f sea level change.
Give-up cycles record situations where sedimentation lags so severely behind the
creation o f accommodation space that sedimentation stops or slows significantly. In these
cycles, all facies are subtidal and are both "facies-incomplete” and “ thicknessincomplete.” Cycle tops record little response to sea level change and the cycles are
essentially the amalgamated cycles ("missed beats o f exposure” o f Goldhammer et al.,
1990, 1993). Give-up cycles must be form ed in regions o f the platform where water
depths are significant enough for deposition o f subtidal facies but w ith lim ited light for
photosynthesis (lower portion o f the photic zone) (Soreghan and Dickinson, 1994).
Erosionally truncated cycles are "facies- and thickness-incomplete,” and represent
keep-up, catch-up or catch-down cycles where the top facies are interpreted to have been
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eroded during sea level fall. Underlying facies are truncated and overlain by the
transgressive base o f the next cycle, usually containing cryptic-microbial lam inite
intraclasts. Erosion o f a cycle top most lik e ly occurs during rapid sea level fall that
exposes a particular platform area, or during an episode o f minor tectonic u p lift.
Base-cutout cycles are not included as one o f the seven generic cycle types in figure
27 because base-cutout cycles are lim ited by location and/or elevation on the platform
and record only a part o f the fu ll eustatic range o f accommodation space (from lovvstand
to highstand). Base-cutout cycles are deposited in shallow regions o f the platform where
water depths were less than those necessary for deposition o f subtidal facies (Soreghan
and Dickinson, 1994). This water depth lim ita tion could be the result o f location on a low
angle ramp (Fig. 28A), or deposition under rapidly changing, small amplitude sea level
changes on a broad, fu lly aggraded carbonate platform (Fig. 28b). Whatever part o f the
eustatic cycle that base-cutout cycles represent, they are keep-up, catch-up, o r catchdown, essentially condensed cycles (“ missed beats o f submergence” o f Goldhammer et
al., 1990; 1993) (Soreghan and Dickinson, 1994).
Results
Detailed analysis o f cycle architecture w ith in the Highland Peak Fom iation revealed
all seven generic cycle types. Using the list o f successive facies (Fig. 22), individual
cycles were separated and facies proportions analyzed to categorize each cycle into an
appropriate end-member cycle type. The most abundant cycle types w ithin the Highland
Peak Fomiation are truncated 1 catch-down (A -C ) cycles (Fig. 29). Other cycle types
present include truncated 2 catch-down (A -C ) cycles (Fig. 30), keep-up (Fig. 31),
foreshortened catch-down (Fig. 32), give-up (Fig. 33), base cutout (Fig. 34) and catch-up
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(A)

Base cutout-

Facies C
Facies B
Facies A

(B)

■Base cutout

Facies C
Facies B

Figure 28. Generalized model for base cutout cycle deposition relative
to location on the platform and shape o f the platform. (A ) An aggraded
platform. (B) A ramp.
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Deeper

'.A *

Figure 29. Truncated catch-down (A -C ) cycle within Member
9. Note the lack o f an intertidal facies. Hammer for scale.

Deeper
Flooding Su

Figure 30. A truncated 2 catch-down cycle with a thick
laminite cap within Member 9. Hammer for scale.
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Deeper

Keep-up peloidal packstone

Member 13

Figure 31. Keep-up cycle within Member 12. Juniper trees are
approximately 2 to 3 m high.

Figure 32. Foreshortened catch-down cycle within Member 8.
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Figure 33. Give-up (amalgamated) cycles compose much o f the Meadow
Valiev member.

a

»

Figure 34. Example o f a base cut-out cycle from Member 12. These
cycles formed high enough up on the platform that facies A could not
be deposited (condensed). No schematic diagram is shown because it
is unknown what type o f cycle this would have been i f facies A was
deposited.
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cycles (Fig. 35). The catch-up cycle in figure 35 represents a catch-up cycle that did not
aggrade to intertidal cryptic-m icrobial laminites, but shoaled to the intertidal zone. Keepup cycles, such as in figure 31, are hard to detect because they are contained w ith in thick
packages o f accreted sediment that kept pace w ith rising sea level for a long time.
Therefore, facies and water depth changes are m inim al. Erosionally truncated cycles are
rare and d iffic u lt to detect also but must be included because o f the significance o f their
erosional hiatal surfaces (Fig. 36).
Cycle architecture w ith in meter-scale carbonate cycles helps in differentiation o f full
accommodation space resulting from tectonic, eustatic, and isostatic processes, and
possibly location on the plattbm i relative to the zone o f eustatic oscillation (Fig. 28). O f
all seven types o f generic cycles, only non-base-cutout keep-up and facies and thickness
complete catch-up cycles, which had sufficient sediment supply, record fu ll
accommodation space before compaction. The five other generic cycle types only
preserve a portion o f the fu ll accommodation space and are either condensed or
amalgamated. Base cutout cycles may provide valuable information regarding the
geometry or slope o f the platform because water depths needed for deposition o f facies A
and/or B were not accomplished. Lack o f these water depths means that either the facies
w ithin the base cutout cycles were deposited landward on the shallowest portion o f a low
angle ramp, or the platform was fully aggraded producing an insignificant slope (Fig. 28).
The lateral extent o f these base cutout cycles must be identified before further
interpretation regarding the platfom i geometry can be inferred.
Detailed cycle architecture analysis illustrates d ifficulties in using cyclic carbonate
cycles to estimate true accommodation space changes. O nly "thickness complete” keep-
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Figure 35. Two variations of a catch-up cycle. Outcrop photograph
shows an AB catch-up cycle. Facies A is burrow-mottled wackestone
and facies B is cross-stratified oolite. Note field assistant for scale. No
outcrop photograph is available for ABC catch-up cycles due to their
limited occurrence.
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« . FaçiesA
Figure 36. Erosionally truncated cycle. Picture is from
Member 9.
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up and catch-up cycles record full accommodation space (Soreghan and Dickinson,
1994). Therefore, any succession that contains a variety o f these seven generic cycle
types must be interpreted w ith caution and a full history o f sea level change w ill be
d ifficu lt, i f not impossible to decipher. What cycle architecture can do is show a more
detailed picture o f changing rates o f accommodation and sediment accumulation
superimposed on a fluctuating sea level history. They are used in this study to more fu lly
evaluate Fischer plots and understanding the lim itations o f gamma analysis.

Gamma Analysis
Even though the relationship is complex among time, sedimentation, accommodation,
and erosion recorded w ith cycle thickness, temporal perio dicity o f cycles can be tested
using the gamma method. The gamma (y) method tests for temporal periodicity o f meterscale cycles in cyclic carbonate sections that are older than approximately 1 to 5 Ma and
have poor age constraints by either biostratigraphic data o r relative dating (Kom inz and
Bond, 1990; Bond et al., 1991). Gamma (y) is a facies dependant quantity equal to time
per unit thickness o f sediment. This facies dependant approach modifies the time series
analysis o f a cyclic succession to produce a more realistic age model than do approaches
that assume cycle thickness is proportional to time. The gamma method was successfully
applied to sedimentary cycles in the Middle Cambrian Trippe Limestone in Utah,
Triassic-Jurassic Newark Supergroup in the Newark and Flartford basins o f the eastern
United States, M iddle to Upper Devonian Lost Burro Formation in Death Valley, and
Upper Pennsylvanian and Lower Permian Cisco Group in Texas (Kom inz and Bond,
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1990; Bond et al.. 1991; Kom inz et al.. 1991; Kominz and Bond. 1992; Bond et al., 1993;
Yang et al., 1995; Yang and Kom inz, 1999).
Gamma analysis o f cyclic data accounts for variations in effective accumulation rates
o f different facies. In contrast, non-gamma tuned analyses assume constant sediment
accumulation rates for all facies types. Effective accumulation rate or gamma (y) is
defined as the sediment thickness observed today per unit tim e (unitless when time
constraints are not available). Gamma values are calculated from a specific measured
section and used as conversion factors (time/unit thickness) to change observed thickness
o f facies to relative time that is plotted on a continuous tim e series. This re-calculated
time series tries to take into account changes in sedimentation rate, compaction,
dissolution and non-deposition (K om inz and Bond, 1990; Bond et al., 1991). Bond et al.
(1991) stress that gamma values are not absolute rates o f sedimentation but only relative
rates o f sediment effective accumulation. Although sediment effective accumulation rate
appears to account for depositional and erosional hiatus. Read (1998) argues that w ithout
measurement o f the time represented by depositional or erosional hiatus’ w ithin the
section, accurate gamma values cannot be obtained.
Tw o major assumptions must be made before using gamma analysis: (1) tim e per unit
thickness is essentially constant for individual facies i f a succession o f cycles are
deposited in the same general environment and have a repeating pattern o f facies, and (2)
cycle durations vary only slightly or not at all (Kom inz and Bond, 1990; Bond et al.,
1991, 1993; Kominz and Bond, 1992). Given these assumptions, a set o f linear equations
are used to calculate gamma values o f each facies in a cycle:
r,v

Y/

j = 1 ,2

m
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In this equation.

is the cycle period, n is number o f facies in a cycle, i is the facies

number, c is the tacics thickness,/ is the cycle number, and m is the number o f cycles.
Least squares regression is performed to solve the linear equation. The best-fit gamma
values o f each facies in all cycles are calculated and then substituted into the linear
equation to calculate the period o f each cycle. The cycle with the largest residual from the
cycle period (T o) is removed and the analysis is repeated until there is the same number
o f facies as there are unknowns (y's). Removal o f w orst-fitting cycles keeps the gamma
method assumption that each gamma value is constant for each facies, but by removing
cycles, this method is not taking into account equal cycle period (K om inz and Bond,
1990; Bond et al., 1991, 1993; Yang et al., 1995; Yang and Kom inz, 1999). Bond et al.
(1993) decided against the removal o f cycles and chose to use gamma values that were
obtained from the first regression with all cycles included. This decision was based on the
d ifficu lty in finding “ stable” gamma values after removal o f cycles and because removal
o f cycles is removal o f data. This modified approach was not used for study o f the
Highland Peak Formation because the original iterative process shows how cycle removal
can dram atically vary the resultant gamma value as w ell as removal o f data is essentiallychanging the data. I f it is determined that gamma values throughout the iterative process
do not significantly change, go negative, or have cycle periods w ith large residuals from
the assumed cycle period o f one, then the first gamma values can be used to recalculate
the time series.
Before construction o f a gamma-tuned time series, it is important to detemiine i f
calculated gamma values are meaningful. According to Bond et al. (1993) and Yang and
Kominz (1999), gamma values must be positive at all iterations o f least squares
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regression; negative or zero values indicate failure o f gamma analysis. Failure means that
either one or both o f the in itia l two assumptions are incorrect and no valid sediment
effective accumulation rate can be calculated for the measured section.
Requirements for gamma analysis include a continuous cyclic succession containing
20 - 40 cycles, and à priori definition o f cycles. A cycle is defined here as a succession
o f facies beginning w ith deposition o f deepest water facies and ending w ith deposition o f
shallowest water facies (K om inz and Bond, 1990, 1992). A ll lithologies in a section must
be combined into as few related facies as possible in order to obtain positive and stable
gamma values. I f too many cycles do not contain all facies, then the probability o f
obtaining zero or negative gamma values increases. More than one com bination o f facies
can be tried to obtain positive values (Yang et al., 1995). Caution must be used when
grouping different lithofacies so that the original configuration o f facies is not distorted
and the procedure is forced to work. C yclicity must be present in a section to perform a
gamma analysis, but because cyclicity is not always evident, embedded M arkov chain
analysis should be used, as in this study, to determine i f a section contains periodic
cyclicity.
The second requirement for gamma analysis is the identification o f cycle duration.
Constant cycle duration is assumed, but it is still necessary to attach a number to this
value. In successions w ith good time constraints, this assignment is seemingly not a
problem. In the Cambrian o f western North America, an age assignment w ith needed
accuracy is nearly impossible. Kominz and Bond (1990) and Bond et al. (1991, 1993)
assigned a value o f one to the mean prim ary cycle duration to avoid specifying mean
cycle duration in years. The assignment o f one for cycle duration worked for the Trippe
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cycle data and calculated gamma values produced a time series w ith more accurate
relative cycle durations.
A 133.6-m-thick interval in Member 9 o f the Highland Peak Formation is a good
candidate for use o f gamma analysis for four reasons: ( 1) succession is correlative to the
Trippe Limestone in the VVah VVah Range where Bond et al. (1991) successfully applied
gamma analysis and obtained a spectral analysis w ith possible M ilankovitch orbital
signals, (2) succession consists o f shallowing-upward cycles that have visible repeating
facies patterns and was proven non-random (cyclic) by embedded Markov chain analysis,
(3) cycles were produced in generally the same depositional environment, and (4) the
measured section had m inim al covered intervals.
Gamma Analysis o f Member 9
The succession in Panaca Spring Measured Section 3, from 100.9 to 234.5 m, was
used for gamma analysis (Fig. 22). Two covered intervals, 134.7 - 137.8 m and 175.1 176 m, are included in this section, but were ignored in the analysis and subtracted from
the total thickness o f the measured section. Twenty-seven cycles containing variations o f
3 generalized facies (Fig. 21) were identified w ith an average cycle thickness o f 5.06 m ±
4.8 m. These facies are found in four variations w ithin M ember 9. Eighteen cycles
contain A followed by C (A -C ) w ith an average cycle thickness o f 5.19 m ± 5.5 m. Four
cycles contain A followed by B followed by C (A -B -C ) w ith an average cycle thickness
o f 7.35 m ± 3.5 m. Three cycles contain A followed by B (A -B ) w ith an average cycle
thickness o f 2.5 m ± 1 m. Two cycles contain B followed by C (B-C ) with an average
cycle thickness o f 3.05 m ± 1 m.
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Gamma analysis (m ultiple least squares regression) was performed using SPSS
version 10.0.7 software program. Tw o methods were used to analyze the cycles. First, all
27 cycles were used in the analysis and the cycle w ith the largest residual was removed
during each iteration until on ly three cycles were left. Second, two out o f the four cycle
types were regressed separately. The presence o f only two B -C cycles inhibited its
regression, and therefore no gamma values were obtained fo r this cycle.
Regression w ith all 27 cycles resulted in relatively stable gamma values, but the initial
R value (correlation coefficient) o f 0.788 and large va ria b ility in least squares residuals
calls into question the va lid ity o f the gamma values (Fig. 37 and Table 1). An R value o f
1.0 indicates a perfect linear relationship whereas an R value o f 0.0 indicates no linear
relationship. Intermediate R values indicate a less pronounced linear relationship (Davis,
1986). The R value o f 0.788 indicates a less pronounced linear correlation between
calculated cycle periods. Furthermore, the least squares residuals vary from a minimum
o f negative 0.7801 to a m axim um o f 0.9546. This large difference between the calculated
cycle periods and the assumed cycle period o f one indicates that the gamma values
probably do not accurately approximate the facies effective accumulation rate. These
statistical results indicate that the effective accumulation rate is not consistently reflecting
actual depositional and post-depositional processes and thus are not appropriate for retuning the time series.
Analysis o f A-C cycles resulted in fluctuating gamma values for both A and C, but C
gamma values were negative (Fig. 38 and Table 2). Because no effective accumulation
rate can be less than zero, \ - C cycle gamma values are not accurately simulating actual
effective accumulation rates. The in itia l R value o f 0.731 and least squares residual
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Figure 37. Gamma analysis (least squares regression) o f all cycle types in
M ember 9 analyzed together. Gamma values are relatively consistent for
each facies through the regression, but the lo w beginning R value and large
va ria b ility in least squares residuals indicate that the effective accumulation
rates may not be accurate.
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13

Number
o f Cycles
Removed

Facies A

Facies B

Facies C

R

1

0.124

0.416

0.02737

0.788

2

0.124

0.417

0.02566

0.801

3

0.123

0.419

0.02535

0.812

4

0.121

0.421

0.0263

0.822

5

0.118

0.425

0.02947

0.832

6

0.115

0.428

0.03

0.842

7

0.112

0.432

0.03318

0.852

8

0.117

0.434

0.01416

0.861

9

0.111

0.439

0.02012

0.869

10

0.105

0.445

0.02612

0.877

11

0.1

0.451

0.02878

0.885

12

0.09437

0.458

0.0328

0.891

13

0.09289

0.464

0.02548

0.896

14

0.08754

0.472

0.02624

0.903

15

0.08113

0.468

0.03381

0.910

16

0.07439

0.477

0.03586

0.919

17

0.06716

0.486

0.03763

0.931

18

0.05918

0.497

0.03959

0.946

19

0.0621

0.485

0.02677

0.961

20

0.06232

0.458

0.0279

0.977

21

0.06129

0.431

0.03038

0.990

22

0.06109

0.404

0.03084

0.997

23

0.06344

0.375

0.0284

0.998

24

0.05136

0.395

0.03863

1.000

25

0.05061

0.392

0.03905

1.000

Table 1. Gamma values for least squares regression o f all cycle types
w ith in M em ber 9 o f the Highland Peak Formation.
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Figure 38. Gamma analysis (least squares regression) o f only cycles in
Member 9 containing facies A follow ed by facies C. Gamma values
for facies C are invalid because they are negative.
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Number o f
Cycles
Removed
1

Facies A

Facies C

R

0.149

-0.00324

0.731

2

0.344

-0.19

0.855

3

0.372

-0.24

0.891

4

0.372

-0.242

0.917

5

0.367

-0.239

0.937

6

0.359

-0.232

0.950

7

0.351

-0.224

0.960

8

0.34

-0.213

0.972

9

0.329

-0.202

0.983

10

0.323

-0.202

0.988

II

0.313

-0.192

0.991

12

0.302

-0.182

0.995

13

0.29

-0.17

0.999

14

0.284

-0.165

0.999

15

0.276

-0.158

1.000

16

0.275

-0.157

1.000

Table 2. Gamma values obtained from least squares regression o f cycles
containing only facies A followed by facies C.
Number
o f Cycles
Removed
1
2

Facies A

Facies B

R

0.225
0.255

0.821

0.990

0.618

1.000

Table 3. Gamma values obtained by least squares regression o f cycles in
Member 9 containing only facies A follow ed by facies B. Not enough
cycles are present to obtain statistically accurate data for this cycle type.
Number
o f Cycles
Removed

Facies A

1
2

R

0.006732

Facies B
0.541

Facies C
0.223

0.980

7.26E-I7

0.665

0.272

1.000

Table 4. Gamma values obtained by least squares regression o f cycles in
Member 9 containing facies A followed by facies B followed by facies C.
Not enough cycles are present to obtain statistically accurate data for this
cycle type.
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varying from negative 0.7801 to 0.9546 support this conclusion. Thus, these values are
inappropriate for re-tuning the succession. A -B , A -B -C , and B-C cycle analyses contain
too few cycles to obtain accurate effective accumulation rates but were analyzed for
comparison w ith previously calculated gamma values (above). Analysis o f A-B cycles
resulted in stable gamma values for facies A only (Table 3). Analysis o f A-B-C cycles
resulted in stable gamma values for only facies C, w ith fluctuating gamma values for
both facies .A and B (Table 4). In all analyses, calculated gamma values for each facies
are not the same between analyses o f different cycle types indicating again the
inappropriateness o f the method in calculating effective accumulation rate.
Based on results o f embedded Markov chain and gamma analyses o f Member 9, no
conclusive evidence o f periodicity and/or forcing o f sea level by M ilankovitch orbital
variations can be deciphered confidently. Embedded M arkov chain analysis demonstrated
that the section measured does contain, in part, a cyclic succession o f repeating facies
patterns, but the periodicity and frequency for these cycles cannot be determined.
Frequency and periodicity are indeterminate because o f the lack o f time constraints and
the failure o f gamma analysis to produce accurate or valid effective accumulation rates
for each facies. Failure o f gamma analysis indicates that either individual facies did not
have constant sedimentation rates and/or cycle durations vary w idely (Yang and Kominz,
1999). Probably both are the case given the cycle architectures in the succession. The
presence o f abundant truncated catch-down cycles indicates that what is recorded in the
geologic record is only a shortened version o f the actual m axim um magnitude o f sea level
rise because the cycle cap was fomied only after sea level began to fall from its
maximum height. Thus, neither the magnitude nor period o f the sea level signal is
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recorded accurately. The numerous missed beats o f submergence are essentially periods
during which any change in sea level cannot be recorded because sea level amplitudes are
not great enough to tlood the platform . Therefore, any numbers o f sea level changes were
not recorded and the durations are unknown. Gamma values cannot be used to re-tune the
Member 9 succession to a more accurate time series. Lack o f an appropriate tim e series in
Member 9 precludes the use o f spectral analysis to resolve periodicity.
Although an orbital periodicity influencing cycle deposition cannot be deciphered
w ith in the Highland Peak Formation, it is possible that this signal was just masked by
syn- and post-depositional geologic events or processes (Hardie et al., 1991 ; Smith, 1994;
Satterley. 1996). Smith ( 1994) termed the complex system that an orbital signal must go
through to be recorded in the stratigraphie record as the “ stratigraphy machine” (Fig. 39).
This system is an appropriate explanation for the in ability to decipher an orbital signal in
Member 9 o f the Highland Peak Formation because only when the orbital signal is
synchronous with processes o f the “ stratigraphy machine” can an orbital signal be
accurately recorded. Unfortunately, the “ stratigraphy machine” concept does not explain
w hy the temporally correlative and paleogeographically close Trippe Limestone in Utah
does record M ilankovitch frequency orbital signals. Theoretically, deposition across a
shallow-water carbonate platform should reflect the same effects o f the “ stratigraphy
machine” and should record the same signal. This difference may be the result o f
autocyclic processes, but the relationship, or lack thereof, warrants further investigation.
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Figure 39. The "stratigraphy machine." This diagram shows the interactions and
feedbacks that an orbital signal must pass while on its way to be preserved in the
stratigraphie record (from Smith, 1994).
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Summary
The high-frequency clepositional signal recorded in the Highland Peak Formation
reveals a complex system o f interactions between various rates o f sediment production,
changing accommodation space, and fluctuating sea level. A t least 89 shallowing-upward
high-frequency cycles are interpreted to have formed by both cyclic and random
processes as indicated by embedded M arkov chain analysis. C yclic successions contain
more peritidal cycles capped by subarial exposure surfaces, whereas non-cyclic
successions contain more units o f subtidal facies capped by shoal water or lower
intertidal facies. Sim ilar units are present w ithin cyclic successions and may represent
autocyclic or random processes at work during times o f c yclica lly fluctuating sea level.
Effective accumulation rates obtained from gamma analysis are inconsistent as a result o f
significant variations in cycle thicknesses and duration related to missed beats o f
submergence and emergence as w ell as to autocyclic and/or random processes. Random
processes at work on the carbonate platform may include ocean currents, climate,
tectonics, and ocean chemistry affecting sediment production rates. W ithin cyclic
successions the presence o f abundant truncated catch-down cycles indicates that
fluctuating sea level was the dominant control on cycle form ation during most o f
Highland Peak Formation deposition, but random processes overprinted the signal at
various time throughout deposition. The ultimate origin, or forcing mechanism, o f sea
level changes recorded w ithin the Highland Peak Formation remains enigmatic because
the periodicity o f cycles could not be detemiined and compared to M ilankovitch
variations.
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CHAPTER 5

LO W FREQUENCY SEA LE V E L S IG N A L
Large-scale, low frequency relative sea level and accommodation changes are
interpreted from the stratigraphie record by analysis o f meter-scale shallowing upward
carbonate cycles. A variety o f methods have been used in d ividually or in combination to
im prove stratigraphie correlations and interpretation o f sea level trends: cycle grouping
patterns, facies proportions analysis, and analysis o f Fischer plots alone and in
com bination w ith cycle architectural analysis discussed in chapter 4. This study has relied
on a critical evaluation o f each method and provided a m ulti-m ethod analysis o f a
stratigraphie succession to most robustly infer sea level events. Trends in cycle grouping
and facies proportions, as demonstrated in this study, aid in determination o f the local or
regional extent o f low frequency depositional events and thus sequence stratigraphie
reconstruction. Trends in cycle thickness were found to be useful o n ly for interpretation
o f low-frequency events w ithin successions where random or autocyclic sedimentation
processes were m inimal. Therefore, testing for non-randomness p rio r to analysis is
essential. In addition, analysis o f vertical changes in cycle thickness using the Fischer
plot technique revealed some relative accommodation changes, but used as a single tool
w ill lead to potentially inaccurate identification o f low'-frequency accommodation
changes. Thus, Fischer plots should not be used tor interpretation o f accommodation
change without simultaneous analysis o f cycle groupings, facies proportions, and cycle
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architecture. C ollectively these data, together w ith sequence stratigraphie analysis,
provide a strong foundation for recognizing and interpreting accommodation changes in
the rock record. As discussed in chapter 6, these data also provide the needed bases for a
sequence stratigraphie analysis and interpretation o f the dynamic response o f a carbonate
system to changing rates and magnitude o f sea level.

Cycle Grouping
A simple technique for illustrating changing accommodation space w ith in a
stratigraphie section is cycle grouping. High-frequency cycles are grouped according to
dominant facies components, indicating a range o f accommodation space. Each cycle
grouping represents a generalized accommodation event (ex. subtidal cycles represent
maximum accommodation space). Cycle thickness is not considered w ith in this method
because thickness is too variable w ith in the Highland Peak Formation. Cycle grouping,
thus, contrasts w ith stacking pattem analysis where cycle thickness and lateral extent are
key elements for deciphering changing accommodation. Cycle grouping patterns in the
Highland Peak Formation were successfully correlated to cycle grouping patterns in the
Bonanza King Formation in southern Nevada and southeastern Calitbmia.
A ll measured sections w ith in the Highland Peak Formation were combined to produce
one cycle grouping stratigraphie column (CGSC) (Fig. 40). Cycles are separated into
packages that include ( 1) orange silty dolostone, (2) red siltstone, (3) stacked subtidal
cycles or non-cyclic inter\'als, (4) peritidal cycles consisting o f predominantly subtidal
facies with thin cryptic-m icrobial laminite caps, (5) ooid-skeletal shoal facies, (6)
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Figure 40. Cycle grouping for the Highland Peak Formation. Middle to early Late
Cambrian trilobite zones are labeled on the right side o f the column. The two
orange siltv dolostone beds within Member 9 are enlarged from their original
thickness
0.5 - 1 meter) so that they appear on this diagram.
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peritidal non-cyclic intervals, (7) stacked peritidal cycles consisting o f predominantly
inter- to supratidal facies, and (8) dolomite.
Eight zones o f m inim um accommodation space w ith in the Highland Peak Formation
are represented by stacked peritidal cycles or red siltstone and orange silty dolostone.
Zones o f m inim um available accommodation space, w hich are commonly termed
“ sequence boundaries o r sequence boundary zones,” are inferred based on field evidence
for maximum exposure, maximum siliciclastics, m axim um proportion o f inter- or
supratidal facies, and cycle grouping correlation o f peritidal cycles. Each zone o f
minimum accommodation is bounded by zones o f stacked subtidal cycles, non-cyclic
intervals, or peritidal cycles consisting o f predominantly subtidal facies representing
deposition during periods o f increased accommodation space. The eight intervals o f
minimum accommodation (Fig. 40) represent eight episodes o f increased rates o f sea
level fall during Highland Peak Formation deposition, but the regional or global
significance o f these events can only be deciphered through correlation techniques.
The Highland Peak Formation cycle grouping stratigraphie column (CGSC) is
correlated to five equivalent CGSCs o f the Bonanza K in g Formation from southern
Nevada and southeastern C alifornia (Fig. 41), form erly located on the southern portion o f
the western Laurentian platform (Fig. 42). CGSC correlations were constructed on a
generalized non-palinspastically restored east to west transect m odified from Montanez
and Osleger (1993). The upper datum in figure 41 is the regionally extensive Dunderburg
Shale. The Dunderburg Shale, however, does not crop out in the Panaca H ills, thus the
position o f the Dunderburg Shale w ithin the Highland Peak Formation section is inferred
(Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970). O nly five o f the Highland Peak Fomiation minimum
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Figure 42. Non-paiinspastic paleogeographic reconstruction o f the western
margin o f Laurentia during the Middle Cambrian Bolaspidella trilobite zone.
Shown are locations o f Highland Peak and Bonanza King Formation
stratigraphie sections (modified from Palmer, 1971; Rees, 1986). Chp =
Highland Peak Formation; Cbk = Bonanza King Formation; LCR = Last
Chance Range; FuM = Funeral Mountains; N R = Nopah Range; IR = Indian
Ridge; FrM = Frenchman Mountain. Dashed line represents transect used for
correlations figure 41.
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accommodation zones are observ ed in all Bonanza King Formation sections, whereas all
eight m inim um accommodation zones are observed at Frenchman M ountain (Fig. 41).
.At least six o f the eight Highland Peak Formation minimum accommodation zones
possibly represent different scales and/or rates o f sea level fall, but the possibility that
some zones may represent changes in accommodation space not related to sea level
change can not be ignored. M inim um accommodation zones (M A Z ) 1 and 6 are
correlative across not only the M iddle Cambrian western platform but also the entire
continent o f Laurentia (Palmer, 1981).
M A Z 1 at the base o f the base o f the Condor Member was not exposed because the
interval is covered by talus, but must be inferred based on the presence o f a regionally
extensive intraclastic breccia w ith in a sim ilar “ mixed unit” w ith in the Bonanza King
Formation (Osleger and Montanez, 1996) (Fig. 43). This zone may represent an increase
in the rate o f sea level fall resulting in regression o f the sea over the southern margin o f
western Laurentia during the M iddle Cambrian Elimaniellci trilobite zone (Palmer, 1971;
1981; Kepper, 1986; Montanez and Osleger, 1993; Osleger and Montanez, 1996). M A Z 1
may also correlate to a major sea level fall at the E/imaniella/ear\y Bolaspidella trilobite
zone boundary in the Appalachians proposed by Koerschner and Read (1989) and Kozar
et al. (1990), although precise correlation is lacking because o f lim ited faunal data.
M A Z 6 in the Highland Peak Formation contains thick units o f th in ly bedded crypticmicrobial laminites (Fig. 44). M A Z 6 represents deposition during a m ajor late M iddle
Cambrian regression in the latest Bolaspidella, or earliest Cedaria trilobite zone based on
correlation w ith facies interpreted to represent eustatic drops w ith in correlative
formations including but not lim ited to: Bonanza King Fomiation in southern Nevada and
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Figure 43. Photographs o f minimum accommodation zone 1. A and B
show two views o f the zone o f approximately 15 meters thickness. The
minimum accommodation zone is interpreted based on correlation and not
on outcrop evidence because the interval is covered.
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É

Figure 44. Minimum accommodation zone 6 within Member 9 o f the
Highland Peak Formation. A and B show cross-sectional views o f crypticmicrobial laminites within interlaminated mudstone. C shows a bedding
plane view o f a polygonal desiccation crack. Arrows point to dessication
cracks within cryptic-microbial laminite beds.
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southeastern California, Fish Springs Member o f the Trippe Limestone in western Utah
(Kepper, 1969, 1972; Bond and Kominz, 1991), top o f the Bloom ington Formation in
northern Utah (Kepper, 1972), top o f the Cole Canyon Formation in central Utah
(Kepper, 1972), and possibly w ith in the Arctomys/W aterfowl formations in southern
British Columbia (Aitken, 1978; Palmer, 1981), M aryville Limestone in eastern
Tennessee (Kozar et al., 1990), and Elbrook Formation in the V irg in ia Appalachians
(Koerschner and Read, 1989).
Highland Peak Formation M A Z s 3, 5 and 7 are all correlated w ith zones o f stacked
peritidal cycles in the Bonanza K ing Formation that were described by Montanez and
Osleger (1993). These zones may also correlate with sea level drops proposed by Kozar
et al. (1990) in the Appalachians, although precise correlation is weak because o f lim ited
and imprecise faunal data. Zone 3 probably represents forced progradation o f the
platform during a period o f relative sea level fall as indicated by the abundance o f
desiccation cracks and very thin-bedding w ith in upper intertidal/supratidal crypticm icrobial laminite and mudstone couplets that directly overlie subtidal lithofacies (Fig.
45). Zones 5 (middle Bolaspidella trilobite zone) and 7 (Cedaria trilobite zone), each
w ith little evidence o f subarial exposure, probably represent deposition during periods
characterized by increased rates o f relative sea level fall associated w ith decreased rates
o f sedimentation on the platform. This relationship between relative sea level and
sedimentation is capable o f producing sediment packages w ith facies ranging from
subtidal to upper intertidal w ithout subarial exposure.
Zones 2, 4 and 8 are only correlative between the Bonanza K in g Formation at
Frenchman Mountain and the Highland Peak Fomiation [note that the stratigraphie
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Figure 45. A portion o f minimum accommodation zone 3 with
small-scale cryptic-microbial laminite (light) and mudstone
(dark) couplets within Member 7 o f the Highland Peak
Formation.

"igure 46. Minimum accommodation zone 4 within Member 9
ofthe Highland Peak Formation. (A ) Alternating crypticmicrobial laminite (light) and mudstone (dark) couplets. (B)
Portion o f a silicified mudstone bed.
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position o f zone 2 w ithin the Bonanza King Formation at Frenchman Mountain was re
interpreted using data from K orolev (1997)]. Zones 2 and 4 (both Bolaspidella trilobite
zone) are characterized by peritidal cycles with maximum evidence o f exposure in M A Z
2 and m inor evidence o f exposure but maximum siliciclastics in M A Z 4 (Fig. 46). These
zones may represent only m inor localized accommodation space adjustment on part o f
the platform. These localized changes may have been associated w ith increased rates o f
sedimentation or minor tectonic flexure o f the proposed House Range Embayment (Fig.
42 map). Zone 8 (Crepiceplialus trilobite zone) probably represents tectonic collapse o f
the platform into a shallow ramp, followed by lateral progradation o f the tidal flat during
low-amplitude sea level oscillation events (Fig. 47), although the cause o f ramp
formation is unknown.
Correlation o f regionally extensive M A Zs 1,5, 6 ,7 to other stratigraphie sections
globally, using both cycle grouping and other various methods, may enhance our
understanding o f frequency and rate o f change o f relative sea level and eustatie events,
but is beyond the scope o f this study. Analysis o f cycle facies proportions w ith in a
stratigraphie succession aids in determination o f the m agnitude o f these accommodation
events and enhances interpretations regarding regional vs. global accommodation events.

Fischer Plots
Low-frequency signals w ith in carbonate successions may be revealed by analysis o f
vertical thickness changes between adjacent high-frequency shallowing-upward
carbonate cycles, where random or autocyclic processes had little affect on the low
frequency signal. The most popular technique for analysis o f cycle thickness trends is the
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Faciès C
Facies B
Facies A

Figure 47. Deposition o f peritidal faciès and base cutout cycles
within Members 12 and 13 o f the Highland Peak Formation. Water
depths required for deposition o f facies A were never accomplished.
Deposition only occurred on the ramp directly above and below the
zone o f sea level oscillation.
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Fischer plot. First described by Fischer in 1964 to explain peritidal cycle thickness
variations w ithin the Triassic Lofer cyclothems in the Calcareous Alps, a typical
stratigraphie succession was modified to account for the passage o f time and subsidence.
Fischer (1964) originally interpreted his unnamed plot as recording either (1) long-term
eustatic fluctuations superimposed on short-term sea level oscillations, or (2) rhythm ic
variations in the rate o f lithospheric subsidence. Today, most workers agree that the plot
does not account for time but records cycle number and/or actual stratigraphie thickness.
The term "Fischer plot” is the most widely used name fo r these plots but "Fischer
diagram” also is common (Goldhammer et al., 1987, 1993; Day, 1997).
Earlier workers suggested that Fischer plots graphically represent eustatic fluctuations,
but a eustatic interpretation has been highly criticized because o f problems associated
with the method (see below) (Read and Goldhammer, 1988; Read, 1989; Goldhammer et
al., 1990; Osleger and Read, 1991; Montanez and Read, 1992; Osleger and Read, 1993).
Debate still remains, however, on whether patterns o f increasing and decreasing
accommodation space on the plot actually record sea level fluctuations. Most agree that
variations in subsidence rate most definitely distort the plot, but not in any rhythmic
manner as proposed o rig in a lly by Fischer (1964) (Fischer, 1964; Read and Goldhammer,
1988; Koerschner and Read, 1989; Drummond and W ilkinson, 1993a; Osleger and Read,
1993; Montanez and Osleger, 1993; Sadler et al., 1993; Diecchio, 1995; Boss and
Rasmussen, 1995a; 1995b; M ia ll, 1997; Balog et al., 1997).
Regardless o f the interpretative limitations o f the Fischer plot technique, Fischer plots
are very useful in analyzing cycle thickness trends. Long-term trends in accommodation
space may be deciphered both locally and regionally when correlated with other Fischer
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plots. Fischer plots may be a good correlation technique in successions w ith limited
biostratigraphic data (Read and Goldhammer, 1988). When Fischer plots are combined
w ith detailed facies analyses, cycle architecture, and gamma analysis a more precise
history o f accommodation may be deciphered. The accuracy o f the Fischer plot technique
w ill be tested within the study o fth e Highland Peak Formation by (1) comparison o f
minim um accommodation zones obtained from other methods w ith m inimum
accommodation zones present on the Highland Peak Formation Fischer plot, and (2)
quality comparison o f z-score values from runs w ithin correlative Cambrian and early
Paleozoic successions.
Technique
A Fischer plot graphically represents a stratigraphie succession that attempts to
compensate for linear subsidence through time. Fishers’ (1964) original diagram plotted
thickness o f each carbonate cycle on the ordinate against time on the abscissa (Fig. 48A).
Each cycle is built upon the previous cycle using a diagonal line. The slope o f the
diagonal line is constructed by calculating the difference o f each cycle from mean cycle
thickness, which is theorized to compensate for linear subsidence and vertical
aggradation. The only real data on the plot is cycle thickness because each cycle is
assumed to have the same duration (plotted on the abscissa) (Fig. 48B). The interpretative
implications o f time represented on Fischers’ (1964) original diagram invited so much
controversy that the axes were changed to be more “ objective” ; cumulative thickness on
the ordinate and cycle number on the abscissa (Fig. 48C) (Sadler et al., 1993).
Construction o f a Fischer plot begins w ith identification o f individual cumulative
cycle thickness plotted in stratigraphie order (Fig. 48B), where the abscissa is cycle
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Figure 48. Fischer Plot construction technique (from Sadler et a!.,
1993). (A ) Fischers' original (1964) diagram w ith cycle thickness
plotted on the ordinate against tim e on the abscissa. (B) First part o f
construction o f a Fischer plot. Plot cumulative thickness on the
ordinate against cycle number on the abscissa. (C) Current
construction o f a Fischer plot. Mean cycle thickness is subtracted from
each subsidence and is inferred to account for linear subsidence over
time.
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number. Next, cycle number is kept as the abscissa, and the mean cycle thickness is
subtracted from the thickness o f each in dividual cycle (Fig. 48C). This new plot has the
same shape as Fischers initial plot (Fig. 48A ) because the subtraction o f subsidence from
each cycle is assumed the same as subtracting mean cycle thickness from each cycle.
Figure 48C is more consistently constructed than figure 48A because in figure C the
abscissa is cycle number not time which com m only is an unknown quantity. W ith time as
the abscissa, assumptions regarding duration o f cycle sedimentation are required.
Therefore, figure 48C is more realistic. A n even more realistic Fischer plot that was
proposed by M artin-Chivelet et al. (2000), plots cumulative departure from mean cycle
thickness against individual cycle thickness, instead o f cycle number or time. The
advantages o f the modified Fischer plot are that each cycle is not assumed to have the
same duration, and these plots are more comparable to the actual measured stratigraphie
column (M artin-Chivelet ct al., 2000).
The numerous problems and lim itations o f the Fischer plot method must be
understood and justified before making any interpretation. Two m ajor problems o fth e
Fischer plot method are the assumptions o f linear subsidence and that constant cycle
duration and/or cycle thickness is proportional to cycle duration. Linear subsidence must
be assumed for relatively short stratigraphie successions deposited on a passively
subsiding margin because actual subsidence can not be accurately determined, although
linear subsidence may not be realistic for any passive margin, including the western
Laurentian margin during the Cambrian where other stratigraphie data have demonstrated
significant differential subsidence (Stewart and Suczek, 1977; Pitman, 1978; Bond and
Kom inz, 1984; Bond et al., 1985, 1988; Kom inz, 1995). Constant cycle duration is
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assumed for the traditional Fischer plot based on the lack o f precise dating at the meterscale, although this is definitely unrealistic (K ozar et al., 1990; Hardie et al, 1991; Balog
et al., 1997). The modified Fischer plot, graphing cumulative departure from mean cycle
thickness against individual cycle thickness, that was proposed by M artin-C hivelet et al.
(2000) is an attempt to solve the constant cycle duration problem, although cycle
thickness is not time proportional.
Other lim itations o f the Fischer plot method include the inability to estimate the
amount o f time, and'or sediment or rock thickness, represented by hiatal and nondepositional surfaces, and amalgamated or condensed cycles (“ missed beats” ) (Osleger
and Read, 1993; Drummond and W ilkinson, 1993a; Boss and Rasmussen, 1995; M iall,
1997; Balog et al., 1997). In addition, traditional Fischer plots do not take into account
compaction o f sediments, and do not correct for isostatic response to sediment and water
loading. Different sediment types w ill compact differently and w ill undergo different
levels o f diagenesis. The solution to this problem may be to decompact the different
lithologies and then re-graph the Fischer plot (Goldhammer, 1997; M ia ll, 1997; M artinChivelet et al., 2000). Although a Fischer plot w ill always be an over-sim plification o f
reality, the method does allow generalized interpretation o f accommodation change when
supplemented w ith other techniques.
Trends in accommodation change on a Fischer plot must be tested to determine i f the
shape o f the plot could have been created by chance and not actually any cyclic repetition
o f deposition. The probability that the form o f a Fischer plot could have been created by
chance can be tested using a runs test (Davis, 1986; Sadler et al., 1993; Lehnnann and
Goldhammer, 1999), although this test can not account for missed beats, hiatal surfaces.
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or cycles that did not f ill available accommodation space. The total number o f runs on a
Fischer plot (uninterrupted occurrence o f like cycles) is analyzed w ith the num ber o f
thick and thin cycles to obtain the standard deviation o f the normal mean cycle thickness
distribution using the equation:

r-

■

2n|n>

—1
I

, / r - " ! « q Jiquj ■ ” 1 - n-.)
[( n ;
+ n2 * 1 )

y

where r is the number o f runs, n, is the number o f thicker than average cycles, n^ is the
number o f thinner than average cycles, and z is the standard deviation from mean cycle
thickness (z-score). Z scores allow for comparison w ith other Fischer plots because the z
score is a factor related to the same probability. Z-scores from Cambrian stratigraphie
successions in the Bonanza King Formation range from -3.31 to -4.39, whereas z-scores
from various Proterozoic through Ordovician successions range from -0.92 to -8 . The
more negative the z score, the greater the possibility that the Fischer plot represents
random or chance deposition (Sadler et al., 1993; Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999).
Results
Two Fischer plots were constructed using 83 cycles w ith in the section o f the Highland
Peak Formation from P. S. 2, 145 meters to P. S. 4, 127 meters (see appendix),
constituting members 7 through 13. Stratigraphie sections were combined based on field
evidence for their continuity. Figure 49 shows a traditional Fischer plot using cycle
number on the abscissa fo r the Highland Peak Formation. Figure 50 shows the m odified
Fischer plot for the Highland Peak Formation using cum ulative stratigraphie thickness on
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Figure 49. Traditional Fischer Plot for the Highland Peak Formation;
includes members 7 through 13. Members 10 and 12 are plotted as a
straight line because they contain only non-cyclic facies or dolostone.
Letters indicate steeply fa llin g limbs.
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Figure 50. M odifie d Fischer plot for the Highland Peak Formation includes
members 7 through 13. Members 10 and 12 contain both non-cyclic facies or
dolostone. and are plotted as a straight line. Letters indicate steeply falling limbs.
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the abscissa. The non-cyclic section noted in both figures is located w ith in P.S. 4, from 0
- 112.5 meters.

A runs test o f the Highland Peak Formation Fischer plot resulted in a z score o f -1.45.
Using a standard table o f normal standard deviation distributions (Davis, 1986), the
probability that these runs were created by chance is 7.35% or 1 in 14. This z score is
lower than other Cambrian successions but still falls w ithin the field o f non-randomness
used by Drummond and W ilkinson (1993a) and Lehrmann and Goldhammer (1999).
Using the traditional interpretation o f Fischer plots, the presence o f seven steep falling
limbs o f thinner than average cycles (illustrated w ith letters a through g in figures 49 and
50) indicates that there should be seven zones o f m inimum accommodation present at
these locations. When the actual facies and cycle architectures in these intervals are
examined, however, these falling limbs do not always correspond to a m inim um
accommodation event (Fig. 51). Five falling lim bs match 5 interpreted m inim um
accommodation zones proposed in figure 41 (a=2, c=4, d=5, f=7, g -8 ). Falling limbs b
and e must be attributed to something other than accommodation change and M A Zs not
on falling limbs must be explained.
Using the M A Z s proposed w ithin the CGSC (Fig. 40), zones 3 and 6 form rising limbs
o f the Fischer plot. Rising limbs require an increase in accommodation during sea level
fall. Because this situation is not physically possible, it can be inferred from the diagram
that these two zones may be condensed and contain numerous hiatal surfaces formed
during missed beats o f submergence that resulted in the amalgamation o f supratidal
cr)'ptic-microbial laminites. By analyzing the m odified Fischer plot w ith cycle
architectures (chapter 4), it is revealed that these two rising segments correspond to
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m inim um accommodation zones that are dominated by “ truncated 2 catch-down cycles”
containing significant amounts o f cryptic-m icrobial lam inite caps (Figs. 51 and 30). Field
evidence o f exposure a ffirm s the probability that these tidal flat caps contain numerous
hiatal surfaces representing the missed beats o f submergence and form thicker cycles than
i f the hiatal surfaces could be identified. Identification o f hiatal surfaces is nearly
impossible w ithin cryptic-m icrobial laminae and beds must be lumped together at the
outcrop scale. Lum ping creates the illusion o f increasing accommodation on the Fischer
plot when accommodation was actually decreasing.
The inability o f the Fischer plot method to reveal hiatal surfaces appears to be a
significant lim itation to the method. Without analysis o f cycle architecture and field
evidence for exposure, the Fischer plot w ill not reveal the most accurate accommodation
history. Further analysis o f the form o f these Highland Peak Formation Fischer plots, and
their m inim um accommodation zones, cannot be accomplished without correlation to
other M iddle Cambrian Fischer plots.
The traditional H ighland Peak Formation Fischer plot (Fig. 49) is correlated to
Bonanza King Formation Fischer plots from Montanez and Osleger (1993) (Fig. 52).
These are the same Bonanza K ing Formation stratigraphie sections used for cycle
grouping and whose locations are shown in figure 42. Bonanza King Formation Fischer
plots were correlated by Montanez and Osleger (1993), whereas the Highland Peak
Formation Fischer plot was added during this study. The horizontal axis on figure 52 is
controlled by the two vertical stratigraphie bounding units: m ixed-siliciclastic
u n if Condor Member and a “ non-cyclic” unit. The vertical axis in figure 52 is a problem
because all Bonanza K ing Fischer plots were scaled to each other by techniques
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Peak Formation (HPF) plots are stretched horizontally between the mixedsiliciclastic carbonate unit and upper Cambrian "non-cyclic" unit. IR = Indian
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described in Montanez and Osleger (1993), and the addition o f the Highland Peak
Formation Fischer plot made it d iffic u lt to maintain the same scale, therefore the vertical
axis in this plot is unconstrained and slope may not be accurate. It must be noted that the
Frenchman Mountain Fischer plot was re-interpreted in this study based on data from
Korolev (1997). Correlation o f m inimum accommodation zones between all plots o f the
Highland Peak and Bonanza King formations reveals that falling limbs correlated
between each plot only correspond to one m inimum accommodation zone (M A Z 7),
sometimes more i f one or two plots are removed. Correlation o f the Highland Peak
Formation plot to the Bonanza King Formation plot at Frenchman Mountain is strong,
whereas correlation o f the Highland Peak plot to all other Bonanza King plots is weak.
The inability o f the Fischer plot technique to aid in correlation o f minimum
accommodation zones, w ithout data from other methods, is a major limitation o f this
method and indicates that it may be an unreliable method fo r interpretation o f M iddle
Cambrian accommodation change and thus sea level fluctuations.

Facies Proportions
.Accommodation trends in carbonate successions provide clues to sea level history and
carbonate platfom i evolution. Analysis o f variations in proportions o f facies w ithin
meter-scale cycles reveals accommodation changes w ith in a stratigraphie succession
more clearly than w ith analysis only o f cycle grouping or cyele thickness variations.
Therefore stratigraphie and depositional histories are more clearly examined using a
facies proportions diagram.
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A facies proportions diagram is a simple graphical technique for analyzing thickness
and facies proportion variations. This diagram is unique to this study and is created by
plotting the actual stratigraphie section thickness on the ordinate against the proportion o f
each facies out o f 100% on the abscissa (Fig. 53). Decreasing accommodation space
should produce cycles w ith a large proportion o f peritidal facies (inter- to supratidal),
whereas increasing accommodation space should produce cycles w ith a large proportion
o f subtidal facies (Kerans, 1995). This diagram is unique because each cycle can be
compared to each other in terms o f both thickness and facies proportions without any bias
or graphical deception such as is com monly encountered w ith Fischer plots, and the plot
can be directly correlated to the actual stratigraphie column.
A facies proportions diagram also graphically displays in dividual cycle architectures
and how they relate to adjacent cycle types. Use o f this tacies proportions diagram in
conjunction w ith analysis o f cycle grouping and cycle grouping correlation allows a more
thorough interpretation o f accommodation events and their origin. This diagram is also
important because all data can be visually displayed in one diagram including
stratigraphie thickness, cycle thickness, facies proportions, cycle architeeture, and even
actual age or biozones. A future test o f this diagram would be to measure correlative
successions and see how they correlate.
A facies proportions diagram was produced for the H ighland Peak Formation
succession used in figure 40 from 348 to 924 meters (Fig. 54). This portion o f the whole
stratigraphie column was chosen based on the abundance o f easily identifiable cycles
present and the least amount o f non-cyclic intervals. Facies .A through C correspond to
facies described in chapter 4; facies A consists o f subtidal and shallow subtidal mudstone.
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Figure 53. Schematic facies proportions diagram illustrating
variations in the proportions o f three facies within each cycle,
and variations in cycle thickness relative to facies proportions.
Because facies C contains the shallowest water lithologies, the
parts o f the diagram with the largest amount of facies C are
recording intervals with minimal accommodation space. On the
other hand, because facies A represents the deepest water
lithologies, the intervals dominanted by facies A are recording
intervals o f maximum accommodation space. No origin o f
accommodation changes can be inferred from this diagram
without correlation to other successions.
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Figure 54A-E. Diagram illustrating the various proportions o f facies w ith in individual
cycles relative to actual stratigraphie thickness (same stratigraphie section as in figures
40 and 41). Middle to early Late Cambrian trilobite zones are labeled on the left. Cycle
stacking patterns are identified w ithin high-frequency cycle sets labeled on the right
side the stratigraphie column. M inim um accommodation zones are identified by
evidence o f maximum exposure and/or maximum upper intertidal/supratidal facies
percentage, or by correlation through cycle groupings and Fischer Plots.
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wackestone, peloidal wackestone, skeletal wackestone, intraclastic grainstone/packstone,
and oolite; facies B consists o f lower to upper intertidal peloidal packstone and
grainstone, and intraclastic packstone; facies C consists o f upper intertidal to supratidal
cr>'ptic-microbial laminites w ith common desiccation structures and rare exposure
breccia. M inim um accommodation zones 2 through 8 are labeled on the plot and it is easy
to recognize the large proportion o f peritidal facies that characterize each M AZ. Each
M A Z is closely related to cycles w ith high percentages o f facies C indicating a decrease
in accommodation space during deposition. How extensive each o f these events was can
only be analyzed by correlation o f the Highland Peak Form ation diagram to correlative
facies proportions diagrams, and by analyzing cycle grouping correlation diagrams and
field evidence. The benefit o f making this plot is that changes in accommodation space
not related to changes in sea level can easily be identified by variations in cycle thickness
and facies proportions such as the increase in cycle thickness and facies C at 220 meters
that cannot be correlated between stratigraphie successions.
A common practice in study o f shallow-water carbonate successions is to use
increasing and decreasing cycle thicknesses to infer increasing and decreasing
accommodation space associated w ith relative sea level fluctuations (Goldhammer et al.,
1990, 1992, 1993; Sadler et al., 1993; Kerans, 1995; Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999;
Sailer et al., 1999). In successions where deposition was influenced significantly by
autocyclic or random processes, cycle thickness w ill not always correspond to the
appropriate accommodation change. The presence o f “ missed beats o f submergence” and
“ missed beats o f emergence” allow for imprecise identification o f cycle boundaries that
may result in identification o f thicker or thinner cycles than are actually present.
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Improved methods o f analysis o f the proportion o f various facies w ithin each cycle is the
only way to avoid problems associated w ith singular interpretations o f cycle thickness.
The facies proportions diagram technique is a quick and sim ple method for analyzing
cycle facies proportions and thickness variations. When used in correlating various
stratigraphie successions, this diagram may allow identification o f relative sea level
changes caused by localized events vs. regional and global sea level changes.

Summary
M ulti-m ethod analysis o f meter-scale shallowing upward cycles w ith in the Highland
Peak Formation reveals six low frequency accommodation events and nine relative sea
level events superimposed on the low frequency signal. The importance o f this m u lti
method form o f analysis is that (1) cycle grouping and facies proportions analysis along
w ith sedimentary analyses allows a more accurate interpretation o f m inim um
accommodation zones, (2) Fischer plots may not accurately represent accommodation
change or clearly delineate sea level history, and (3) a facies proportions diagram
provides a unique summary o f a carbonate succession by simultaneously illustrating an
analysis o f lithology, cycle thickness, cycle architecture, and proportion o f facies and
thus reveals the relative magnitudes o f sea level events.
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CHAPTER 6

SEQUENCE S T R A T IG R A P H IC A N A LY S IS
*Tn many cases the choice o f sequence boundaries presents a
stratigraphie dilemma. Instead o f forcing the available data into a rigid
classification system, the geologically most reasonable and practical
solution should be chosen. This may include the combination o f several
sequence-stratigraphic models and concepts. Irrespective o f method, the
understanding o f the geological history should be the ultimate goal o f our
sequence-stratigraphic analysis” (Nystuen, 1998).

In chapters 4 and 5, multi-method analysis o f the lOOO-m-thick Highland Peak
Formation revealed high-frequency sea level and accommodation changes superimposed
on six low-frequency accommodation events that are delineated by m inim um
accommodation zones. These data and interpretations lay a robust fram ework for the
sequence stratigraphie analysis presented in this chapter. Using this approach, the
dynamic interplay between sea level changes and carbonate deposition on an aggraded
platform top is deciphered and related to local and global events over an interval o f
approximately 9 m illio n years from the Ehmaniella trilobite zone to the Crepicephalus
trilobite zone.

154
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Method
Sequence stratigraphy is the study o f rock relationships, w ith in the chronostratigraphic
fram ework o f genetically interrelated repetitive packages o f strata that are bounded by
unconformities and/or correlative conform ities and are products o f a particular episode o f
a basin’ s in fill history (Nystuen, 1998) (Figure 55). O riginally defined to explain seismic
reflection patterns w ithin siliciclastic successions, the analysis has successfully been
applied to carbonate successions (Sarg, 1988; Goldhammer et al., 1990, 1992, 1993;
Montanez and Osleger, 1993; Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999). Sequence stratigraphie
concepts applied to widely spaced carbonate outcrops, however, requires detailed
analysis and interpretation o f high-frequency meter-scale shallowing-upward cycles
(Montanez and Osleger, 1993) and their cycle groupings and facies proportions as
demonstrated in this study.
Sequence stratigraphie terminologies o f Sarg (1988) are com m only used for
interpretation o f stratigraphie successions (Fig. 55). Terminology used w ith in sequence
stratigraphie studies, however, are inconsistent. W idely varying terms com m only are
used to represent the same features, or on the other hand, w idely varying definitions
applied to the same term (Goodwin and Anderson, 1985; Posamentier et al., 1988;
W alker, 1990; Goldhammer et al., 1992; Kerans, 1995; Weber et al., 1995; Myers and
M ilto n , 1996; M ia ll, 1997; Nystuen, 1998; Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999; Friedman
and Sanders, 2000). Temis used w ith in this study correspond to terms used by
Goldhammer et al. (1992) except for the term minimum accommodation zone taken from
Lehrmann and Goldhammer (1999) (Fig. 56). Using this terminology, four complete and
two partial sequences were identified w ith in the Highland Peak Formation.
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Term

Definition

Synonymous Terms

Meter-scale cycle A relatively conformable succession
o f genetically related beds or bedsets
bounded by a marine flooding
surface (Van Wagoner et al., 1988;
Mite hum and Van Wagoner, 1991;
Goldhammer et al., 1992; Lehrmann
and Goldhammer, 1999).

Parasequence (VanWagoner
et al., 1988; Mitchum and Van
Wagoner, 1991; Lehrmann
and Goldhammer, 1999);
punctuated aggradational
cycle (Goodw in and
Anderson, 1985).

High-frequency
cycle set

A succession o f genetically related
meter-scale cycles that form
distinctive stacking patterns that are
bounded by major marine-flooding
surfaces or correlative conformities
(Van Wagoner et al., 1988).

Parasequence set (Van
Wagoner et al., 1988);
Megacycle (Goldhammer et
al., 1990); cycle set (Kerans,
1995).

Systems Tract

A three-dimensional assemblage o f
genetically related lithofacies
deposited within contemporaneous
depositional systems (Brown and
Fischer, 1977; Sarg, 1988; Nystuen,
1998; Lehrmann and Goldhammer,
1999: Friedman and Sanders, 2000).

Depositional systems (Brown
and Fischer, 1977; Nystuen,
1998).

Sequence

A group o f relatively conformable
genetically related systems tracts,
bounded at the top and bottom by
unconformities or their correlative
conformities (Sloss et al., 1949;
Mitchum et al., 1977; Sarg, 1988;
Kerans, 1995; Myers and Milton,
1996; Friedman and Sanders, 2000).

Layers o f geology (Levorsen,
1954); depositional sequence
(Mitchum et al., 1977);
synthem (North American
Commission on Stratigraphie
Nomenclature, 1983).

Minimum
accommodation
zone

Zone o f meter-scale cycles with the
greatest proportion o f peritidal facies
(Lehrmann and Goldhammer, 1999).
Cycle thickness is not considered in
this study.

Sequence boundary (Mitchum
et al., 1977; Van Wagoner et
al., 1988); sequence boundary
zone (Montanez and Osleger,
1993; Osleger and Montanez,
1996).

Figure 56. Sequence stratigraphie terminology (m odified from Lehrmann and
Goldhammer, 1999).
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As in the Highland Peak Formation, a typical platfom i-top-setting sequence is
composed o f 2 systems tracts deposited during one sea level cycle: transgressive (TST)
overlain by highstand (HST) (Posamentier et al., 1988; Sarg, 1988; James and Kendall,
1992) (Figs. 55 and 57). Depending on location on the platform top, and rates and
magnitudes o f sea level change, these transgressive and highstand systems tracts may be
bounded by significant unconformities (sequence boundaries = SB) or zones o f m inim um
accommodation (M .AZ). Following formation o f a M A Z or SB, a sequence is initiated by
flooding o f the platform and deposition o f a transgressive systems tract. As the rate o f sea
level rise begins to slow, deposition o f the transgressive systems tract is superseded by
deposition o f the highstand systems tract. When the rate o f sea level rise is at a m inim um
or sea level is falling, a M A Z or SB is formed.

Results
M inim um .Accommodation Zones
Using cycle grouping patterns and facies proportions w ith in the Highland Peak
Formation, eight M A Z s were identified. Each M A Z is interpreted to represent a low
frequency accommodation event. Five o f these M AZs are correlated between the
Highland Peak and Bonanza King formations and thus are interpreted to represent
regional or global sea level events. The underlying and intervening successions are
considered stratigraphie sequences (1-6) (Fig. 58). A ll sequences contain both a
transgressive and highstand systems tract. Four complete and two partial sequences are
present. The base o f sequence 1 is not present in the field area and thus is only a partial
sequence. Sequence 6 is only partially recorded in the field area because its upper surface
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1992).
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is M A Z 8 that cannot be correlated across the entire platform and thus only represents a
localized relative sea level event.
The lack o f correlation o f M A Z s 2, 4, and 8 between the Highland Peak and Bonanza
King formations indicates that these m inim um accommodation zones are related to
localized accommodation space changes and not to regional or global sea level change.
Thus, these local accommodation zone changes are only illustrated in the relative sea
level column (Fig. 58). The cause o f these accommodation changes may be tectonic.
Sequence Interpretations
Sequence 1
Sequence 1 consists o f the entire Step Ridge Member and contains all facies described
in chapter 3 (Fig. 59). The basal M.AZ o f sequence I could not be observed in the study
area but is interpreted to lie somewhere stratigraphically beneath the base o f the Step
Ridge Member. The overlying M A Z also could not be observed in the Highland Peak
Formation because o f talus covering the interval between the top o f the Step Ridge and
base o f the Condor Member. This interval is interpreted as a regionally extensive
m inim um accommodation zone, or sequence boundary, on the basis o f the overall
shallowing-upward lithologies present at the top o f the Step Ridge and observations made
by Osleger and Montanez (1996) o f intraclast breccias w ith in the “ m ixed unit” o f the
Bonanza King Formation (M A Z 1). I f an exposure breccia were observed beneath the
talus-covered intern al between the Step Ridge Member and the Condor Member, then
this boundary could be termed a sequence boundary. I f this inter\ al does not consist o f
exposure breccia, then the boundary would be a M A Z and not a sequence boundary.
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H

Figure 59. De positional model for sequence I and the Step Ridge Member
o f the Highland Peak Formation during the Middle Cambrian Ehmaniella
trilobite zone. Refer to figure 7 for description o f symbols and colors.
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Sequence I consists o f a basal TST overlain by a HST. The 1ST o f sequence 1 is
characterized by lagoonal, shoal and open marine platform facies. Deposition began w ith
sediment o f the lagoonal facies followed by deposition o f shoal and open marine platform
facies. Lagoonal sediment included peloidal packstone interbedded w ith crypticm icrobial boundstone patch reefs. Fenestrae are common indicating deposition near sea
level w ith frequent exposure. Open marine platform and shoal facies include subtidal
intraclastic wackestone. peloidal wackestone, o o litic grainstone and packstone. The
gradational change from lagoonal deposition to shoal and open marine platform
deposition indicates a slow initial sea level rise follow ed by an increase in the rate o f sea
level rise. Deposition o f tidal flat and lagoonal facies over the shoal and open marine
platform facies indicate a decrease in the rate o f sea level rise and end o f TST deposition.
The lagoonal facies consists o f protected wackestone and peloidal packstone. The tidal
flat facies consists o f cryptic-m icrobial laminites and graded beds o f mudstone and
grainstone interpreted as storm-deposits. These mudstone/grainstone couplets indicate
frequent deposition on the highest part o f the tidal flat, possibly w ithin subaqueous
ponds, where on ly rare storm or high-energy event deposition was recorded. Deposition
o f the HST ended w ith what is inferred to be a regionally extensive sequence boundary
that formed during sea level fall and probably exposure o f the platfom i.
Sequence 2
Sequence 2 comprises the entire Condor Member, Meadow Valley Member, and
Member 7 and is composed o f open marine platform , lagoonal and tidal flat facies w ith
m inor shoal facies (Figs 60, 61. 62). M A 2 1 is the low er boundary o f sequence 2 and
M AZ 3 is its upper boundary. M.AZ 3 is represented by an interval o f stacked peritidal
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Figure 60. Depositional model for the Condor Member o f the
Highland Peak Form ation during the M iddle Cambrian latest
Ehmaniella trilo b ite zone. Diagram is schematic and not to scale.
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Figure 61. Schematic depositional model for deposition o f facies w ith in
the Meadow Valley Member during the earliest Bolaspidella trilobite
zone. Not to scale. Refer to figure 7 for description o f symbols and colors.
The orange-pink color w ith black specs represents a discontinuous
intraclastic breccia.

Figure 62. Depositional model fo r facies w ithin Member 7. Diagram is
schematic and not to scale. Deposition o f this member occurred during the
Middle Cambrian Bolaspidella trilobite zone. Refer to figure 7 for
explanation o f symbols and colors.
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cycles dominated by tidal flat facies and maximum evidence o f exposure within Member
7. This interval is regionally extensive based on correlation o f cycle grouping patterns
w ith the Bonanza King Formation (Fig. 41).
Siliciclastic-dominated tidal flat facies o f the Condor M em ber and carbonate tidal flat
facies o f the basal Meadow Valley Member represent accumulation during a slow rise in
sea level during initiation o f the TST. The Condor M em ber records deposition sim ilar to
modem siliciclastic tidal flats where both river- and w ind-derived processes are active.
Terrigenous influx may have controlled both the progradation and recession o f these
siliciclastic tidal flats, and without a more regional study its relationship to fluctuating sea
level can not be deciphered. When siliciclastic input abated, the platform deepened and
deposition o f carbonate sediment resumed. Deepening may have been the result o f sea
level rise or o f subsidence during lag time necessary for carbonate production to recover
after cessation o f siliciclatic input. Carbonate deposition resumed w ith tidal flat
sedimentation indicating m inim al accommodation space. T his m inim al accommodation
space indicates a slow rate o f sea level rise. Small dom ical and laterally linked
stromatolites are common on these tidal flats. M inor karstification and meteoric
diagenesis o f a thin oolite indicate that relative accommodation space increase was not
steady but may have decreased episodically.
The sharp contact between the tidal flat facies and overlying subtidal wackestone and
peloidal wackestone o f the open marine platfomi facies indicate a change from slow sea
level rise to rapid sea level rise w ithin the TST o f sequence 2. Over 100 meters o f
subtidal mud-supported lithologies characterizes this part o f the TST. Subtidal cycles
may be present in this inten al but were not specifically obserx ed in the field. Thin beds
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o f skeletal wackestone represent the deepest open marine facies deposition w ith in the
Highland Peak Fomiation. The association o f these skeletal wackestone beds w ith
overlying beds o f subtidal wackestone and peloidal wackestone o f the open marine and
lagoonal facies represents a change in the rate o f sea level rise from increasing to
decreasing. As sea level rise slowed, carbonate sedimentation was able to keep pace w ith
changing accommodation space and deposition o f the HST began.
The association o f tidal flat facies cryptic-m icrobial lam inites and graded
mudstone/grainstone couplets w ith shallow subtidal wackestone and peloidal wackestone
o f the lagoonal facies indicate the HST. These facies are arranged w ith in successions o f
truncated-catch down 1 and 2 cycles indicating forced progradation o f tidal flats over the
subtidal lagoon during rapid accommodation changes. These changes are inferred to be
the result o f high-frequency sea level change. Cycles w ith unusually thick subtidal facies
may represent an increase in the rate o f subsidence caused by m inor tectonic events that
did not a fleet other areas o f the platform . O nly a more extensive and detailed correlation
w ill help decipher this problem. The HST w ithin sequence 2 ends gradually with forced
progradation o f tidal flat sediment over shallow subtidal sediment (truncated catch-down
2 cycles) and extensive desiccation o f cryptic-m icrobial laminites and mudstone beds
during a period o f minimum accommodation space. Tidal flat caps record numerous
"missed beats o f submergence” indicating low sea level amplitudes. Low amplitude sea
level change resulted in m inor or no deposition during sea level fall, which is typical o f a
m inim um accommodation zone. The fall was not great enough for karstification or soil
fonnation, which is typical o f a sequence boundary. Sea level also did not increase
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enough for subtidal deposition to occur. Thus, the top o f sequence 2 is interpreted as a
m inim um accommodation zone.
Sequence 3
Sequence 3 comprises all o f M em ber 8 and lower part o f Member 9 and is composed
o f open marine platfomi, lagoonal, and tidal flat facies (Figs 63 and 64). The open marine
platform facies lithologies, however, are less abundant than in previous sequences. The
lower boundary o f sequence 3 is M A Z 3, as described above, and the upper boundary is a
regionally extensive package o f peritidal cycles with only m inor evidence o f exposure
(M A Z 5).
The sharp transition from peritidal cycles in M.AZ 3 to a thick package o f open marine
wackestone w ith an abundance o f trilo b ite fragments indicates a rapid increase in
accommodation space caused by sea level rise. W ithin this TST, cycles commonly
consist o f open marine platform facies overlain by lagoonal and m inor tidal flat facies
arranged into foreshortened catch-down cycles. Foreshortened catch-down cycles
indicate progradation o f the tidal flats over the subtidal lagoon. Rare truncated catchdown 1 cycles indicate forced progradation o f tidal flat cryptic-m icrobial laminites over
subtidal lagoonal facies either during rapid sea level fall or tectonic activity. Tectonic
a ctivity may be related to movement on the southern boundary fault o f the House Range
Embayment. Cycles that consist o f very thick subtidal facies indicate periods o f
deposition where sedimentation did not keep pace with changing accommodation space.
These cycles indicate an increase in the rate o f subsidence or in the rate o f sea level rise.
Siliciclastic sedimentation, which is represented by two -1 -m -th ick beds, may be
related to climate, tectonics, or rew orking o f previously deposited siliciclastics during a
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Figure 63. Schematic diagram for deposition o f Member 8 during the
M iddle Cambrian Bolaspidella trilobite zone. N o t to scale and may not
represent what the actual platform looked like during deposition. Refer to
figure 7 fo r description o f symbols and colors.

Figure 64. Schematic model for deposition o f M ember 9 during the latest

Bolaspidella trilobite zone and possibly during the earliest Late Cambrian
Cedaria trilo b ite zone. Refer to figure 7 for description o f symbols and
colors.
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period when rates o f sea level rise were at their highest. A change from thick
foreshortened catch down cycles with m inim al tidal flat facies to thin truncated catchdown 1 cycles w ith abundant tidal flat facies indicates an abrupt decrease in the rate o f
sea level rise and deposition o f the HST.
HST deposition w ith in sequence 3 is characterized by lagoonal and tidal flat facies
w ith only m inor shoal facies. Facies w ith in cycles are com monly arranged into truncated
catch-down 1 and foreshortened catch-down cycles. Both cycle types indicate rapid highfrequency sea level fall, but the lack o f evidence for significant exposure indicates that
the amplitude o f sea level fall was not large enough to expose the platform. This situation
may be due to form ation o f tidal flat islands and not specifically to progradation o f
extensive tidal flats. The tidal flat island model o f Pratt and James (1986) may be
appropriate for this interval although no evidence fo r lateral transitions from tidal flat
islands to subtidal lagoons have been observed. The presence o f tidal flat islands w ould
explain thickness variations between cycles and the lack o f exposure. The tidal flat island
model would allow cryptic-m icrobial laminites to be submerged at all times because their
deposition migrated w ith changing accommodation space. These autocyclic and random
processes were common in this interval as interpreted through gamma analysis and this
may have contributed to the noise recorded in the stratigraphie record o f this interval. The
transition from this highstand deposition to subsequent deposition o f sequence 4 is
d iffic u lt to pinpoint in the field but can be estimated w ith in this highstand package o f
peritidal cycles that are correlated across the platform . This transition represents a
m inim um accommodation zone in its truest form and not a sequence boundary.
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Sequence 4
Sequence 4 is w ithin the m iddle part o f Member 9 and consists o f lagoonal and tidal
flat facies with only m inor shoal facies. The lower boundary o f sequence 4 is M A Z 5 and
the upper boundary is a regionally and perhaps globally extensive M A Z 6. M A Z 6 is
characterized by peritidal cycles dominated by tidal flat facies w ith maximum evidence
o f exposure.
Truncated catch-down 1 and foreshortened catch-down cycles with m inim um
evidence o f exposure and thick subtidal bases indicate increased accommodation space
w ith in the TST. The gradational transition from sequence 3 to sequence 4 indicates that a
change in the rate o f the lo w frequency sea level rise was slower than in previous
sequences and sedimentation was able to keep pace w ith the change, but high-frequency
sea level changes were rapid w ith forced progradation o f tidal flats. Sedimentation
appears to have been approximately equal to or slightly less than subsidence for cycles
w ith thick subtidal bases. Cycle caps o f truncated catch-down 1 cycles contain m inor
evidence o f exposure and are interpreted to have formed during high frequency, low
amplitude sea level falls. Transition from the TST to HST consists o f a variety o f cycle
types reflecting autocyclic and random processes and is gradational w ith the rate o f sea
level rise slowing less rapidly than in previous sequences partly because the rate o f sea
level rise was not as significant in the TST o f sequence 4.
The HST is dominated by truncated catch-down 2 cycles that were deposited during
rapid high-frequency sea level changes superimposed on a slow ing low frequency sea
level rise and subsequent low frequency sea level fall (M A Z 6). Cryptic-m icrobial
laminites and mudstone couplets dominate this interval and evidence o f exposure is
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abundant, although no karst or soil was obserxed. This interx^al records numerous "missed
beats o f submergence” where the magnitude and rate o f high-frequency sea level changes
were sufficient to produce only tidal flat facies. This interval is identifiable and correlated
throughout both the eastern and western U. S.
Sequence 5
Sequence 5 is recorded at the top o f Member 9 and is characterized by tidal fiat and
lagoonal facies with common silty intraclastic lithotope interxals. The loxver boundary o f
sequence 5 is the globally extensive M A Z 6 and the upper boundary is the platformextensive M A Z 7 characterized by peritidal cycles w ith only m inor evidence o f exposure.
TSTs and HSTs w ithin sequence 5 are gradational and d iffic u lt to differentiate. The
TST is characterized by tidal flat facies xvith only m inim al evidence o f exposure and
increasing silty intraclastic grainstone and percentage o f subtidal lagoonal facies. These
tidal flat facies arc placed in the sequence 5 TST because o f a decrease in the amount o f
evidence for exposure, which is in contrast to the underlying tidal flat facies o f M A Z 6.
O verlying these tidal fiat facies are foreshortened catch doxvn and truncated 1 catch down
cycles indicating rapid high frequency sea level change. These changes indicate a sloxv
sea level rise. Foreshortened catch-doxvn cycles w ith thick subtidal bases record the
transition to HST deposition xvhen sea level began to sloxv and sedimentation began to
keep pace with subsidence and sea level. This HST is characterized by thin truncated
catch down 1 and foreshortened catch-doxvn cycles indicating rapid high-frequency
fluctuations in sea level. M A Z 7 is characterized by thin truncated catch-doxvn 1 and
foreshortened catch-down cycles w ith little evidence o f exposure w ith in the HST.
A lthough not easily identifiable in the field, the dominance o f peritidal cycles with
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overlying cycles dominated by subtidal bases and the correlation o f these cycle grouping
patterns between the Highland Peak and Bonanza King formations results in delineation
o f M A Z 7.
Sequence 6
Sequence 6 is recorded w ith in members 9, 10, 12 and 13 o f the Highland Peak
Formation (Figs. 65 and 66). The lower boundary is M A Z 7 and the upper boundary is
characterized by thin peritidal cycles (M A Z 8). M A Z 8 is on ly observed in the Highland
Peak Formation and Bonanza K ing Formation at Frenchman M ountain. As discussed in
chapter 5, M A Z 8 may be related to major changes in platform m orphology or clim atic
conditions.
Foreshortened and truncated catch-down cycles w ith m inor tidal flat facies represent
increasing sea level rise during deposition o f the TST. These cycles indicate rapid highfrequency sea level oscillations superimposed on a slow rate o f low-frequency sea level
rise where sedimentation was able to keep pace with this change. The foreshortened
catch-down cycles are followed by deposition o f open marine platform facies wackestone
and skeletal wackestone o f Member 10 indicating an increase in the rate o f sea level rise
sufficient to keep subtidal deposition from aggrading or prograding into the intertidal or
supratidal zones. The transition from TST to HST deposition is obscured by 40 meters o f
dolomite.
Above the dolomite, the HST is characterized by intertidal to supratidal lagoonal and
tidal flat facies. Approxim ately 50 meters o f non-cyclic fenestral peloidal packstone and
grainstone was deposited as the rate o f sedimentation was essentially equal to the rate o f
increase in accommodation space resulting in this portion o f the platform never getting
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1

Figure 65. Schematic diagram representing deposition o f M em ber 10 o f
the Highland Peak Formation during the early Late Cam brian Cedaria and
Crepicephalus trilobite zones. Refer to figure 7 for description o f symbols
and colors.

Figure 66. Depositional model for Members 12 and 13 o f the Highland
Peak Formation. Deposition occurred during the early Late Cambrian
Crepicephalus trilobite zone. Refer to figure 7 for description o f symbols
and colors.
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shallower or deeper than the low intertidal zone. Subsequent slowing o f sea level rise
produced base cutout cycles w ith lagoonal peloidal packstone, com m only fenestral,
overlain by cryptic-m icrobial laminites w ith little evidence o f exposure. These thin cycles
characterize M A Z 8, which is only observed in the Highland Peak Formation and
Bonanza K in g Formation at Frenchman Mountain. This interval may represent a change
in platform morphology w ith superimposed sea level fall.
Systems Tracts
Systems tracts w ithin sequences in the Highland Peak Formation are characteristic o f
systems tracts identified in other age formations in other regions o f the globe (Montanez
and Osleger, 1993; Read, 1995; Lehmiann and Goldhammer, 1999). Each TST within the
Highland Peak Fonnation is dominated by non-cyclic or cyclic subtidal facies, or
peritidal cycles dominated by subtidal facies. Dominant lithologies include subtidal
cryptic-m icrobial boundstone, oolite, peloidal wackestone, wackestone, skeletal
wackestone, and intraclastic grainstone/packstone. In portions o f each TST where cycles
are evident, cycle architectures are either foreshortened catch-down (cap and no cap),
truncated 1 catch-down, or catch-up (subtidal cycles). These cycle architectures indicate
rapid high frequency sea level falls that forced progradation o f intertidal sediment over
subtidal sediment, except where subtidal cycles are present and represent autocyclic
m igration and deposition o f oolitic grainstone in lagoons and open marine areas o f the
platform . Each HST is dominated by stacked peritidal cycles, or non-cyclic peritidal
lithologies. The HST is a period o f increased exposure and increased m icrobialite
formation. Dominant cycle architectures are truncated 1 and 2 catch-down cycles, base
cutout cycles, erosionally truncated cycles and foreshortened catch-down cycles (with
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caps). These cycle types indicate rapid high-frequency sea level changes. Dominant
lithofacies o f the HST are cryptic-m icrobial laminite, peloidal packstone/grainstone,
mechanical laminite, wackestone, stromatolites, intraclastic packstone/grainstone, and
thrombolite bioherms.

Causes o f Sea Level Fluctuations
High frequency sea level and accommodation changes are superimposed on six lowfrequency eustatic events. High-frequency accommodation changes are caused by highfrequency fluctuations in sea level and autocyclic processes such as tidal flat island
migration, although sea level also influenced tidal island formation. Ginsburg-style tidal
flat progradation does not appear to be an appropriate model for tidal flat deposition on
this scale because not enough sediment was present for progradation. Progradation also
could not have occurred across a platform this large w ithout significant exposure o f some
areas. Actual cause o f sea level fluctuations is unknown but may be attributed to
M ilankovitch orbital variations influencing clim ate and the amount o f water held in
alpine glaciers and lakes, but without know ing periodicity, this cause can not be
confirmed. The lack o f a record o f M ilankovitch rhythms may be the result o f other
processes o f the “ stratigraphy machine” w orking out-of-phase w ith sedimentation. Cause
o f low-frequency eustasy and systems tracts that are at least platform -wide (Fig. 67) is
more d iffic u lt to decipher. Although eustatic, these sea level changes formed during
periods o f greenhouse climate conditions where evidence for large continental glaciers or
ice sheets is absent. Thus, the origin o f these low frequency eustatic changes remains
unknown.
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Figure 67. Sequence stratigraphy for the Highland Peak and Bonanza King
formations (modified from Montanez and Osleger, 1993). Sequences, systems
tracts, minimum accommodation zones, and M iddle to Late Cambrian trilobite
zones are labeled on the left (sequences = numbered intervals; dashed line =
minimum accommodation zone; grey = transgressive systems tract; white =
highstand systems tract).
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Summary
Six low frequency sea level events (sequences) are recorded w ith in the H ighland Peak
Formation. A ll sequences contain a TST and HST representing varying rates o f sea level
rise and fall. TSTs are characterized by a slow and steady rise in sea level when tidal flat
facies sediment are deposited. This slow rise in sea level is followed by an abrupt
increase in the rate o f sea level rise producing thick intervals dominated by subtidal open
marine platform or lagoonal facies. Transitions from transgressive deposition to
highstand deposition can be either abrupt or gradational. HSTs are characterized by
decreasing rates o f sea level rise when sedimentation kept up with sea level and
deposition was dominated by shallow subtidal lagoonal and inter- to supratidal tidal flat
facies. M inim um accommodation zones bracket these recorded low frequency sea level
events and indicate varying rates o f sea level fall across the platform. A ll o f these M A Zs
are correlated regionally and thus define the sea level history across the northwest
Laurentian platform over an interval o f approximately 9 m illion years from the

Ehmaniella trilo b ite zone to the Crepicephalus trilobite zone.
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C H APTER 7

CO NCLUSIO NS
Six low-frequency sequences and eight zones o f m inim um accommodation space are
recorded in shallow-water carbonate rocks o f the M iddle to lower Upper Cambrian
Highland Peak Formation. Correlation w ith the Bonanza K ing Formation delineates five
sequences that represent platform -wide accommodation changes. Correlation o f two
minimum accommodation zones on opposite margins o f Laurentia indicate a record o f
eustatic change. Non-platform -wide zones o f m inim um accommodation record localized
accommodation changes resulting from autocyclic or random processes. High-frequency
shallowing-upward cycles that delineate sequences record both fluctuating rates o f
relative sea level and sedimentation.
Application o f various methods o f interpreting eustasy and relative sea level changes
to a solitary carbonate stratigraphie succession w ith in the M iddle to lower Upper
Cambrian Highland Peak Formation has revealed variations in the accuracy o f these
methods to record the same sea level and accommodation events. Embedded M arkov
chain analysis delineates cyclic from non-cyclic successions o f high-frequency
shallowing-upward cycles, which is important for interpreting periodicity and origin o f
sea level change. Analysis o f cycle architecture is a good technique for understanding
rates o f sea level change, accommodation change, and sedimentation. Cycle groupings
are good for regional correlation o f large-scale depositional patterns. Analysis o f a facies
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proportions diagram is fast and reliable for illustration o f m inim um accommodation
zones, sequences, and non-eustatic accommodation changes. Fischer plots when used as a
single method are unreliable for interpreting the M iddle to early Late Cambrian eustatic
record within the Highland Peak Formation. When used in conjunction w ith cycle
architecture and facies proportions, however, Fischer plot inconsistencies are revealed
and can be explained. Gamma analysis o f the Member 9 cyclic succession did not
provide insight into the periodicity o f accommodation change because o f a lack o f time
constraints and variab ility in cycle thickness. Thus, effective accumulation rates are
d iffic u lt to determine. When cycle architecture, cycle grouping and facies proportions are
used together, greater insight into sequence stratigraphie history and thus, sea level
history can be accomplished.
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APPENDIX II

D IA G E N E T IC H ISTO R Y
Diagenetic descriptions are generalized because diagenetic interpretations were not the
primary focus o f this study. Where not specifically noted, cements and diagenetic
alteration are interpreted prim arily follow ing Fliigel (1982), Tucker and W right (1990),
and Boggs (1992).

Burrow M ottled Lithotope
Sediments o f the burrow-m ottled lithotope underwent diagenesis w ith in the original
depositional environment and during burial (Plate 17). Slight compaction fo llo w in g
deposition is indicated by grain-to-grain point and planar grain contacts. M ouldic
porosity developed in some grainstone deposits indicating dissolution by meteoric waters.
Mouldic porosity was occluded by large equant calcite at depth, but no clear evidence is
present to indicate tim in g o f meteoric influx. Submarine hardgrounds were formed by
early marine cementation o f sediment in the shallow subtidal environment. These
cemented hardgrounds were then bored into by organisms and re-cemented w ith
overlying sediment (see chapter 3 Plate 2A and 2B).
Wackestone sediments were cemented together by two or three generations o f calcite
both in the marine phreatic and burial environments. W ithin the marine phreatic
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Plate 17. (A ) Selectively dolomitzed burrows (d) within wackestone (w).
Sample HMVOO-72. (B) Pervasively dolomitized wackestone. Sample H 1000173. (C) Zoned dedolomite within the siliciclastic lithotyoe in Member 9.
Clear zones are calcite (c) and dark zones are dolomite (d). Sample H900-124.
(D ) Peloidal packstone demonstrating at least 3 stages o f diagenetic alteration.
(1 ) Early cemented peloids and minor ooids; (2) Styolites formed during deep
burial; (3) Fractures that cut across the styolitized packstone formed during
huther deep burial as did precipitation of fracture-occluding equant calcite.
Sample SR-1. (E) Selective coarsely crystalline dolomite patch in peloidal
packstone with euhedral dolomite stained by diagenetic hematite. Sample
H1200-183.
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environment, rare b laded calcite precipitated in isopachous rims around sand-sized
sediments followed by precipitation o f small equant calcite. In the m ajority o f cases,
small equant and m icrocrystalline calcite precipitated in the marine phreatic environment
followed by precipitation o f large equant calcite during shallow burial.
M ultiple wispy seams, microstylolites, and abundant high-am plitude (0.5- to 2.5-cm)
stylolites formed as the result o f increased lithostatic pressure in a moderately deep burial
environment. Equant and twinned calcite-occluded fractures formed during continued
deep burial. Silica is present as a replacement o f calcite w ith in calcite-filled pores, but it
is unclear when s ilicifica tio n occurred, except that it seemingly was a late stage process.
Dolom itization was both pervasive and selective w ith in the burrow-mottled facies. In
most cases, mottles were selectively dolomitized (Plate I7 A and B). Dolom itization o f
mottles most likely occurred during shallow burial w ith d o lo m itizin g fluids passing
through sediment and replacing the different textured sediment w ith in burrows.

Siliciclastic Lithotope
Silty dolostone cements were precipitated w ithin the marine phreatic environment as
indicated by a lack o f porosity or cement-filled porosity that w ould accompany meteoric
dissolution, and by the presence o f micron-size cement between grains indicating marine
precipitation. The dominant cement within the siliciclastic lithotope is authigenic silica.
Silica syntaxial overgrowths are common and are identified by faint inclusions around the
original quartz grain. These overgrowths were precipitated during very shallow burial
while grains were re-organized during compaction. Calcite cement is rare but was
precipitated between grains in the subtidal marine phreatic environment. Pervasive
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micron-size dolom ite w ithin mudstone laminae o f the silty dolostone lithotope was
formed either by diagenetic alteration o f lime mud or marine carbonate cement after
deposition, in an area o f coastal m ixin g where freshwater and marine waters mixed, or by
subtidal pumping o f magnesium-bearing water through subtidal sediment (Boggs, 1992).
Dolom ite is recognized by a pale blue color after staining.
Early stage compaction only affected beds w ith alternating sandstone and siltstone
w ith mudstone. Mudstone laminae fonn wispy seams or thin irregular laminae in some
beds. Late stage compaction was m inim al w ith formation o f only m inor microstylolites
during burial. The presence o f cone-in-cone structures w ithin clay-rich layers indicates
early marine cementation and subsequent shallow burial diagenesis (Franks, 1969).
Member 9 is characterized by a unique diagenetic history that is not completely
understood. S ilicification was pervasive in Member 9, destroying much o f the original
texture. Dedolomite in Member 9 is characterized by altering zones o f non-ferroan
dolomite and non-ferroan calcite (Plate 17C). Frank (1981) proposed a model for
dedolomitization that appears to fit w ell for dedolomite in Member 9. Dolomite replaced
a precursor calcite cement or sediment after lith ificatio n o f the original limestone or
siltstone as indicated by calcite inclusions in the present dedolomite (Evamy, 1967;
Frank, 1981). Dolom ite crystals grew as the chemistry o f the dolom ite precipitating
solution changed producing compositional differences among growth zones.
Compositional differences may relate to the amount o f iron in the precipitating fluid
resulting in zones o f ferroan and non-ferroan dolomite. Zones o f ferroan dolomite were
susceptible to replacement by calcite because o f the metastability o f ferroan dolomite in
the subaria! environment (Al-H ashim i and Hemingway, 1973; Frank, 1981). During the
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breakdown o f ferroan dolom ite in the surface environment, non-ferroan calcite was
precipitated from meteoric waters as indicated by the presence o f pore-filling calcite
cement (Al-H ashim i and Hemingway, 1973; Frank, 1981; Purser et a!., 1994). Associated
iron oxides also indicate surficial weathering after limestone formation (Al-H ashim i and
Hemingway, 1973; Frank. 1981).

Peloidal Packstone Lithotope
The presence o f small equant calcite and fenestrae between grains indicates
precipitation w ith in the stagnant marine phreatic zone where wave energy was low
(Tucker and W right. 1990). W ithout early marine cementation, fenestrae would be
destroyed during compaction (Shinn, 1968; Shinn, 1983a; Demicco and Hardie, 1994).
The presence o f isopachous bladed and fibrous calcite cements indicate precipitation
w ith in the active marine phreatic zone where current energy was high and sedimentation
rates low (Tucker and W right, 1990). The presence o f recognizable m icritic peloids and
associated hardgrounds indicates early intragranular cementation w ithin the stagnant
marine phreatic zone where wave and current energies were low enough to allow for
cementation, binding, and m icritization o f carbonate grains instead o f abundant
intergranular cementation produced during high water in flu x (Tucker and W right, 1990;
Demicco and Hardie, 1994). These hardgrounds form at the sediment water interface
where they get bored and used by organisms to attach to and this gets recorded in the
fossil record. Because o f early cementation, only m inor synsedimentary compaction
occurred producing weak point and planar grain contacts. Small equant calcite between
hardened peloids indicates that cementation continued w hile sediment was in the marine
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phreatic zone. Large equant calcite cernent indicates precipitation during subsequent
burial. Cements are cut by high-am plitude stylolites as the result o f compaction or
increased lithostatic pressure in the deep burial environment (Plate 17D). Stylolites are
cut by fractures that are filled w ith large, twinned equant calcite indicating even deeper
burial (Plate 17E). Dolom itization was both pervasive and selective (Plate 17F).

O olite Lithotope
Diagenesis o f oolite in the Highland Peak Formation occurred during intial deposition
in the marine phreatic environment, and subsequent burial environment. Rarely oolite
was subjected to meteoric dissolution. Extensive early marine cementation o f ooid sands
is indicated by cementing o f various skeletal fragments w ith m icrocrystalline calcite, and
intergranular cementation o f m ultiple ooids w ith isopachous bladed cement. Irregular,
bored, m icritized and re-cemented surfaces w ith in some beds are interpreted to be
hardgrounds formed by early cementation at or ju st under the sediment surface as
analogous to modem stabilized shoal bottoms (Harris, 1983; Tucker and Wright, 1990;
Demicco and Hardie, 1994). Cementation may have been extrem ely rapid based on
studies o f modem ooid shoal form ation in the Bahamas (Friedman, 1998). Oo-mouldic
porosity w ith in oolite beds o f the Meadow V alley Member is sim ila r to that within oolite
in the Pleistocene Miami Limestone in Florida and may have had a sim ilar history where
subarial exposure and meteoric in flu x dissolved the ooid cortex (Robinson, 1967;
Bathurst, 1971). In the Meadow V alley Member, ooids w ith occluded oo-mouldic
porosity consist o f a thin m icritic envelope surrounding large equant calcite and
intraclastic or peloidal nuclei that are com m only displaced from the center to the bottom.
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“ Tiger-striped” fabric o f oolite w ith in the Step Ridge Member is the result o f
diagenetic alteration (Plate ISA). Dark bands contain rarely deformed ooids w ith a
fibrous calcite rim cement and equant calcite occluding intergranular pore space. In
contrast, light bands are characterized by s-shaped chains o f ooid rinds and equant calcite
in some millimeter-scale zones (Plate I8B). Following precipitation o f equant calcite as
in the dark zones, localized dissolution o f ooid nuclei and cortices resulted in compaction
o f the equant calcite that appears as rhomboids w ith concaved boundaries (Plate I8C).
“ Tiger-striped” diagenesis occurred in bands sub-parallel to bedding.
W ispy dissolution seams parallel to bedding in mud-rich layers indicate compaction o f
weaker, less cemented zones during shallow burial. Twinned calcite indicates deep burial
diagenesis (Adams and MacKenzie, 1998). Calcite-filled fractures cut dissolution seams
and other calcite-filled fractures indicating subsurface deformation. O o litic intraclasts
w ith in the Meadow Valley Member are completely silicified as w ell as irregular patches
w ithin both the Meadow Valley M em ber and Member 9 (Plate 18D). It is unclear when
silicification occurred, but it was probably late in diagenetic history. The tim ing o f
dolom itization is inferred to have been during moderate to deep burial as indicated by the
lack o f compaction structures w ith in dolom ite rhombs but common compaction structures
throughout the oolite. The presence o f detrital dolomite, which is identified by the
rounded and abraded shape o f the sand-size dolom ite (Freeman et al., 1983), may have
been a precursor to dolomite precipitation because detrital dolom ite grains commonly
form nuclei o f rhombic dolomite w ith in Member 9 (Plate 18E).
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Plate 18. (A ) "Tiger-stripe" diagenetic alteration o f ooid grainstone within the
Step Ridge Member. Dissolved ooids in the bottom half o f the
photomicrograph correspond to white "tiger-stripe" bands. Non-dissolved
ooids at the top correspond to dark bands. The bands are separated by a
distinct boundary (arrow). Sample HSR00-3A. (B) S-shaped chains formed by
dissolution o f ooids. Sample HSR00-3A. (C) Recrystallized ooid grainstone
showing polygonal-shaped calcite crystals with curved boundaries (arrows)
that once cemented between ooids. Sample HSROO-22. (D ) Silicified ooid
intraclastic grainstone. Sample HMVOO-55. (E) Dolomite rhomb with a
detrital dolomite grain as its' nucleus (arrow). Sample H900-155. (F) Baroque
dolomite occluded laminoid fenestral pore within a cryptic-microbial laminite.
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Laminite Lithotope
Cryptic-m icrobial iaminites were cemented in itia lly in the marine phreatic
environment by bladed calcite, or more com m only small equant calcite, followed by
precipitation o f a larger equant calcite. Compaction w ith in laminated carbonate and
dolom itic mudstone produced low-amplitude m icrostylolites parallel to laminae. Vertical
fractures are occluded by large equant calcite and some have been stained w ith hematite.
These fractures are cut by low-amplitude m icrostylolites and “ horse-tail” m icrostylolites
that were produced during compaction. The history o f finely crystalline dolom ite is more
d iffic u lt to decipher. Some cryptic-m icrobial lam inite units are pervasively dolom itized,
some are not dolomitized at all, and other contain alternating laminae o f dolom ite and
calcite. These patterns o f dolomitization may reflect processes o f early calcification and
dolom itization as proposed by Glumac and W alker (1997) for Upper Cambrian
carbonates in the southern Appalachians. Early precipitation o f dolomite was a common
process w ith in upper intertidal to supratidal cryptic-m icrobial Iaminites, but early
calcification o f cyanobacteria inhibited precipitation o f dolomite. This situation means
that early calcification may have controlled the degree o f dolomitization. Therefore,
preservation o f cryptic-m icrobial Iaminites was controlled by early marine calcification
o f cyanobacteria (Glumac and Walker, 1997). Finely crystalline dolomite and coarsely
crystalline baroque dolomite are common and indicate either direct precipitation o f
cement from magnesium bearing waters, or replacement o f original cement or sediment
in shallow to deep burial environments (Plate I8F). The modem association o f baroque
dolom ite w ith hydrocarbon bearing rocks indicates diagenesis at temperatures o f 60°C to
150°C (Tucker and Wright, 1990). Without the use o f cathodoluminescence, w hich is
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outside the scope o f this thesis, the true origin o f dolom ite w ith in cryptic-m icrobial
lam inite is unknown. Pseudomorphs o f halite are present and are interpreted as prim ary
evaporites precipitated prior to recrystallization. Secondary pyrite is also present.
Laminated grainstone/mudstone couplets are cemented by small equant or
m icrocrystalline calcite. Grainstone laminae and layers are com m only dolomitized.
T im in g o f this dolom itization is unknown.

Boundstone Lithotope
Stromatolitic rocks have undergone relatively little fabric-altering diagenesis except
where silicified (Plate 19A). Early compaction o f bioherms is evident by calcite-filled
fractures that cut through laminae in the basal portions o f a strom atolite head.
D olom itization o f laminae is common.
Cryptic-m icrobial boundstone show no evidence o f early compaction because primary
intergranular pore spaces are fille d w ith spar and are not distorted. Shinn (1983a) stated
that i f early marine cementation did not occur then fenestrae w ould be destroyed. These
pores may not all be classic fenestrae, but they would s till compact without early
cementation. Bladed and/or fibrous calcite was precipitated in isopachous rings around
prim ary pores followed by approxim ately two generations o f equant calcite. The primary
bladed and fibrous brown calcite incorporated impurities during many generations o f
precipitation forming dirty bands that intersect crystals and m im ic the pore outline (Plate
19C). Cloudy bladed and fibrous cements may be the result o f rapid cementation in the
submarine environment (W alls and Burrowes, 1985). Radiaxial calcite may indicate
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Plate 19. (A) S ilicified stromatolites in Member 9 (arrows). (B ) Domical
stromatolites w ith silicifie d laminae (arrows). Member 9. (C) Spar-occluded bleb,
or "bluebird" structure showing m ultiple generations o f cement w ith in crypticmicrobial boundstone. Bladed calcite (b) rims the bleb and equant calcite (e)
occludes the bleb. Brow nish tint is the result o f inclusions. Note isolated patches
o f replacement silica (s). Sample HMVOO-24. (D ) Twinned equant calcite (t) in
the center o f a bladed calcite-rimm ed (b) bleb w ithin cryptic-m icrobial
boundstone. Sample SR-9. (E) Replacement chalcedony (ch) after calcite (c)
w ith in crypt-microbial boundstone. Sample SR-8.
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diagenetic replacement o f cloudy bladed and fibrous calcite (Kendall and Tucker, 1973;
Walls and Burrowes, 1985).
Baroque dolom ite is present in portions o f cavities where equant calcite is absent. A
second generation o f equant calcite is twinned indicating crystallization during burial
(Plate 19D). This burial cement is cut by equant calcite-filled fractures that formed during
even further burial. Fractures are cut by numerous m icrostylolites formed after fracturing.
M inor late stage dolom itization affected the twinned calcite. Replacement o f prim ary
cement by chalcedony and silica probably resulted from meteoric waters in the near
surface environment early in the diagenetic history (M illik e n , 1979) (Plate 19E).

S ilty Intraclastic Lithotope
Diagenesis o f grainstone w ith in the silty intraclastic lithotope began w ith early syndepositional compaction indicated by fractured and sutured lithoclasts. Early marine
cementation o f grainstone in the shallow marine environment is indicated by
microcrystalline, abundant micron-size equant, and rare bladed calcite cement. Pores not
occluded by prim ary cements were filled w ith m illimeter-size equant calcite during
burial. Precipitation and tw inning o f large equant calcite indicates movement into the
deep burial environment. Two generations o f dolomite are present: finely crystalline
euhedral dolomite pervasive through both lithoclasts and m atrix, and coarsely crystalline
dolom ite with iron-rich cores lim ited to the grainstone m atrix. Rare equant calcite-filled
fractures and m icrostylolites cut all earlier diagenetic features indicating deep burial.
Opaque to translucent, orange and red iron oxides stain some equant calcite and coarse
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dolom ite crystals, as well as coat numerous m icrostylolites indicating late stage fluid
flow.
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